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Abstract 

Electron bifurcation oxidizes a two-electron donor, using the two electrons to 

reduce high- and low-potential acceptors. Thus, one electron may move 

thermodynamically uphill, being kinetically coupled to the downhill flow of the other 

electron. Electron bifurcation in nature is often reversible (∆𝐺 ≈  0) so minimal free 

energy is dissipated, and the reaction occurs at minimal overpotential. Thus, electron 

bifurcation is a compelling target for bioinspired catalysis and/or nanoscale device 

design. 

We formulate a general theory of the electron bifurcation process, using a many-

electron hopping kinetics model with hopping rate constants estimated with thermally 

activated electron tunneling theory. We conclude that efficient and reversible electron 

bifurcation requires only a conserved redox potential (free energy) landscape, with steep 

redox potential gradients in the high- and low-potential branches (the reversible EB 

scheme). This energy landscape naturally builds up electron and hole populations near 

the bifurcating two-electron cofactor in the high- and low-potential branches, 

respectively, thus disfavoring short-circuiting electron-hole combination. 

The reversible EB scheme suppresses short-circuiting reactions by erecting a 

Boltzmann penalty against redox states of the enzyme that may short-circuit, and largely 

accounts for short-circuit insulation in complex III of the electron transport chain, 
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although our model does not uniquely account for the slow short-circuit turnover with 

an inhibited low-potential branch. For electron bifurcating enzymes that reduce the low-

potential substrate directly (such as bifurcating electron transfer flavoproteins), we 

hypothesize that a downward shift in redox potential of the low-potential substrate 

upon binding to the bifurcating enzyme (similar to the iron protein bound to 

nitrogenase) could explain how the requisite steep redox potential gradient is achieved 

without housing a series of redox cofactors in the low-potential branch. 

Electron bifurcating enzymes in nature are often found with bifurcating cofactors 

(for example quinones and flavins) with inverted reduction potentials (i.e., the first 

reduction potential lower than the second). We derive a free energy decomposition 

scheme for the half-reactions of a two electron species from quantum chemical 

calculations to find physical and chemical factors that determine whether the reduction 

potentials are inverted.  

Remarkably, two electron species such as quinones and flavins can exhibit 

normally-ordered or inverted reduction potentials depending on the protein 

environment. Using our energy decomposition scheme and an estimate of a quinone 

Pourbaix diagram under continuum mean-field environments with varying electrostatic 

permittivity, we conclude that the proton transfer events that often accompany 

reduction in addition to the electrostatic interactions of charged species may have a 

significant impact on the invertedness of two-electron compounds. Thus, we 
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hypothesize that electrostatic interactions (including the self-interaction of a charged 

semiquinone) may principally explain the ability of flavins and quinones to change the 

order of their first- and second reduction potentials so profoundly. Future studies will 

be required to test this hypothesis. 

In addition, we show that efficient and reversible electron bifurcation is possible 

with normally ordered potentials at the bifurcating cofactor, provided the absolute value 

of the difference between the first and second reduction potentials is large (on the order 

of the redox potential span of the high- and low-potential branches in the reversible EB 

scheme). This finding has implications for synthetic electron bifurcation, as engineering 

redox active catalytic sites with strongly normally ordered potentials seems more 

straightforward than sites with strongly inverted potentials. 

Finally, we describe kinetics schemes for thermodynamically irreversible electron 

bifurcation that rely on disequilibrium populations of electrons within the high potential 

branch (irreversible confurcation is possible with a disequilibrium population of holes 

within the low-potential branch). Although these schemes are yet only hypothesized, 

these schemes allow orders-of-magnitude regulation of the bifurcating turnover rate 

with the redox poise of the two-electron donor (including faster turnover than in the 

reversible EB scheme), with kinetics fit by a generalized Shockley ideal diode equation. 
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Preface 

Like tree rings, marks of growth and development are found within doctoral 

dissertations. In this dissertation, I deliberately and shamelessly emphasize these marks 

of development, as I believe these marks not only tell the story of my personal scientific 

growth and development, but also a story of growth of the field. For the body of work 

represented in this dissertation, the story of struggle is directly connected to the story of 

progress. Every step forward was motivated by a developing awareness of limitations of 

previous ideas, especially my own.  

Chapter 1 frames the primary topic of this dissertation, electron bifurcation, in 

the context of a broader perspective on the physics of electron transfer in biology, and 

biophysics more broadly. I believe this larger perspective heavily informs the other 

chapters, as it reveals the sort of knowledge I wanted to discover. We never attempted a 

fully atomistic description of any of the electron bifurcating enzymes that exist, despite a 

long history of previous attempts (at least in the context of complex III). Instead, we 

were searching for conceptual and “big picture” insights and principles. This sometimes 

meant that we intentionally put aside known details about specific enzymes. I hope my 

choice of a wide brush served well to paint a compelling portrait. 

Chapters 2, 3, 4.2, and 5 are minimally edited from several publications in 

roughly chronological order. This minimal editing is intentional, to preserve and 

describe the steps of growth behind our efforts with each paper. This dissertation 
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attempts to reveal the development of the ideas as they were written, fully embracing 

the limitations, struggle, and even occasional downright errors that hindsight reveals. To 

critically assess this work from our current perspective1, I placed many footnotes 

throughout these chapters, which provide consistent commentary on the contributions 

of each chapter. My hope is that the few who read this dissertation instead of just my 

publications will gain insight into a broader narrative that subtly underpins and holds 

these publications together. Most importantly, I hope to convey a piece of the joy I felt 

when the wool was pulled away from my eyes, as well as the frustration and seductive 

lure of knowledge that feels just around the corner, if only we could see a little further… 

Chapter 2 is based from a review published in 2019 [1] and marks my first 

significant contribution to the field2; it thus provides a window into the latest thinking in 

the field mid-2019, immediately before we discovered the foundational ideas of this 

thesis. In hindsight, I’m glad we took the time to contribute to this review, as the seeds 

of doubt on “conventional thinking” prominent at the time bleed through. Chapter 1 

also shows why electron bifurcation was so compelling that I stuck with it throughout 

my PhD research. 

 

1 that I am confident remains incomplete! 
2 I was coauthor on another paper [2] before this, but my contributions to that work were not significant 
enough to include in this thesis. Regardless, many of the important points of Ref [2] are reiterated in 
Chapter 1 in review form. 
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Chapter 3 highlights our discovery of the reversible EB scheme (based on a 

publication in 2020[3]), an organizing energy landscape and principle governing the 

redox active cofactors and substrates of electron bifurcating enzymes. The EB scheme 

intrinsically promotes reversible electron bifurcation by suppressing short-circuit 

reactions that violate the 1-to-1 partitioning of electron transfers between the electron 

transfer “chains” (called branches) found in electron bifurcating enzymes. This 1-to-1 

partitioning drives energy transduction. 

Chapter 4 is split into two parts. Section 4.1 discusses the physical and chemical 

origins of inverted reduction potentials. We highlight how the energetics of redox 

processes may be dissected using Pourbaix diagrams and thermodynamic cycles, to 

build a quantitative picture about how the potentials may be inverted. We argue that the 

proton-coupled nature of the redox transitions exhibiting inverted potentials in electron 

bifurcating and other redox active enzymes was a primary factor behind inverted 

potentials. The chapter ends with a hypothesis that electrostatic interactions mediated 

by the protein environments may explain the bulk of the potential order switching 

observed in flavins and quinones. I hope this hypothesis will form the foundations for 
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future studies on this fascinating property of two-electron carriers in biology3 (often 

flavins, quinones, and NADP(H)). 

Section 4.2 (based on a publication in 2021[4]) argues that, contrary to many 

previous proposals, inverted reduction potentials are not a physical, thermodynamic, or 

kinetic requirement of effective electron bifurcating cofactors. We show that efficient 

and reversible electron bifurcation may be just as effective with normally ordered 

potentials at the bifurcating cofactor, provided the absolute value of the difference 

between the first and second reduction potentials is large compared to the redox span of 

the high- and low-potential branches. 

Chapter 5 is an intermission of sorts. It contains a review and a small portion of 

another review, both published in 2021[5, 6], and some comments on bifurcating 

electron transfer flavoproteins (Bf-ETFs). This chapter summarizes the findings of the 

work in the previous chapters, and highlights several mysteries that remain unresolved, 

including an unpublished hypothesis concerning how the reversible EB scheme may be 

realized in systems (like Bf-ETFs) that are “missing” a low-potential branch. 

 

3 What is especially amazing about quinones and flavins is their ability to switch between having normally 
ordered and inverted potentials. Understanding this switching was one of the first problems we tackled 
during my PhD studies, but never solved. Hopefully, someone (perhaps even in the Beratan group!) will 
someday discover how proteins are able to manipulate the redox properties of these compounds so 
profoundly. A hypothesis on this topic is presented in Section 4.1.6. 
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Chapter 6 describes my most recent unpublished work summarizing the principles and 

constraints surrounding irreversible electron bifurcation. These results indicate that 

maintaining a non-equilibrium steady state can arrange the flowing electrons such that 

they naturally insulate against short-circuits, something the reversible EB scheme of 

Chapter 3 does with equilibrium redox populations.



 

1. Introduction 

The properties of living matter can be irresistible to a physicist [7-10]. Life 

demonstrates compelling statistical mechanical properties [11], information processing 

capability [12, 13], and intricate yet dynamic organization from nano [12, 14] to 

macroscopic [15] scales. Beyond the intrinsic draw of the beauty and elegance of life, 

biology can serve as a direct inspiration for technological advances, by revealing clever 

tricks to accomplish difficult chemical and physical transformations [16], sense and 

process information [17, 18], and envision useful materials [19]. 

1.1. Elementary physics of bioenergetics 

As an early pioneer of modern biophysics, Erwin Schrödinger coined the term 

“negative entropy” to describe the flow of free energy into an organism from its 

environment, allowing the organism to maintain its nonequilibrium state [7]. Metabolism 

serves as the chemical plumbing to feed free energy (as well as molecular building blocks) 

into the inner biochemical workings of an organism. Organisms may evolve their 

molecular metabolic machinery over evolutionary timescales [20] (even responding to 

anthropomorphically driven environment change [21, 22]), but conserved features 

(especially the chemiosmotic mechanism [23]) are also found in molecular underpinnings 

that drive metabolism [20, 24-26]. 

A core principle of metabolism across biology is the chemiosmotic hypothesis[23, 

25, 27, 28], championed by Peter Mitchell. This hypothesis states that the ubiquitous 

intermediate X (as it was known before the chemiosmotic hypothesis was accepted) is 
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actually a proton chemical potential1 gradient across a membrane [27]. X is responsible for 

the disequilibrium that drives the vital ATP synthases, and is itself kept from reaching 

equilibrium by the electron transport chain of respiration. This potential difference is 

comprised of two principal factors: a transmembrane pH gradient, and a transmembrane 

electrostatic potential. The chemical potential gradient (or proton-motive force) is given 

by [25, 28] 

 ∆𝜇 ≈  𝑒 ∆𝑉 −  2.303 𝑘𝑇 ∆𝑝𝐻, (1.1) 

where 𝑒 is the magnitude of the electron charge and ∆𝑉 and ∆𝑝𝐻 are the voltage and pH 

gradients across the membrane. The typical value of ∆𝜇  is ~ 0.2 eV for many 

physiological conditions [28]. 

Since ∆𝜇  is continually dissipated by the ATP synthases and other enzymes, it 

must continually be replenished. But this requires the thermodynamically uphill flow of 

protons from lower to higher chemical potential, so how does it occur? The electron 

transport chain kinetically (catalytically) couples the uphill flow of protons with the 

thermodynamically downhill flow of electrons [25].  

The downhill flow of electrons from the oxidation of organic compounds to 

oxygen is the ultimate source of energy in the electron transport chains of oxygenic 

respiration [25]. However, anoxygenic respiration and photosynthesis also harness the 

 

1 Some biochemists use electrochemical potential to refer to this quantity. In this dissertation, I choose to use 
the term chemical potential to refer to 𝜇 =

,
. because that is common in physics departments. 
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downhill flow of electrons to alternative high-potential acceptors [24], even solid 

minerals external to the cell [29]. For instance, long chains of iron-sulfur clusters or 

hemes inside external cellular appendages called bacterial nanowires are known to carry 

electrons to ferric iron (Fe3+) at the bottom of lakebeds and other environments where 

oxygen is limited [30, 31]. Some organisms may even survive by depositing electrons 

into an external circuit at an electrode [32], a discovery that ignited the field of microbial 

fuel cells [33]. 

Kinetic coupling of uphill and downhill reactions is a core principle of 

bioenergetics. For example, electron transport chains couple the downhill flow of 

electrons through the chain to the uphill flow of protons across the membrane, the 

downhill flow of protons through the ATP synthases is coupled to ADP 

phosphorylation, and the downhill flow of an electron to a high-potential acceptor is 

coupled to the uphill flow of another electron to a low-potential acceptor in electron 

bifurcation (introduced in Chapter 2). 

1.2. Electron bifurcation and complex III 

Complex III is a major player in both respiratory and photosynthetic electron 

transport chains and performs electron bifurcation, the primary topic of this dissertation. 

Complex III performs the Q-cycle (also originally proposed by Peter Mitchell [34]), 

which harnesses electron bifurcation to reversibly drive proton flow across the 

membrane. 
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the catalytic activity of the Q-cycle in cytochrome bc1 [35]. 

Electron bifurcation occurs at the Qo site, releasing two protons to the intermembrane 

space. The role of the bifurcating Q species is served by a variety of quinone species 

across Q-cycle complexes [36]. One of the bifurcated electrons proceeds 

thermodynamically downhill to cytochrome c, and the other flows from the bL to the bH 

hemes to reduce Q at the Qi site. Reduction of Q at the Qi site pulls protons into the 

mitochondrial membrane from a low proton chemical potential μ (𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡) [36, 37]. 

Electron bifurcation is the key energy transducing process in the Q-cycle, driving one 

electron thermodynamically uphill by leveraging the downhill flow of the other 

electron, and releasing protons to higher chemical potential μ (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡). Here, we 

describe electron bifurcation as a crucial component of the Q-cycle, but electron 

bifurcation is now known to play a role in many other biochemical systems. A detailed 

introduction to electron bifurcation is presented in Section 2.1. 

The net effect of the Q-cycle is the endergonic flow of protons from the matrix 

with chemical potential μ (𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡) to the intermembrane space with chemical potential 

μ (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡). This endergonic process is enabled by the exergonic flow of electrons from 

the Q pool to cytochrome c. The endergonic process of proton translocation is enabled 

by the exergonic reduction of cytochrome c. Electron flow to cytochrome c is 

accomplished through the Rieske FeS protein which diffuses back and forth between Qo 
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accessibility and cytochrome c1 accessibility (not shown in Figure 1.1) [38]. Electrons in 

cytochrome c ultimately reduce oxygen in complex IV [25].  

 

Figure 1.1: Diagram of the Q-cycle in cytochrome bc1. In complex III of 
mitochondria, protons are driven uphill against a proton chemical potential gradient 
from the intermembrane space. First, two protons join two electrons to reduce Q at the 
Qi binding site. After diffusing to the Qo site, Q then bifurcates these electrons to the 
bL heme and the Rieske FeS cluster and the protons are released on the matrix side of 
the membrane. The FeS cluster pathway to cytochrome c is an electron sink, but the 
free energy lost to it is not truly lost. Rather, it is coupled to drive electrons to the low-
potential (high-energy) bL and then the bH heme. The bh heme then reduces Q at the 
Qi site, pulling more protons from the intermembrane space to Q, completing the 
cycle (Q must pick up two protons and two electrons twice at the Qi site to complete 
one Q-cycle). The reduction potentials of coenzyme Q are inverted at the Qo but not 
the Qi site. Structure reported by Gao et al. [35]. 
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The Q-cycle is a clear example of the nonequilibrium nature of biological 

function. Electrons flowing from the Qo site to the Qi site are flowing from the quinone 

pool back to the quinone pool, and thus are recycled. Placing aside the catalyzed 

thermodynamically uphill flow of protons, the Q-cycle cannot occur spontaneously 

without the downhill flow of electrons to cytochrome c, if only because half the 

bifurcated electrons are flowing through a loop, and loop flows2 are perpetual motion 

machines in the absence of external driving forces. 

 

1.3. Nonadiabatic electron transfer in proteins 

How do electrons flow through the electron transport chain and other biological 

systems, especially those where the redox active cofactors are well-separated (by as 

much as 20 Å)? Here, we review a formula for estimating rate constants for electron 

transfer between a donor cofactor D and acceptor cofactor A embedded in a protein. 

This formula has surprising explanatory as well as predictive power [39-41], and shows 

how electron transfer is possible across these large distances without the extensive 

electron delocalization that is found in metals. Here we formulate a common 

approximation for nonadiabatic electron transfer rate constants, given by Eqs (1.10) and 

(1.11). 

 

2 In the absence of equal flows in the opposite direction! 
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There are many ways to derive Eqs (1.10) and (1.11) and many variations on the 

theme3 [42-49]. My favorite derivation evaluates the Frank-Condon factor by explicitly 

calculating the thermalized nuclear wavefunction overlaps between the donor and 

acceptor wells [49]. This approach yields an expression for the Frank-Condon factor that 

is valid even at low temperature. Importantly, the nonadiabatic ET rate expression of 

Eqs (1.10) and (1.11) is not designed to capture proton coupled electron transfer (PCET) 

rates [50, 51]. The derivation found here of Eq (1.10) and (1.11) is my own4 but I make no 

claims to originality5.  

First, we assume that the donor and acceptor ground and first excited electronic 

states are neither degenerate nor nearly degenerate, so at reasonable temperatures the 

dynamics mostly occur in the subspace defined by the ground and first excited 

electronic states6. In this basis, we write the electronic Hamiltonian in a diabatic basis 

 

3 I considered writing a brief “history” of electron transfer rate theories in this chapter, but quickly realized 
that this was unreasonable for a short chapter. There are dozens of subtle distinctions between theories, 
competing priority claims (sometimes implicit), and confusing and conflicting terminology, and review 
articles are abundant. From my current view, the bottom line is that Eqs (1.10) and (1.11) yield significant 
explanatory and predictive power given their simplicity, and the dozens of extensions, variations, and 
foundations that are heavily debated are either extremely expensive computationally and conceptually, 
and/or are only relevant for a small subset of electron transfer reactions, capturing specific details of the 
reactants and their environments. Furthermore, the numerous parameters in more complex theories are 
difficult to determine using experiment or atomistic calculations. Regardless, I hope to convince the reader 
(by example) in this dissertation that despite the simplicity and approximate nature of Eqs (1.10) and(1.11), 
these equations are powerful for building theories of redox enzyme function when used carefully. 
4 In consultation with Peng Zhang, who provided insightful discussion on this derivation and other 
approaches. The goal here was to provide the simplest possible derivation we could think of. 
5 After writing this chapter, I discovered a nearly identical derivation in [52]. 
6 Assuming that the energy ∆𝐸 ,  between the first and second excited states is much less than the thermal 
energy ∆𝐸 , <<  𝑘 𝑇. Since excited electronic states are often ~ 1 eV or higher, biologically relevant 
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 ℎ (𝑹)  ≈
𝜀 (𝑹) 𝑉∗

𝑉 𝜀 (𝑹)
 (1.2) 

where 𝜀 (𝑹) and 𝜀 (𝑹) are the donor-localized (reactant) and acceptor-localized 

(product) diabatic energies as a function of the nuclear coordinates 𝑹. The diabatic 

coupling 𝑉 is assumed to be approximately independent of 𝑹 near the avoided crossing, 

so no explicit 𝑹 dependence is indicated in Eq (1.2). 

In this chapter, we approximate the multidimensional nuclear dynamics 𝑹 as 

occurring in 1-D harmonic potential wells (reaction coordinate 𝑞) with reorganization 

energies 𝜆 separated by reaction coordinate shift Q, illustrated in Figure 1.2. Explicitly, 

Eq (1.2) is approximated as 

 
ℎ (𝑞)  ≈

1

2
𝑘𝑞 𝑉

𝑉
1

2
𝑘(𝑞 − 𝑄) + ∆𝐸

 (1.3) 

where 𝜆 = 𝑘𝑄  relates the reorganization energy 𝜆 to the curvature k of the diabatic 

energies 𝜀 (𝒒) and 𝜀 (𝒒) and the reaction coordinate shift 𝑄. Figure 2 shows the electron 

transfer parameters of Eq (1.3) as potential energy Marcus parabolas. The splitting 

between the adiabatic energies at the transition state 𝑄‡ is 2𝑉. Far from the transition 

state 𝑞 = 𝑄‡, the diabatic energies and the adiabatic (ground and excited states) are 

nearly identical, because the coupling 𝑉 is small compared with the difference between 

 

temperatures are typically low enough for Eq (1.2) to be a good approximation in the absence of 
degeneracies.  
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the diabatic energies in those regions. Since the adiabatic states are well separated far 

from 𝑞 = 𝑄‡, transitions between them are negligible unless the nuclear coordinates 𝑞 

approach the transition state 𝑄‡. 

Most of the time, the nuclear coordinates will hover around their equilibrium values, in 

Figure 1.2 at 𝑞 =  0 and 𝑞 =  𝑄. Here, we estimate the electron transfer rate from the 

donor-localized well (D-A, blue dashed curve) to the acceptor-localized well (DA-, 

orange dashed curve). By setting the reactant and product energies equal, we find the 

following expression relating the transition state 𝑄‡ energy with the reorganization 

energy 

 

Figure 1.2: Marcus parabolas illustrating parameters that influence electron 
transfer rates. The dashed lines represent diabatic energies for the reactant D-A and 
product DA-. The solid lines illustrate the adiabatic energies (ground and excited state 
energies of the combined reactant-product system).  
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 1

2
𝑘 𝑄‡ =  

(∆𝐺 + 𝜆)

4𝜆
. (1.4) 

The rate constant that describes probability flux from the reactant states to the 

product states is given by 

 
𝑘 = 𝑑𝑝 

𝑝

𝑚
 𝑃(𝑝, 𝑄‡) 𝑃 (

𝑝

𝑚
) , (1.5) 

where 𝑝 is the conjugate momentum to the collective coordinate 𝑅, 𝑚 is the effective 

mass of motion along that coordinate (so 𝑣 =  𝑝/𝑚 is the velocity), and 𝑃(𝑝, 𝑄‡) is the 

probability density that a trajectory with momentum 𝑝 crosses the transition state 𝑄‡. 

The remaining term 𝑃 ( ) is the Landau-Zener probability [53] that the electronic 

system described by Eq (1.3) will move from the reactant R state to the product P state 

after crossing the transition state 𝑄‡ 

 
𝑃 (

𝑝

𝑚
) = 1 −  𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

2𝜋|𝑉|

ℏ|𝑘𝑄‡𝑣|
≈  

2𝜋|𝑉|

ℏ|𝐹𝑣|
, (1.6) 

where 𝑣 =  𝑝/𝑚 is the velocity of the nuclear coordinates, |𝑉| is the diabatic coupling of 

Eq (1.3), and 𝐹 =  (𝜀 − 𝜀 )
‡

=  𝑘𝑄 =  √2𝑘𝜆. The approximation holds for small 

diabatic coupling |𝑉| <<  ℏ|𝐹𝑣|. 

Using classical statistical mechanics, we estimate the probability 𝑃(𝑝, 𝑄‡) that a 

trajectory with momentum 𝑝 crosses the transition state 𝑄‡  

 
𝑃(𝑝, 𝑄‡) =

1

𝑍
 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

𝑘𝑄‡

2𝑘 𝑇
 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

𝑝

2𝑚𝑘 𝑇
 , (1.7) 

where Z is the classical partition function given by 
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𝑍 = 𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑝  𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

𝑘𝑅

2𝑘 𝑇
 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

𝑝

2𝑚𝑘 𝑇
 

                     =  2𝜋𝑘 𝑇
𝑚

𝑘
. 

(1.8) 

Substituting Eqs (1.6) and (1.7) into Eq (1.5) yields in the weak coupling limit 

 
𝑘 ≈

|𝑉|

ℏ𝑘 𝑇√2𝑚𝜆
. 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

1

2
𝑘𝑄‡ 𝑑𝑝   𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

𝑝

2𝑚𝑘 𝑇
 . (1.9) 

Performing the last integral, substituting Eq (1.6) into the exponential, and rearranging 

gives 

 
𝑘 =

2𝜋|𝑉|

ℏ
𝐹𝐶, (1.10) 

where 𝐹𝐶 is given by 

 
𝐹𝐶 =

1

4𝜋𝜆𝑘 𝑇
𝑒𝑥𝑝[−(∆𝐺∘ + 𝜆) /(4𝜆𝑘 𝑇)].      (1.11) 

The 𝐹𝐶 quantity can be shown to be a Frank-Condon factor at high temperature [49]. We 

substitute standard state reaction free energy ∆𝐺∘ for ∆𝐸 so that the forward 𝑘  and 

reverse rate constants 𝑘  satisfy detailed balance7 

 𝑘 = 𝑘  𝑒 ∆ ∘/    (1.12) 

An estimate of the electronic coupling is required to use Eqs (1.10) and (1.11) to 

estimate electron transfer rate constants. Since the redox cofactors exchanging electrons 

 

7 This step may hide a multitude of sins. In particular, the assumption of parabolic donor- and acceptor-
localized wells with the same curvature 𝑘 (Eq (1.3)) guarantees no entropy component to ∆𝐺. If the 
assumption of equal parabolic wells is broken, Eq (1.11) does not result. Formulations that employ Fermi’s 
golden rule naturally satisfy detailed balance [52], but I contend that the assumption of Fermi’s golden rule 
may itself hide a multitude of sins, and seems stronger than the assumption of detailed balance. 
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in proteins are often well-separated (several Å), the wavefunction overlaps between the 

donor- and acceptor-localized wavefunctions will be small. Thus, the diabatic coupling 

|𝑉| may be described by quantum mechanical tunneling [43, 54]. Specifically, the 

following empirical relationship has been established [40, 43, 54] 

 |𝑉| ≈ 𝑉 𝑒 , (1.13) 

where d is the distance between the donor and acceptor, 𝛽 ~ 1/Å [54] is the empirical 

tunneling decay constant through protein, and 𝑉 ~ 0.1 eV [40] is the empirical contact 

coupling for typical redox cofactors. 

1.4. Bioinspired electron bifurcation 

Electron bifurcation (introduced in the following chapter) is harnessed in biology 

to repeatably and reversibly push electrons thermodynamically uphill, by coupling to 

downhill flow of other electrons. Thus, reversible electron bifurcation may increase the 

reducing power of the uphill flowing electron to the maximum extent possible allowed 

by thermodynamics (see Chapter 2 and 3), assuming the reaction is poised 

infinitesimally away from equilibrium. Thus, electron bifurcation is a compelling target 

for synthetic catalyst and/or nanoscale device designs [1-5, 55]. 

Figure 1.3 illustrates a hypothetical device, found neither in the lab nor in nature 

(to my knowledge) that cascades a series of 𝑁 electron bifurcating catalysts or devices. 

This electron bifurcation cascade amplifies an input electromotive force 𝑉  to a voltage 

𝑉 =  𝑁 𝑉 . Direct DC electrochemical potential amplification over a nanoscale feature 
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will likely find catalytic applications. After all, life harnesses electron bifurcation to 

provide reducing power within biochemical cycles that perform N-fixation [56], H2 

production [57], and CO2 reduction [58, 59], all high-value catalytic targets. 

 

Figure 1.3: Diagram of a possible electron bifurcation cascade. The output of 
one electron bifurcation unit is fed into the input of the next, and the pattern is 
repeated N times (𝑵 =  𝟑 in this example). In principle, such a device would allow for 
arbitrary voltage amplification N with nearly zero energy dissipation, as electron 
bifurcation can occur reversibly (Iin and Iout close to zero). 

A synthetic electron bifurcating device or molecule has never been realized, 

primarily because biological electron bifurcation was poorly understood at a 

fundamental level. No robust mechanism was understood to establish the high-fidelity 

1-to-1 partitioning of electrons between the high- and low-potential pathways. Without a 

robust coupling mechanism, electron flow will short-circuit, dissipating free energy as 

waste. This dissertation describes the discovery of a robust coupling mechanism for 

electron bifurcation (the reversible EB scheme, see Chapter 3). Thus, campaigns to 

realize and harness synthetic electron bifurcation in molecules and other nanoscale 
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architectures (for example using redox coupled quantum dots [60]) can finally begin in 

earnest. Although the work of this dissertation is done, the future of electron bifurcation 

remains compelling.  
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2. The grand challenges of electron bifurcation 

Based on: 

Yuly, J. L., Lubner, C. E., Zhang, P., Beratan, D. N., & Peters, J. W. (2019). 

Electron bifurcation: progress and grand challenges. Chemical Communications, 55(79), 

11823-11832. 

J.W.P. drafted the figures. 

C.E.L., and J.W.P drafted an initial version of the manuscript. 

J.L.Y. significantly expanded and thoroughly revised the manuscript. 

All authors involved in editing and discussions. 

2.1. The promise of electron bifurcation 

“Electron bifurcation” (EB) describes more than simply diverting electrons down 

two independent pathways (Figure 2.1). What began in the 1970’s as an attempt to 

explain the bizarre “oxidant-induced reduction” [61] observed in mitochondrial inner 

membranes has, in the last decade, grown into an international effort spanning multiple 

scientific disciplines. This is not surprising, as electron bifurcation was discovered 

outside of mitochondrial and photosynthetic membranes, elevating EB reactions to 

status as a fundamental player in energy transduction in biology8 [62-64]. As such, EB 

 

8 I can’t decide whether this is an exaggeration. Certainly the chemiosmotic mechanism has received far 
more attention. However, electron bifurcation likely plays a role across all domains of life and so is claimed 
a fundamental energy coupling mechanism of biology [62-64].  
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reaches a status in bioenergetics similar to the chemiosmotic mechanism itself. A better 

understanding of EB seems to promise insight into some of life’s deepest mysteries 

(including the development of primordial life) and reveals a treasure map for truly 

astonishing bioinspired energy technologies of the future. 

 

Figure 2.1: Conceptual illustration of ideal electron bifurcation whereby the 
transfer of an electron pair of intermediate reduction potential to a bifurcating site 
(gold oval) is subsequently parsed out to single electron transfers to acceptors that are 
more positive (purple oval) and more negative (green oval) but whose sum is 
equivalent to the overall reduction potential of the electron pair.  

The term “electron bifurcation” was first used by Peter Mitchell in the 1970s to 

describe the phenomena associated with the Q-cycle of respiratory complex III (the 

cytochrome bc1 complex) of the mitochondrial electron transfer chain (ETC) [34, 65]. The 

net effect of this cycle is the release of protons in the inner membrane space associated 

with QH2 oxidation, together with the consumption of protons in the matrix associated 

with Q reduction. This transmembrane proton translocation maintains a proton motive 

force to the mitochondrial inner membrane. This proton motive force determines the 

chemiosmotic potential, providing the driving force for ATP synthase; thus, the Q-cycle 
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reaction described above would not be thermodynamically spontaneous. However, 

Nature makes up the free energy deficit of this endergonic proton translocation via 

coupling with an exergonic reaction, namely the reduction of cytochrome c (cyt c) at 

high reduction potential. The coupling of thermodynamically “uphill” reactions (∆𝐺 >

0) with thermodynamically “downhill” (∆𝐺 < 0) reactions is perhaps the leitmotif of 

bioenergetics9. 

Electron bifurcation is another example of this type of energetic coupling. Put 

simply, electron bifurcation moves one electron thermodynamically “downhill”, and 

this energy is leveraged to move another electron “uphill” without breaking the second 

law of thermodynamics [2]. More precisely, electron bifurcation oxidizes a medium-

potential two-electron donor, using its two electrons to reduce a high-potential acceptor 

with one electron and a second electron to reduce a low potential acceptor (Figure 2.1). 

For many years, EB was thought to be unique to complex III. About a decade 

ago, however, flavin-based electron bifurcation (FBEB) was discovered [66-70]. FBEB is 

now understood to support anaerobic metabolism through a variety of reactions that 

involve the oxidation of NADH and the reduction of ferredoxin or flavodoxin coupled 

to various exergonic reductions. Overall, the mechanisms involved in FBEB and EB in 

 

9 I find this idea amazing and beautiful. Bioenergetics can seem extremely complex and intimidating, 
something I felt (still do) as a newcomer to the field. I was pleasantly surprised that the foundational 
questions are simple and beautiful: which steps of biological reaction cycles couple to uphill reactions, and 
how is that coupling established? 
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complex III seem analogous. Flavins and quinones have similar redox properties: they 

are effective at mediating both one and two electron transfer reactions and can function 

by employing inverted reduction potentials10 (we use the term “inverted” rather than the 

newer term “crossed” in this review to remind the reader of an older and separate 

literature on the subject [71-75]) with highly reducing intermediates. 

Electron bifurcation is now understood to drive some of the most valued 

reactions in all of chemistry. For instance, nature uses the high energy electrons 

generated by EB to drive CO2 reduction [76], nitrogen fixation [56], and hydrogen 

production [57, 77] at biological temperatures and pressures, in addition to its role in the 

Q-cycle where it contributes to the chemiosmotic potential, that in turn drives ATP 

synthase. Furthermore, it is claimed that many electron bifurcases are reversible [66, 68, 

78-81], many (but not all [66]) in vivo. This suggests that it is possible for the energy 

interconversion associated with these reactions to be accomplished with near 100% 

efficiency [70]. This is not science fiction11; these EB reactions occur in nature. 

 

10 In this review, we tried to take a neutral stance on the issue of inverted potentials and bifurcating 
cofactors, to attempt to capture the consensus of the field, despite an earlier publication [2] where we argued 
that inverted potentials were not necessary (this argument was contentious, see Section 2.3.2). Chapter 4 is 
the ultimate destination of these ideas. 
11 I was very dramatic early in my graduate career (I can’t decide whether this was good or bad). My 
intention was to get the reader to stop and think for a moment. At first, claims of near 100% efficiency sound 
like hype, but near 100% free energy conversion is possible for reversible processes, limited only by how 
long one is willing to wait, as taught in any intro physics course on thermodynamics. Much of catalysis and 
energy technology these days involves light absorption, which is (in most laboratory conditions) completely 
irreversible and far from equilibrium. Quasi-static processes are “boring” because the theory is well 
understood from equilibrium statistical mechanics, but the Clausius inequality says reversible processes are 
the most efficient. I feel that the energy science community sometimes loses sight of this. Breakthroughs in 
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Because of the use of EB in living systems, we believe that astonishing insights 

for bioinspired energy technologies may lurk within electron bifurcases. The low-

potential electron produced by EB could in principle be guided to a targeted acceptor (as 

long as that acceptor has a reduction potential similar to or higher than the reduction 

potential of the low potential pathway). So EB might be used to drive many reactions of 

vital importance to the energy and environmental sciences. Indeed, there seems no 

reason to doubt that, in principle, any low potential acceptor could be reduced in an EB 

reaction.  

Unfortunately, the simplicity and elegance of biological EB masks the extreme 

difficulty of deploying EB in artificial systems12. If all the redox species to be used in 

electron bifurcation were added to a mixture and electrons fed from an electrode, they 

would not perform electron bifurcation. Instead, most electrons would flow to the high-

potential acceptors, as this configuration achieves the lowest free energy. Thus, to 

achieve electron bifurcation, the electrons must be “gated” towards the proper 

acceptors, despite a large driving force for “short circuit” reactions [2, 80]. Biology must 

 

energy efficiency in catalysis and other tranformations will likely fit snugly into dusty old stat mech 
theories. Our discovery of the reversible EB scheme (Chapter 2) is a great example: the short-circuit rate at 
zero driving force is essentially determined by a Boltzmann weight. 
12 I felt at the time that the gravity of this problem (and lack of a satisfying solution) was greatly 
underappreciated. I had discussions with synthetic chemists trying to build synthetic EB systems, and they 
really wanted to know how to prevent short-circuiting. It is the crux of the entire process after all! As is clear 
from the rest of this chapter, we did not have a good answer, and as far as I know, all those early attempts to 
achieve synthetic EB failed. 
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therefore exert precise microscopic control to realize electron bifurcation. Understanding 

this control is a major motivation behind the study of biological EB. 

The discoveries of EB outside of complex III have been a gold mine for 

mechanistic studies on the microscopic control wielded by biological EB. These reactions 

are performed in a variety of chemical and physical contexts, including in 

hyperthermophiles. For instance, many examples of biological EB do not require 

membrane-bound proteins and seem to play roles quite different from those of complex 

III. These EB systems also use a variety of schemes to channel electron flow down the 

endergonic and exergonic reaction paths. Thus, biology not only achieves astonishing 

microscopic control to accomplish EB, but also appears to have evolved multiple 

mechanistic routes to achieve this control13. This multiplicity of options for control 

suggests that EB may constitute some of the most fertile ground for inspiring biomimetic 

energy technologies. 

Structural and mechanistic studies on the cytochrome bc1 complex [79, 82-84], 

and more recently on FBEB [56-58, 67, 85-90], reveal two basic requirements that are 

paramount in EB catalysis. The first major requirement is the use of an energetic (highly 

reducing) species capable of driving the reduction of the endergonic (compared to the 

mean reduction potential of the two-electron donor) half reaction. This is accomplished 

 

13 Or that there is some overarching principle that governs EB that is somewhat independent of the atomistic 
details, as is the case for the reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3. 
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in the cytochrome bc1 complex and FBEB through the formation of a metastable SQ 

intermediate. The presence of a metastable low-potential intermediate is a signature of 

inverted (or “crossed”) reduction potentials [2, 62, 65, 89]. A variety of different multiple 

electron redox cofactors may exhibit inverted potentials, including metal containing 

species [72-75]. The second requirement is an effective mechanism to gate electron flow, 

to direct the energetic electron toward the low-potential pathway with high fidelity. 

In our view, much understanding of the bifurcating steps in these enzymatic 

reactions has been gained. Indeed, flavin-based EB has been reviewed many times [63, 

66-70, 76, 81, 91-94]. However, there remain many unanswered questions surrounding 

the EB mechanisms and the biology of EB. The answers to these questions could enable 

significant advances in bioenergetics and energy science more broadly. We outline (in 

the second half of this review) several important conceptual issues that prevent a 

complete understanding of the molecular mechanisms behind EB, and that prevent the 

bioinspired inventor from taking further advantage of EB reactions. The opportunities 

and unresolved issues discussed here reflect the authors’ tastes, and other productive 

directions for exploration exist as well. To summarize, this chapter elaborates the recent 

progress in understanding biological electron gating mechanisms used by EB enzymes, 

in the context of the parameters defined by electron transfer theory, discusses 

unresolved questions in this field, and explains why we find these questions compelling: 

a “new era” [69] for electron bifurcation truly lies ahead. 
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2.2. Gating electron flow 

Gating electron flow in EB is vital, directing electron flow from one donor to two 

spatially separate acceptors, and preventing both electrons from proceeding to the 

overall high-potential (lower energy) acceptor. This allows the EB enzyme to minimize 

the free energy lost through the electron flow. Rates of electron-transfer events are well 

approximated using the Marcus theory of electron transfer [45] and are influenced by 

distance, thermodynamic driving force, and dielectric environment. For instance, the 

nonadiabatic (tunneling) electron transfer rate in the small electronic coupling regime is 

given by 

 
𝑘 =

2𝜋

ℏ
〈|𝐻 | 〉𝐹𝐶. (2.1) 

𝐹𝐶 is the Frank-Condon factor, which in the high temperature limit is given by [49] 

 
𝐹𝐶 =

1

√4𝜋𝜆𝑘𝑇
𝑒𝑥𝑝[−(∆𝐺∘ + 𝜆) /(4𝜆𝑘𝑇)],      (2.2) 

The factor 〈|𝐻 | 〉 is the temperature averaged electronic coupling, often falling 

exponentially with electron donor/acceptor edge-to-edge distance [54], 𝜆 is the 

reorganization energy, and ∆𝐺  is the standard reaction free energy of the electron 

transfer. 

Presumably, during the turnover of an electron bifurcase, electron gating 

mechanisms are achieved by modulating parameters that determine electron transfer 
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rates, above14. For example, the distance between the bifurcating donor and one of the 

acceptors might change during EB to allow the bifurcating site to deliver individual 

electrons to the two spatially separated acceptors in a highly selective manner. Side 

reactions that would disrupt the equal portioning of electrons into the high and low 

potential acceptors are known as “short circuits” [80]. 

2.2.1. Conformational electron gating 

Electron bifurcation is employed within the Q-cycle, coupling the oxidation of 

quinol (QH2) to quinone (Q) at the Qo site with reduction of the low-potential heme and 

the high-potential Rieske-type iron-sulfur (FeS) cluster. The reduction of the low-

potential heme generates a driving force for quinone to become reduced again at the Qi 

site [95], accumulating over two bifurcating cycles (Figure 2). The proton-coupled 

oxidation of QH2 and reduction of Q occur against a transmembrane proton motive 

force. However, this uphill process is coupled to the reduction of the high potential 

cytochrome c which allows the Q-cycle to occur spontaneously. The net result of the Q-

 

14 This was a common viewpoint at the time, but I argue that Chapter 3 essentially makes this view obsolete. 
In principle, nothing is needed to physically suppress the short-circuiting rate constants over productive 
ones. Instead, the redox states of the enzyme that short circuit must be avoided. This naturally occurs in the 
reversible EB scheme and successfully suppresses the short-circuiting rate by orders of magnitude, so that it 
becomes negligible compared with the productive turnover. As discussed in Chapter 3, there may indeed be 
mechanisms that modulate or regulate the various electron transfer rate constants throughout the enzyme, 
but it is unlikely that such mechanisms would suppress the short-circuiting rate constants by the many 
orders of magnitude that are required to achieve efficient energy transduction. 
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cycle is that half of the electrons that travel through the ETC are briefly detoured 

through the Q-cycle to generate additional proton motive force.  

A first oxidation of QH2 results in the production of a metastable SQ state with 

low oxidation potential. The oxidation of QH2 to SQ occurs at a potential of almost +500 

mV [36]. The reduction of the Rieske FeS at a reduction potential of ~+275 mV, and 

subsequent reduction of cyt c1 at ~+250 mV, occur against an electrochemical potential 

gradient, so they are kinetically limited but feasible at the appropriate equilibrium 

conditions [95]. Since the overall reduction potential of QH2 to Q is about +100 mV and 

represents the average of the QH2 to SQ and the SQ to Q couples, this translates to a SQ 

to Q transition at a reduction potential more negative than -300 mV [36, 96, 97], which is 

more than ample to drive the reduction of Q in a stepwise manner that is mediated by 

the cytochrome b (cyt b) hemes bL and bH. The reduction of the Rieske FeS cluster, 

assuming that it has transferred an electron to cyt c1, is more favored and should occur at 

a higher rate if the protein conformation and the relative distances of the Rieske FeS 

cluster and the nearest cyt b site remain unchanged. The complex, however, undergoes a 

conformational change that increases the distance between the SQ oxidation site and the 

Rieske center and, as a result, the balance is tipped to kinetically favor reduction at the 

cyt b site [79, 82, 84] (Figure 2.2). This conformational change, however, is not sufficient 

to suppress the rate constants of all possible short-circuits [79]. 
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Figure 2.2: Energy landscape (left) and depiction of electron transfers and 
conformational changes (right) in the cytochrome bc1 complex (complex III). Cofactors 
with low (more negative) reduction potentials are shown in green, and the cofactors 
with high (more positive) potential in purple. Quinone at the Qi site is shown in grey, 
and the fully oxidized Q at the Qo site is shown in yellow.   A first (1-3) and second (4-
6) electron bifurcating cycle complete one enzymatic turnover of complex III, 
resulting in one (net) QH2 oxidation, two reduced cytochrome c (cyt c), and two 
protons transduced across the membrane. In (1), quinone is oxidized at the Qo site, 
reducing the high-potential Rieske FeS cluster. Then (2) the complex undergoes a 
conformational change, so the Rieske center is in position to reduce cyt c1, and the 
low-potential semiquinone Q•- is no longer in range to reduce the Rieske center, 
instead reducing the low potential heme bL. Another QH2 from the Q pool (3) replaces 
oxidized Q at the Qi site, and (4-6) the process repeats again, allowing Q to be fully 
reduced to QH2 at the Qi site. Cofactor reduction potentials from Bergdoll et al. [36] 
from measurements of submitochondrial particles from R. sphaereoides in the 
absence of the membrane potential. The Q/SQ and SQ/QH2 couples were estimated 
to be roughly as shown in this figure by Zhang et al. [96] and later by Crofts et al. [97]  
Cytochrome c redox properties were reviewed by Battistuzzi et al. [98]  

Mechanistically, the cytochrome bc1 complex has manipulated the energy 

landscapes of the two half reactions (the exergonic reduction of cyt c by QH2 and the 
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endergonic coupling of the oxidation of QH2 in the inner membrane space to the 

reduction of Q in the matrix) so that the electron flux through the b hemes to reduce Q 

occurs against an electrochemical potential gradient. Specifically, the first electron 

transfer from QH2 to the Rieske cluster is rate limiting, and the downhill flow of 

electrons from the semiquinone Q•-  to the bH occurs quickly, suppressing semiquinone 

(Q•- ) population at the Qo site [97]. However, It is important to note that this gating 

mechanism is not sufficient to suppress the rate constants for all “short circuit” reactions 

in complex III, but perhaps in combination with at least one other gating mechanism15 

[80]. The other short-circuits arise as a result of the physiological conditions (near 

equilibrium) leading to the reversibility of the Q-cycle [79]. 

It has been proposed that the electron bifurcating flavoproteins operate in a 

manner that invokes conformational changes similar to those found in the cytochrome 

bc1 complex [87, 88]. For example, the FixABCX enzyme (Figure 2.3), which produces 

reducing equivalents for nitrogen fixation, couples the oxidation of nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide (NADH) to the reduction of quinone and to the reduction of the 

low potential electron carriers ferredoxin (Fd) or flavodoxin (Fld) [66, 68, 99]. 

Biochemical studies have revealed that the energy landscapes are likely to be 

 

15 The conformational motion of the Rieske FeS protein may have little to do with gating the electrons in 
complex III. Essentially, our simplified model of complex III (Figure 3.6) does not involve the motion of the 
Rieske FeS protein at all, and the reversible EB scheme is alone sufficient to insulate against short circuits 
without any influence from the Reiske protein motion. 
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qualitatively similar for the EB flavoproteins and for the cytochrome bc1 complex [56], in 

the sense that the first electron transfer step from the EB cofactor is endergonic (along 

the overall exergonic pathway), and that it is the second electron that proceeds through 

the overall low-potential pathway. The oxidation of NADH is coupled to the reduction 

of the bifurcating flavin. The oxidation of the hydroquinone form of the flavin (FADH-) 

is coupled to the reduction of a flavin site along the path toward Q [56]. This occurs at a 

relatively high (positive) reduction potential and produces a metastable flavin ASQ 

intermediate (FAD-) at the bifurcating site with sufficient driving force to affect the 

reduction of Fd or Fld with reduction potentials of ~-500 mV.  

 

Figure 2.3: Energy landscape (left) and depiction of proposed electron transfers 
and conformational changes (right) in the FixABCX complex. Cofactors with low 
(more negative) reduction potentials are shown in green, and the cofactors with high 
(more positive) reduction potentials in purple. Fully oxidized FAD is shown in 
yellow. Analogous to complex III (Figure 2), the turnover of FixABCX proceeds via 
two electron bifurcating cycles (1-3) and (4-6). The net result is the two oxidations of 
NADH to NAD+, two reductions of ferredoxin (or flavodoxin), and one reduction of Q 
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to QH2.  The (1) oxidation of FADH- by one electron and transfer to the B flavin 
triggers (2) a conformational change increasing the distance between B flavin and/or 
decreasing the distance between the FixX FeS cluster and the bifurcating flavin. This 
makes the (3) rate of electron transfer from the A flavin along the low potential path 
to the reduction of Fld via FixX FeS cluster faster than the rate of transfer for the 
second electron from the A flavin to the B and C flavins. After reduction of the A 
flavin by NADH, the B flavin (4) returns to its original position within electron 
transfer range of the bifurcating FAD, and dissociation of reduced Fld initiates the 
second round of electron bifurcation (4-6). Energy landscape proposed by Ledbetter et 
al [56]. 

It was proposed that conformational changes analogous to those in the 

cytochrome bc1 complex may be invoked for FBEB. Structural and biochemical results on 

the enzyme butyryl CoA reductase [88] and caffeyl-CoA dehydrogenase [87] support a 

model in which the distance between the proximal electron acceptor along the high 

potential pathway is increased after the first electron transfer, resulting in a decrease in 

the rate of a second electron transfer down the same (high potential) pathway and 

favoring the transfer of the second electron down the low potential pathway toward 

ferredoxin reduction. It is presumed that the homologous FixABCX/Electron transfer 

flavoprotein (EtfABCX) complexes [56, 90, 99] undergo similar conformational changes 

in which the relative distances of the nearest acceptors along the low and high potential 

pathways are modulated in a manner that causes the reduction of the low potential 

acceptor to be kinetically favored. This conformational change could hypothetically be 

realized by increasing the distance to the nearest high potential acceptor and/or 

decreasing the distance to the nearest low potential acceptor. The FixABCX (Figure 2.3) 

enzyme couples the oxidation of FAD HQ to the reduction of flavodoxin for use in 
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nitrogenase catalysis [56], and the reduction of quinone. EtfABCX couples the reduction 

of FAD HQ with the reduction of quinone and ferredoxin [90]. Both FixABCX and 

EtfABCX utilize NADH to initially reduce the bifurcating FAD site.  

2.2.2. Gating electron transfer by cofactor placement? 

The NADH-dependent ferredoxin-NADP+ oxidoreductase (Nfn) is another well 

studied FBEB enzyme. The enzyme couples the oxidation of NADPH to the exergonic 

reduction of NAD+ and the endergonic reduction of Fd. In contrast to the cytochrome bc1 

complex and bifurcating Fix/Etf enzymes, Nfn is a simple dimeric complex with a large 

and small subunit [89, 100] (Figure 2.4). The bifurcating flavin is in the large (L) subunit 

which also harbours two low potential [4Fe-4S] clusters and the site for Fd reduction. 

The small (S) subunit harbours a single [2Fe-2S] cluster and an additional flavin near the 

site of NAD+ reduction. The clusters in the dimer are arranged such that the bifurcating 

flavin is central, near the L and S subunit interface. 

The energy landscape of Nfn based on biochemical and spectroscopic studies is 

qualitatively similar yet quantitatively inflated compared with the energy landscape of 

the cytochrome bc1 complex and the Fix/Etf enzymes, encompassing a much larger range 

of reduction potentials. During catalysis, the bifurcating site is reduced by NADPH and 

the bifurcating flavin transfers the first electron to a [2Fe-2S] cluster on the path to NAD+ 

reduction (overall exergonic pathway). In a similar manner as in the cytochrome bc1 

complex and Fix, transfer of the first electron occurs at a relatively high (positive) 
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reduction potential, leading to a highly energetic low (negative) potential intermediate. 

The measured reduction potentials of the [4Fe-4S] clusters along the endergonic 

pathway to Fd reduction are very low, with the cluster proximal to the bifurcating site 

estimated at ~-700 mV. This cluster is within 8 Å of the bifurcating site, and the rate of 

electron transfer from the bifurcating flavin to this cluster was determined 

experimentally to be very fast, in the range of 10 ps [89]. These parameters imply that 

the reduction potential of the energetic FAD- is more negative than -900 mV, allowing an 

estimate of the complete redox energy landscape (Figure 2.4). The two electron FAD  

FADH- reduction potential of ~-300 mV, and the one-electron FAD  FAD- couple 

estimated at -900 mV, places the FAD- → FADH- redox couple at ~+350 mV, resulting in 

an energy landscape that spans more than 1V in electrochemical potential, about 2-fold 

larger than the span of electrochemical potentials accessed by cytochrome bc1 and the 

bifurcating ETFs. Also unique to Nfn is the lack of experimental evidence indicating 

large scale conformational changes that could serve to gate electrons as in cytochrome 

bc1 and bifurcating ETFs, indicating a need for a different mechanism for electron gating 

to avoid short circuits (i.e. both electrons flowing down the exergonic path). 

The gating mechanism that is likely employed by Nfn arises from the electron 

acceptor placement near the electron bifurcating L-FAD [2]. The first electron proceeds 

from L-FAD to reduce the [2Fe-2S] cluster, as the alternative reduction of the [4Fe-4S] 

cluster would be significantly uphill. Once this first electron has transferred, the highly 
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reducing FAD- can reduce the [4Fe-4S] cluster. Why does the second electron not follow 

the first to reduce [2Fe2S]? It may, but the rate of [4Fe-4S] reduction has been estimated 

to be orders of magnitude faster [2], as the tunneling distance to [4Fe-4S] is about 7 Å 

closer to L-FAD than to [2Fe-2S]16 [89]. 

 

Figure 2.4: Energy landscape (left) and proposed electron transfers and 
conformational changes (right) in the NADH-dependent ferredoxin NADP+ 
oxidoreductase (Nfn). Cofactors with low (more negative) reduction potentials are 
shown in green, and the cofactors with high (more positive) reduction potentials in 
purple. The oxidized form of the electron bifurcating flavin (FAD) is shown in 
yellow. The oxidation of FADH2 by one electron (1) results in the formation of FAD- 
with an extremely negative reduction potential. Since [4Fe-4S] is much closer to the 
electron bifurcating flavin than [2Fe-2S], this makes the (2) rate of electron transfer 
along the low potential path to the reduction of Fd via FeS clusters faster than the 
short circuit transfer from FAD- to [2Fe-2S] in the S subunit. (3) A second reduction of 

 

16 This tunnelling distance argument is not sufficient to explain how short-circuits are prevented in the nfn 
protein. The short-circuit rate constant to [2Fe2S] may be orders of magnitude smaller than the productive 
rate constant to the proximal [4Fe4S] cluster, but the short-circuit rate constant remains milliseconds or 
faster. Short-circuiting in the reversible EB scheme can be much slower than milliseconds (Chapter 3).  
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the bifurcating FAD and dissociation of reduced Fd initiates (4-6) the second round of 
electron transfer steps analogous to (1-3) resulting in the formation of an additional 
reduced Fd and completing the reduction of NAD+ to NADH.  Cofactor reduction 
potentials shown from Lubner et al [89]. 

The unique energy landscape in Nfn also invites speculation on another gating 

mechanism that does not involve conformational changes. The large difference between 

the FAD one-electron reduction potential estimated at -900 mV and the reduction 

potential of the unproductive acceptor ([2Fe-2S]) at +100 mV suggests that this electron 

transfer may be Marcus inverted [2] (Figure 2.4). At this reduction potential difference of 

~1V, electron transfer rates decrease as the driving force for electron transfer grows. This 

manner of gating has been proposed to be relevant in Nfn, although Marcus inversion 

likely plays a significantly smaller role than the tunnelling distance effect described 

above17. 

2.3. Grand challenges and opportunities 

While recent work has progressed our understanding of the structures and 

gating mechanisms underpinning EB, there remain significant challenges. These 

challenges also represent great opportunities, as their resolution may unlock secrets that 

 

17 This discussion on Marcus inversion was overblown. I did not realize the weight of the concern raised in 
[79]. Roughly, the rate constants of productive events compared short-circuits will have a similar order-of-
magnitude, because the donor and acceptor cofactors are the same and should be roughly the same distance 
from each other when short-circuiting versus when engaging in productive electron transfer. Marcus 
inversion would certainly affect the size of the short-circuiting rate constants, but does it account for the 
orders-of-magnitude effect required to suppress the short-circuit turnover to negligible levels? Doubtful. 
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could enable the creation of artificial EB. This section summarizes several confounding 

issues that prevent a clearer understanding of EB at the molecular scale. 

2.3.1. EB kinetics: what is missing? 

The redox potentials of the electron bifurcating flavin (L-FAD) in Nfn are 

striking: they are inverted by almost 1 Volt [89]! This immediately begs the troubling 

question of how electrons at the FAD-/FADH- potential can reduce NAD+ at a reasonable 

turnover rate, as they must proceed ≈ 600 meV uphill thermodynamically to do so 

(Figure 4). If the FAD-/FADH- potential were several hundred mV lower, it would seem 

reasonable (based on thermodynamic grounds) for electrons in the S subunit to reduce 

NAD+ [66, 70]. However, in our view this alone would not resolve the enigmas 

surrounding the kinetics of the Nfn enzyme for three main reasons, which suggest 

opportunities for fundamental discoveries.  

 First, we contend that the only roadblock for electrons to reduce NAD+ from L-

FAD is not the L-FAD reduction potentials, but the back-ET rate from S-FAD to [2Fe-2S]. 

Invoking detailed balance (𝑘  =  𝑘  𝑒 ∆ / ) requires that the reverse rate 

constant from S-FAD back to [2Fe-2S] is ~10  times faster than the forward rate. This 

suggests that electrons in the S subunit will fall into the “sink” at the [2Fe-2S] cluster and 

have difficulty proceeding further. This difficulty is present regardless of the values of 

the L-FAD reduction potentials.  
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Second, as with many enzymes, the catalytic cycle of Nfn is observed to be 

reversible: simply adding excess reduced Fd to the solution will put the reaction in 

reverse [78] (“electron confurcation” [68, 81]). In the electron confurcating regime, 

NADH and reduced Fd are oxidized to produce NADPH. Here, there seems to be no 

issue with electrons flowing through the S subunit, as reverse flow through the S 

subunit is thermodynamically downhill. However, one now has the difficulty of 

explaining how electrons flow through the L subunit, where, in the bifurcating regime, 

there were no issues! Specifically, backward flow between the [4Fe-4S] clusters must 

proceed uphill by ≈200 mV. So what exactly determines the rate of Nfn turnover? It 

seems unlikely that all the reduction potentials in Figure 2.4 will be updated.   

There are additional complexities which may be relevant for the kinetics of Nfn 

from the energy landscape in Figure 2.4. For instance, almost every electron transfer in 

Nfn is (or could be) proton coupled (even [4Fe-4S] cluster redox chemistry may involve 

protons, such as for the H cluster in [FeFe]-hydrogenases [77, 101]) opening the 

possibility that proton motion may significantly influence the electron transfer 

dynamics. Indeed, the astute reader may notice that a proton is unaccounted for in the 

scheme of Figure 2.4 (two protons are removed during NADPH oxidation, but only one 

is used to reduce NAD+ to NADH), suggesting that solvated protons may serve as a 

fourth substrate, and another possible source of driving force and kinetic influence. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that the kinetics of Nfn proceed through two 
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bifurcating cycles [66, 102] (Figure 2.4), and that the electron from the first cycle waits in 

the S subunit for the second electron to join it in reducing NAD+. This first electron may 

affect the reduction potentials that the second electron experiences during the second 

cycle. If nothing else, evaluation of the effects of changing oxidation states in the S 

subunit between bifurcating cycles may be warranted.   

Third, even when lingering issues surrounding the kinetics and chemistry of the 

Nfn enzyme itself are resolved, an enigma surrounding EB generally remains. A steep 

energy landscape in the high and low potential branches seems to be conserved for all 

EB enzymes, regardless of whether conformational gating is involved (Figure 2.2, Figure 

2.3, and Figure 2.4). Steep energy landscapes are generally undesirable in reversible 

catalysis, as they hinder fast turnover. Why does biology seem to be slowing itself 

down? To suppress short circuits [79, 97]? If so, what exactly is the tradeoff between 

turnover speed and short circuiting in EB? Does this tradeoff specify a physical limit on 

the turnover rate for efficient EB? 

In short, attempting to build a simple kinetics model of Nfn based on the 

thermodynamics of its cofactors seems challenging, as electrons apparently proceed 

significantly uphill thermodynamically in both branches, depending on whether the 

reaction runs in the forward (bifurcating) regime or the reverse (confurcating) regime. 

Furthermore, the unusually reducing L-FAD is almost certainly not the root of the 

enigmas surrounding the Nfn enzyme. Indeed, similar phenomena seem to occur for the 
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other energy landscapes in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. Perhaps Nature hides a 

fundamental discovery? 

2.3.2. Inverted reduction potentials 

All known electron bifurcating cofactors employ inverted reduction potentials. 

This means that the free energy required to remove a first electron from these cofactors 

is greater than to remove a second. More precisely, the reduction potentials of a two-

electron species are “inverted” [71-74, 93] (some authors use “crossed” [2, 62, 68, 88, 89]) 

if the first reduction occurs at a lower reduction potential than the second.  

The importance of inverted reduction potentials for EB was first noted by 

Nitschke and Russell almost a decade ago, where it was proposed to be a 

thermodynamic requirement for EB [62]. Later, several hypothetical scenarios were 

derived that showed electron bifurcation (i.e. one electron proceeding to a low-potential 

acceptor and another to a different high-potential acceptor) was possible without 

inverted potentials, as long as the electrons were properly gated to each acceptor [2]. 

However, some argued that these alternate scenarios would not be biologically useful, 

as they would require low-potential (high energy) electrons to refill electron bifurcating 

donors to reinitiate EB [93]. Indeed, if inverted potentials were useless to biology, why 

do all known EB systems employ them? 

The debate surrounding inverted potentials and EB is not resolved. For instance, 

it is not clear how inverted reduction potentials may enhance the electron refilling 
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process. If electrons are refilled one-at-a-time, the hole left behind by the low potential 

electron must be refilled by a donor with a reduction potential as or more negative, 

regardless of whether the bifurcating donor’s reduction potentials are inverted or not. 

Thus, if the refilling process is sequential (one electron at a time), a low potential 

“refilling” donor is always required. 

Instead of two single electron steps, it is possible that the refilling process may be 

concerted (i.e. there is no metastable intermediate with only one electron transferred). 

Although possibly hinted at in previous studies of FBEB [62, 93], a concerted refill 

mechanism has not been clearly  shown, as no previous literature on FBEB (to our 

knowledge) has defined or even used the term “concerted”. Concerted transfer has been 

considered  as a possible electron gating mechanism for EB in complex III [79, 80] (with 

controversy [97]) but not, to our knowledge, for the quinone refilling step at the Qi site. 

Indeed, the refilling process at the Qi site appears to proceed unhindered, despite not 

exhibiting inverted potentials [37]. In any case, a concerted mechanism would have 

many implications for the kinetics and dynamics of the refilling process (for example 

kinetic isotope effects [50, 51]), and no evidence for a concerted mechanism has been 

proposed. Furthermore, these issues seem deeply rooted in kinetics, not 

thermodynamics (reduction potentials are thermodynamic quantities). What would 

prevent concerted refilling without inverted potentials? If concerted refilling is possible 
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without inverted potentials, of what use are inverted potentials? In our view, the precise 

mechanistic role that inverted potentials play in EB remains poorly understood. 

In addition to their biological utility, the precise chemical and physical causes of 

inverted reduction potentials are also vague or missing from the literature. Several 

studies on inverted reduction potentials exist [71, 72], and they play an important role in 

the activation of certain Pt(IV) tumor pro-drugs [74]. However, to our knowledge no 

comprehensive and systematic approach to understanding and engineering the order of 

reduction potentials has been proposed. Importantly, none of the cited studies examine 

inverted reduction potentials for proton-coupled redox chemistry, and all known EB 

reactions are proton-coupled. Even more fascinating, the ordering of both quinone’s and 

flavin’s first and second reduction potentials is known to be different, depending on the 

electrochemical and protein environment. For instance, the electron-bifurcating quinone 

in complex III has inverted reduction potentials at the Qo site, but not at the Qi site [37]. 

Flavin’s reduction potentials are highly inverted when it performs EB in Nfn [89], but 

not when it serves as a one electron carrier in flavodoxins [103]. In our view, a 

quantitative perspective on the chemical and physical origins of inverted reduction 

potentials is needed, to calculate and predict how the ordering of first and second 

reduction potentials may be switched by the environment of a two-electron donor. This 

would not only provide insights into the structure-function relationship of these 

enzymes but could also be useful for guiding the development of novel electrochemical 
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technologies. For example, it may be possible to build a molecular electrochemical 

switch that functions by dynamically switching the order of a molecule’s reduction 

potentials.  

2.3.3. Quinone vs. Flavin EB 

Clearly, some of the appeal of flavin-based EB lies in its analogy with the EB 

reaction in complex III. But how far exactly does this analogy extend? A precise answer 

to this question has important implications: every aspect of flavin-based EB that carries 

over to quinone-based EB could (in principle) be used as a mechanistic proxy to study 

the quinone systems (such as complex III). On the other hand, every aspect of flavin-

based EB that does not carry over from complex III provides not only fundamental new 

insight into bioenergetics, but also gives the bioinspired chemist multiple tools to 

accomplish EB and related reactions. How many such tools exist? Are any of them easier 

to mimic in an artificial system? 

Furthermore, differences between complex III and flavin-based EB may reflect 

differences in the problems solved by these systems deep in their evolutionary past. 

Indeed, the discovery of flavin-based electron bifurcation prompted a suggestion that EB 

played an important role in energy transduction for early life forms [62, 93]. Recent 

genomic analysis suggested that contemporary FBEB enzymes may have emerged from 

non-bifurcating analogs  after the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) and spread 

through lateral gene transfer [94, 104]. Of course, genetics data reveals little concerning 
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the primordial presence of EB, as life presumably needed to perform energy 

transduction before the emergence of the genetic code, and EB has apparently evolved 

more than once (as quinone- and flavin- based EB) as a rediscovered solution to the 

common challenge of efficient free energy transduction. However, the new genomics 

evidence suggests that flavin-based EB may not be the best proxy for the study of truly 

ancient EB (older than quinone- and flavin-based). For instance, alternate forms of EB 

involving transition metals have been hypothesized as the truly ancient forms [93]. 

However, others have hypothesized that native metal chemistry might have enabled 

primordial life to accomplish difficult chemical reactions without EB at all [105]. 

2.3.4. Reversibility and efficiency 

As mentioned previously, catalysis performed by the Nfn enzyme is easily 

reversed, at least in vitro [78].  This is enigmatic given the redox landscape of Nfn (see 

“Nfn kinetics: what is missing?”). This is not the only reason that reversibility may 

become a central theme in future studies on EB. Here we associate reversibility with 

small heat dissipation for the forward and reverse reactions, even at a high turnover rate 

(equivalently, high turnover at low bias, or high turnover near equilibrium). 

For example, there is evidence that complex III operates in a nearly reversible 

regime [79]. Enforcing reversibility at the Qo site was predicted to allow for several new 

“short circuit” reactions that may not pose a threat in a non-reversible regime [80].  

Indeed, it was shown that at least two electron gating mechanisms are required to 
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suppress the rate constants of  these wasteful reactions and allow both reversible and 

robust EB in complex III [80]. Possible additional short circuits arising from reversibility 

have not previously been considered in studies on flavin-based EB, so it is unknown if 

any of these mechanisms carry over to flavin-based EB enzymes.  

2.3.5. Role of protons 

Both the quinone- and flavin-based bifurcating systems use hydride transfer to 

reduce the bifurcating site during the refill process, albeit through different mechanisms 

for proton delivery [89, 106]. The resulting fully reduced hydroquinone species (either 

QH2 in cytochrome bc1 or FADH- in Nfn and ETF) then bifurcates these electrons down 

two separate pathways with different energies. Oxidation of the hydroquinone by one 

electron results, in both systems, in the generation of a transient, and 

thermodynamically unstable SQ species [89, 107]. This first electron-transfer step is 

essentially the rate-determining step for the electron bifurcating step (not necessarily the 

rate-determining step for Nfn turnover), as it represents a thermodynamically uphill 

step [2, 89]. Because this rate-determining process involves the proton transfer that is 

required for the formation of FAD-, this suggests that proton-coupled electron transfer 

could provide other forms of electron gating relevant to electron bifurcating enzymes. 

PCET likely plays an important role for EB, as all known electron bifurcating reactions in 

nature are proton-coupled. But what exactly does PCET bring to the table? 
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The phenomena of PCET is the subject of intense study [50]. PCET can facilitate 

large scale conformational changes by altering pKa’s in H-bonding networks through 

amino acids that connect cofactor sites to bulk solvent [108]. Furthermore, these 

processes can control overall reaction kinetics by affecting the binding affinities of 

cofactors. It has been postulated that the proton transfer step is unfavorable in the 

oxidation of QH2 in complex III and explains the peculiarly slow first electron-transfer 

step [108]. A similar process may occur in flavin-based systems and may be important 

for coordinating the two electron transfer events of bifurcation. But this connection has 

yet to be experimentally established. Once PCET occurs, the FAD- species is formed and 

drives electron transfer down the alternate pathway from the first electron transfer event 

[2].  

The precise role of PCET for EB is poorly understood and cannot be determined 

based solely on structural data. However, structural information can provide clues for 

how proton availability and access can impact specific cofactors or routes between 

cofactors, or how conformational gating mechanisms may be initiated. Investigations of 

how different types of PCET processes may contribute to electron bifurcation, in 

particular the multiple-site concerted proton-electron transfer [109] where the proton 

and electron transfer to two different acceptor species, may be good hunting grounds to 

uncover additional electron control mechanisms.  
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2.4. Summary: progress and grand challenges 

Electron bifurcation requires a redox site that can perform two-electron redox 

reactions and gating mechanisms to ensure that the electrons are directed to spatially 

and energetically distinct acceptors. With respect to two-electron chemistry, we know 

that quinone and flavin cofactors can act as electron bifurcating sites, but we should 

anticipate that other organic and inorganic redox species can bifurcate electrons. 

Achieving effective electron gating mechanisms to ensure that one electron reduces the 

low potential acceptor and one reduces the high potential acceptor is the challenging 

aspect of EB that, intriguingly, nature has solved.  

In the FBEB systems that have been studied to date, it seems reasonable that 

electron gating could occur through protein conformational changes that modulate the 

distance between the bifurcating site and the acceptors, or through strategic placement 

of the cofactors. Driving force electron gating through Marcus inversion could also play 

a role. We look forward to the discovery of other potential electron gating mechanisms 

in FBEB enzymes. 

Despite much progress in characterizing the structure and basic properties of EB 

systems, there remain many grand challenges to resolve in order to complete our 

understanding of EB function and to accomplish artificial EB. These challenges include 

understanding the biophysical logic that underpins inverted reduction potentials, 

solving the energy landscape/kinetics enigma apparent in many EB enzymes, 
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enumerating the differences between quinone- and flavin-based EB, uncovering the 

tools behind EB reversibility, and unraveling the mechanistic/electron-gating role of 

PCET in EB. Addressing any of these fascinating issues may provide the crucial clues 

needed to design EB reactions that accomplish difficult chemical transformations with 

high thermodynamic efficiency.  
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3. The reversible EB scheme 

Based on: 

Yuly, J. L., Zhang, P., Lubner, C. E., Peters, J. W., & Beratan, D. N. (2020). 

Universal free-energy landscape produces efficient and reversible electron bifurcation. 

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 117(35), 21045-21051. 

D.N.B. and P.Z., and J.W.P. conceived the project. 

J.L.Y. generated the basic hypotheses. 

J.L.Y., P.Z., and D.N.B. designed and tested the kinetics simulations. 

J.L.Y. programmed the simulations and generated all figures. 

J.L.Y and P.Z. drafted the manuscript. 

All authors contributed to editing the manuscript. 

3.1. The nature of reversible electron bifurcation and short 
circuit reactions 

Living systems depend crucially on the efficient interconversion of energy at the 

molecular scale. Electron bifurcation was recognized by Peter Mitchell as being a key 

element of the Q-cycle in mitochondria [34], but it now describes a broader class of 

chemical reactions - presently found only in biology - that oxidize a two-electron donor 

and reduce two spatially separated one-electron acceptors [1, 2, 63, 66]. One of the 

electron transfer reactions from the bifurcating species can proceed thermodynamically 

“uphill” with respect to the two-electron (midpoint) reduction potential of the electron-

bifurcating donor, provided that the other electron proceeds sufficiently downhill for the 
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reaction to be spontaneous overall. Thus, electron bifurcation, or its reverse reaction 

known as electron confurcation, can occur spontaneously. The near free energy 

conserving nature of electron bifurcation is the source of its efficiency and novelty; this 

coupling of “downhill” and “uphill” electron transfers is astonishingly useful. For 

example, electron bifurcation is used in the Q-cycle of respiration [97] and 

photosynthesis [110], and to generate low-potential equivalents for CO2 reduction in 

methanogenesis [58, 59], nitrogen fixation by nitrogenase [56], hydrogen production by 

hydrogenases [57], and more [66, 68, 70, 91, 93, 111]. This use of electron bifurcation by 

Nature to achieve difficult chemical transformations highlights its fundamental place in 

the toolbox of biological energy transduction [1, 63, 64], and makes electron bifurcation 

an attractive candidate for biomimetic energy schemes that require the production of 

highly reducing or oxidizing species [1, 2, 69]. 

3.1.1. Short circuiting  

The process of electron bifurcation is illustrated in Figure 3.1A. First, a two-

electron donor (D), with a mean reduction potential in the middle of the physiological 

window, donates its electrons to the electron bifurcating enzyme. The electrons reach the 

electron bifurcating cofactor (B), which sends one electron into a low potential hopping 

pathway and one into a high potential hopping pathway (cofactor chains L and H, 

respectively). These paths each terminate at electron accepting substrates, one at high 

(AH) and the other at low (AL) reduction potential. In the reverse (confurcating) reaction, 
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one electron flows from AH and another electron from AL to doubly reduce the 

bifurcating species B, which then performs a two-electron reduction of D. For efficient 

electron bifurcation to occur, one electron must proceed through the low-potential 

branch for every electron that flows through the high potential branch. Efficient electron 

confurcation requires that every electron flowing from the high-potential substrate AH to 

species B must be matched with an electron from the low potential substrate AL to 

reduce B. In most electron bifurcating systems, B is either a quinone or a flavin [66], 

although transition metal complexes may also bifurcate electrons [92]. The L- and H- 

cofactors typically include hemes, iron-sulfur clusters and/or non-bifurcating quinones 

and flavins [66, 92]. 

 

Figure 3.1: Electron bifurcation and short-circuit pathways. (A) The kinetic 
network underpinning an electron bifurcating enzyme, and the redox reactions that 
may take place at the bifurcating site B. There may be additional cofactors in either 
chain (for instance L3 or H4, not explicitly shown). Red indicates the low redox 
potential (high energy) path, while blue indicates the high-potential (low energy) 
path. Purple indicates the two-electron bifurcating species B, and the two-electron 
source/sink D.  Electron transfer from the electron bifurcating site can result in energy 
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transduction (B), but energy wasting short-circuit reactions (C) also occur between the 
same cofactors. 

Nature’s electron bifurcation machinery has proven difficult to imitate, and no 

synthetic molecular machine has been built that carries out high efficiency electron 

bifurcation. The obstacle to realizing efficient electron bifurcation arises from the short-

circuiting reactions intrinsic to the bifurcating network, indicated in Figure 3.1C [1, 79, 

80]. Short-circuit electron transfer reactions occur when an electron flows from the B- 

intermediate to the high-potential acceptor AH, or when electrons individually flow from 

the low-potential (high-energy) branch to reduce B-. In addition, direct tunneling from L1 

to H1 is possible, although the tunneling distance is very large in known electron 

bifurcating enzymes (~ 20 Å or more) [80, 89], substantially slowing this short-circuit 

reaction. 

The Q-cycle was the first electron bifurcation reaction that was found to be 

reversible on relevant physiological timescales [79]. Since the tunneling distances for 

short-circuit transfers (Figure 3.1C) are the same as for productive transfers, the rate 

constants for the productive electron transfers are expected to be similar to those for the 

short-circuit electron transfers [80]. To prevent short-circuiting, “gating mechanisms” 

were proposed to suppress short-circuiting reactions, including concerted two-electron 

transfer [80], conformational gating [1, 112], “spring-loading” of the Rieske iron-sulfur 

protein [84], Coulombic interactions [113], and other possible mechanisms termed 

double redox gating [79, 80]. However, after almost 20 years of searching, no 
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experimental “smoking gun” in support of these gating mechanisms has been found. For 

example, it is understood that conformational motion of the Rieske iron-sulfur protein is 

required to explain how electrons tunnel through the high-potential branch. But this 

conformational motion does not itself serve as a gating mechanism (to suppress short-

circuiting electron transfer rate constants) because the reactions operate under near 

reversible conditions [1, 80, 97]. Indeed, there is no consensus on how the Q-cycle 

accomplishes reversible operation with such high efficiency. 

In addition to the quinone-based Q-cycle complexes, other novel flavin-based 

electron bifurcating enzymes were discovered in the last decade [1, 59, 66, 88, 114]. 

Many (if not all) of these flavin-based electron bifurcating enzymes are also reversible 

[66], and many are not membrane bound [89, 92]; others seem to lack significant 

conformational flexibility [1, 2, 92]. Short-circuiting electron transfer also creates a 

challenge to flavin-based electron bifurcating enzymes [1], and how these bifurcating 

flavoenzymes avoid short-circuiting, while maintaining reversibility, is unknown.  

3.2. The reversible EB scheme: a thermodynamic landscape to 
enable efficient electron bifurcation 

The analysis presented here indicates that a universal mechanism of high 

efficiency bifurcation is used by all electron-bifurcating enzymes. We find that the secret 

to avoiding slippage (short circuiting electron transfer) in electron bifurcation reactions 

lies in the steep free energy (reduction potential) landscapes of the spatially separated 

high- and low-potential branches, which is considered to be an enigmatic (but 
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conserved) feature of electron bifurcating enzymes [1, 36, 66]. This landscape has a form 

similar to the redox potential landscapes in photosynthesis [115], although the 

mechanism for electron bifurcation is drastically different from that of photosynthesis. 

In Nature, steep free energy landscapes are not unique to electron bifurcation. 

Photosynthesis uses steep landscapes to prevent charge recombination and to induce 

high-yield electron transfer following photoexcitation [115]. Figure 3.2 shows nine 

possible free energy landscapes for electron bifurcation, discussed in detail below.  Only 

one landscape, indicated in panel G of Figure 3.2, supports efficient electron bifurcation 

by suppressing short-circuiting (vide infra). Without the EB-scheme design principle, 

successful synthetic electron bifurcation (i.e., the equal and reversible yield of the high- 

and low-potential redox products) seems tremendously difficult to accomplish. This free 

energy design principle, described and analyzed in detail below, explains how Nature 

elegantly skirts a major obstacle (short-circuiting reactions) to producing high-value 

redox species. 

There are three main ways that the thermodynamic landscape may influence 

electron transfer rates in an oxidoreductase. First, electron transfer rate constants in 

proteins are determined by tunneling pathways and distances between cofactors, 

reorganization energies, and thermodynamic driving forces [42]. Thus, the reduction 

potential landscapes of the electron bifurcation branches, the cofactor placement, and the 

protein structure [116] determine the productive and short-circuit electron transfer rate 
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constants. Second, the thermodynamic landscape establishes steady-state populations 

for each possible redox state. Indeed, these steady-state populations determine the 

effective activation free energies for short-circuiting electron transfer (vide infra). Third, 

the free energy difference between initial and final catalytic states determines the 

catalytic driving force (and hence whether the reaction runs in the forward or reverse 

direction). The overall driving force for electron bifurcation is  

 ∆𝐺 =  2𝐹𝐸 − 𝐹𝐸 −  𝐹𝐸 , (3.1) 

where 𝐸 , 𝐸 , and 𝐸  are the (midpoint) reduction potentials of the D, AL, and AH 

substrates, respectively, and 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant. For electron bifurcation to be 

spontaneous, ∆𝐺 < 0. 

Nine possible free energy landscapes for electron bifurcation are categorized in 

Figure 3.2. Landscapes A, B, and C have ∆𝐺 ≪ 0  and hence are not reversible, only 

operating in the electron bifurcation direction. Landscapes D, E, and F have ∆𝐺 ≫ 0  

and only operate in the electron confurcating direction. Thus, only landscapes G, H, and 

I, with ∆𝐺 ≈ 0, are suited for reversible electron bifurcation/confurcation. To drive 

catalysis in the electron bifurcating (confurcating) direction with these landscapes, one 

would simply tune the reduction potentials of the terminal substrates to tilt the free 

energy balance slightly (Eq (3.1)) (via reactant concentrations or the transmembrane 

potential for membrane-bound proteins). The reversibility of electron bifurcation is the 

source of its energetic efficiency [1, 2, 62]. 
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Figure 3.2: Candidate free energy (reduction potential) landscapes for electron 
bifurcation.  Solid arrows represent productive electron transfer steps, and grey 
dashed arrows represent short-circuit energy dissipating steps. The purple ovals 
represent the positions of the two-electron (midpoint) reduction potential of the 
bifurcating species. Landscapes (A-F) are not free energy conserving (i.e. they produce 
irreversible electron bifurcation or confurcation) and therefore are not energetically 
efficient, while landscapes H and I produce short-circuiting (Figure 3.3). Only 
landscape (G) is reversible and avoids short circuits, thanks to the Boltzmann 
suppression of microstates in which short circuiting can occur.  

Now, we describe how the EB scheme shown in Figure 3.2G insulates the kinetic 

network from short circuits, while producing high-efficiency (reversible) electron 

bifurcation, and we prove this claim numerically in the next Section 3.2.1 (the other two 

energy conserving landscapes, illustrated in Figure 3.2H and Figure 3.2I, lead to copious 

short circuiting and are not viable).  The slopes of the H and L redox branches in Figure 
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3.2G cause electrons to pile up near B in the low-energy branch (blue), and holes in the 

high-energy branch (red) near B. Since the one-electron cofactors cannot accept a second 

electron at relevant potentials and must be in the reduced state to donate an electron, the 

EB-scheme insulates the enzyme against short-circuiting by an electron occupancy 

blockade effect, despite having large short-circuiting rate constants. For an energy 

wasting short-circuiting reaction to occur, a hole must occupy the low-energy branch 

(blue) and an electron must occupy the high-energy branch. Taken together, these 

processes create a very large free energy barrier for short-circuiting. That is, the EB-

scheme is protected against short-circuits by Boltzmann occupancy factors, so the 

enzyme will rarely enter a state where short-circuits can occur. For productive electron 

bifurcation (confurcation) to occur, only a hole (electron) must move down (up) the low 

(high) energy branch, so the productive transfers have a much smaller free energy of 

activation to overcome. This occupancy effect, arising from the EB-scheme landscape, 

can lead to highly efficient partitioning of electrons into the high and low potential 

branches.  The viable EB-scheme (Figure 3.2G), examined in detail here, uses crossed 

potentials at the bifurcating site B, but we have not examined whether crossed potentials 

are a requirement for effective electron bifurcation; the role of crossed potentials in 

electron bifurcation was discussed recently [1, 2, 62, 70]. Next, we show how these 

principles emerge quantitatively from a kinetic model for electron bifurcation that 
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explicitly describes the electron flux through the kinetic network, explicitly including 

cofactor occupancy effects. 

3.2.1. The many-state, many-electron kinetics of electron bifurcation 

Attempts were made in earlier studies to model the kinetics of electron 

bifurcation, and those studies succeed in describing many features of the kinetics. 

However, some of the previous models are not reversible [2, 80] and, as such, are 

inconsistent with the known reversibility of biological electron bifurcation. Other 

models restrict the number of tunneling electrons in the enzyme to just two [95] 

(inconsistent with access to pools of one- and two-electron redox substrates) or use rate 

constants that are physically unmotivated [117, 118], including ad hoc turning off of 

short-circuit reactions [119, 120]. The scheme described here avoids these unnatural 

constraints and treats productive electron transfers (Figure 3.1B) on the same footing as 

short-circuits (Figure 3.1C), allowing electrons to tunnel freely with rate constants 

estimated using non-adiabatic electron transfer theories with appropriate Marcus factors 

[42, 44], but only when a mobile electron resides on the donor, and a hole on the 

acceptor (i.e., we explicitly track the occupancies of all redox-active species). The 

substrates D=, AH, and AL were modeled as electron reservoirs, which release and accept 

electrons at the reduction potential of the substrate, with adjustable rate constants that 

were tuned so that they are not rate limiting (that is, the intrinsic kinetics of the electron 

bifurcating enzyme are assumed rate limiting). Electrons move two-at-a-time in one 
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kinetic step into B. For the Q-cycle, this describes quinone diffusion into the Q0 site. 

Details of the kinetic model may be found in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 3.3: Model electron bifurcating enzyme and turnover kinetics as a 
function of driving force. (A) Model electron bifurcating enzyme with cofactors 
spaced by 10 Å, and with the free energy landscapes of the branches characterized by 
∆𝑮𝒔𝒍𝒐𝒑𝒆, the energy to move an electron from the bifurcating site to the terminal 
substrate. The one-electron substrates were modeled as electron reservoirs with 
reduction potential equal to the terminal cofactor potentials on the two branches. (B-
C) net electron fluxes into the AH (blue), D (purple) and AL (red) reservoirs as a 
function of −∆𝑮𝒃𝒊𝒇𝒖𝒓𝒄. As the slope of the branches changes from (B) negative to (C) 
flat to (D) positive to (E) steeply positive, the dynamics change continuously from 
short-circuit dominated (B-C) to electron bifurcation/confurcation dominated with 
significant short-circuits (D), to transduction with negligible short-circuiting (E). The 
magnitudes of all fluxes significantly drop with increasing ∆𝑮𝒔𝒍𝒐𝒑𝒆, reflecting the high 
energy barriers for electron flux between substrates in the EB-scheme. For ∆𝑮𝒔𝒍𝒐𝒑𝒆  =

 𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝒎𝒆𝑽  and  ∆𝑮𝒃𝒊𝒇𝒖𝒓𝒄  = 𝟎, the inverse-temperature dependence of the short-circuit 
fluxes (F) has two clear linear regimes, which indicates a thermally activated 
mechanism (note the log-linear plot).  

For each of the three free energy conserving schemes (Figure 3.2G-I) for electron 

bifurcation, we implemented a minimalistic kinetic model, mutatis mutandis, for electron 
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bifurcating enzymes. The model (Figure 3.3A), and the resulting kinetics at steady state 

(Figure 3.3B-F), are shown in Figure 3.3. The B/B- and B-/B= standard reduction potentials 

were set to -400 mV and 400 mV, respectively, and the nearest-neighbor distance 

between cofactors was set to 10 Å (next-to-nearest distance of 20 Å, etc.). Nature’s 

electron bifurcation systems vary these parameters, but the chosen values are typical 

[66]. While the efficiency and turnover time can be tuned by changing these parameters 

(Figure 3.4), energy dissipating rapid short-circuiting (≈ 105/sec) as in Figure 3.3B-C is 

never observed when the EB-scheme is present. Nearly perfect one-to-one partitioning 

of electrons to the high and low potential substrates with full reversibility can be 

accomplished without requiring a gating mechanism (Figure 3.3E). 

We explored the short-circuit behavior of the landscapes in Figure 3.2G-I as a 

function of the driving force − ∆𝐺   with this kinetic model. For the landscape of 

Figure 3.2I, the electron flux away from AL and into AH is large (~ 106 electrons/sec), 

reflecting short-circuit dominated kinetics. For landscape H, the short-circuiting flux is 

still large (~ 105 electrons/sec). Only when the slope of the branches follows landscape G 

(the EB-scheme), do the electron fluxes into AH and AL have the same sign, reflecting 

electron bifurcation (confurcation) dominated kinetics when the overall driving force 

− ∆𝐺  is negative (positive). Any difference between the AH and AL 

oxidation/reduction rates (separation between the red and blue curves) reflects short-
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circuiting behavior, so the near superposition of the curves in Figure 3.3E indicates very 

low short-circuit currents. 

3.2.2. How the reversible EB-scheme suppresses short-circuiting 

When the magnitude of the energetic slopes of the two EB-scheme redox 

pathways is increased (Figure 3.3E), the short-circuiting flux shrinks compared to the 

electron bifurcating/confurcating turnover rates, as reflected in the negligible difference 

between the electron fluxes into/out of the AL and AH reservoirs. Using the EB-scheme, 

electron bifurcation can achieve high efficiency (equal partitioning of electrons into the 

AL and AH reservoirs), at the cost of turnover speed and reducing power of the low-

potential acceptor AL. Presumably, electron bifurcating enzymes in Nature evolved to 

balance these tradeoffs, insulating against short-circuits while enabling catalysis to 

proceed with sufficient speed to meet physiological demands. Importantly, alternate 

gating mechanisms are not required for reversible and efficient electron bifurcation in 

the EB-scheme. In fact, electron bifurcation and confurcation emerge naturally from the 

kinetic network (Figure 3.2G and Figure 3.3A) at steady state, but only when the EB-

scheme is employed. Our model does not unnaturally privilege productive electron 

transfers over short-circuits in any way. Indeed, short-circuit electron transfers are 

successfully insulated in the EB-scheme, even when the short-circuit rate constants are 

set orders of magnitude faster than the productive electron transfers, due to the cofactor 

occupancy blockade effects (Figure 3.4D)! 
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of electron bifurcation kinetics on model parameters.  
The flux into each reservoir with various nearest neighbor tunneling distances 
𝐑𝐃𝐀 (A-B) and reorganization energy λ (C). Clear electron bifurcation and 
confurcation are preserved as these parameters are changed. Remarkably, when the 
short circuit rate constants are made to be larger than the productive rate constants 
(D), the EB-scheme retains highly efficient electron bifurcation and confurcation 
because of the Boltzmann suppression of short-circuits described in the text. The 
enhancement of the short circuits was induced by decreasing the effective tunneling 
distance (𝐑𝐃𝐀

𝐒𝐂 ) for the short-circuit electron tunneling rate constants (𝐑𝐃𝐀
𝐒𝐂 = 𝟓 Å) over 

the other electron transfer rate constants (𝐑𝐃𝐀 =  𝟏𝟎 Å for nearest neighbors, 20 Å for 
next neighbors, etc.). The turnover rate and short-circuit flux can change significantly 
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if cofactor distances are outside of an ~ 5 Å window centered on the positions in the 
model of Figure 3.3A. For instance, if (E) the distance from D to L1 (𝐑𝐁 𝐋𝟏

) increased 
to 13 Å with all other distances fixed between nearest neighbors at 10 Å, the overall 
turnover rates are comparable to the case in (B), but with higher short-circuiting. 
Overall, the short-circuit flux when the EB-scheme is present never approaches the 
105/sec turnover indicated in Figure 3.3B-C, which is found in the absence of the EB-
scheme landscape.  

When short-circuit fluxes are small (i.e., as occurs in the EB-scheme), the high- 

and low- potential redox branches quickly reach approximate chemical equilibrium with 

themselves, despite being out-of-equilibrium with the other branch [97] (i.e., quasi-

equilibrium). Thus, the short-circuit fluxes are thermally activated. Figure 3.3F shows 

the short-circuit flux into the high potential AH reservoir when ∆𝐺 = 0 (the electron 

bifurcating enzymes is “idling”) as a function of temperature, where two distinct linear 

regimes are observed at low and high temperature, which indicates a thermally 

activated tunneling mechanism for the short-circuits (this linear behavior is analyzed in 

detail in Section 3.2.3). The high-temperature regime is dominated by B- mediated short 

circuits, which are fast but have a large thermal activation. The low-temperature regime 

is dominated by the L1 to H1 short-circuit, which is slower but has a smaller thermal 

activation energy, allowing this short-circuit to dominate at low temperatures. 

The energetic landscapes of electron bifurcation have been proposed to be 

important many times before (e.g., see refs. [1, 2, 36, 62, 66, 119]), but the special and 

universal nature of the EB scheme to nearly eliminate short-circuits and remain fully 

reversible has not been shown previously. This is because a minimalistic model must 
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include the potent combination of:  A) reversibility [79, 80], B) explicit tracking of the 

entire enzyme’s redox state (not just the average state of each cofactor) [118, 120], C) 

three explicit electron reservoirs that are each free to exchange electrons in the branches 

at each reservoir’s chemical potential, and D) the explicit modeling of the energetic 

slopes along the entire length of the high- and low- potential branches, not just the 

cofactors near the bifurcating site [97]. In fact, to our knowledge, the model described 

here is the first to explicitly show a reverse electron flux with negligible short-circuiting 

when the driving force, − ∆𝐺 , is reversed. 

While reversibility, electron blockading, and explicit reservoirs are crucial to 

capture efficient electron bifurcation, combining all three into a tractable kinetic model is 

not simple because the number of differential equations governing the kinetics grows 

exponentially with the number of cofactors [118, 120]. To construct the very large model 

that underpins Figure 3.3, we procedurally generated the equations governing the 

dynamics (see Appendix A). In fact, our model is similar to that found in refs [118, 120], 

except that we answer quantitatively the apparently central question, namely why 

electron bifurcating enzymes never18 use any of the landscapes in Figure 3.2, aside from 

landscape G. Understanding precisely how landscape G insulates against short-circuits 

allows us to make the strong prediction that landscape G of Figure 3.2 (the EB scheme) is 

 

18 This may not be true. Electron bifurcation in nature may occur in a strongly driven regime (irreversible) 
regime. Chapter 6 discusses this possibility in more detail. 
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universal in electron bifurcation, and that this scheme is key for the design of synthetic 

electron bifurcating systems (see Section 3.5). 

Interestingly, the EB-scheme privileged landscape for electron bifurcation 

follows a free energy profile that is similar to the steep slopes in reduction potentials 

that are found in the Z-scheme of photosynthesis [115], However, the mechanism of 

electron flow in bifurcating enzymes is drastically different, as a consequence of 

reversibility of electron bifurcation reactions, in contrast to strongly driven 

photosynthetic reactions.  

Electron bifurcating enzymes can surely exhibit complexities that are not 

captured in our model. For example, proton-coupled electron transfer [1, 97],  two-

electron cofactors (flavins or quinones) in the H and L branches [89], conformational 

changes [112, 121], and electron transfer between electron bifurcating monomers [122] 

may all add kinetic richness. In fact, conformational motion in the Q-cycle is understood 

to be required for electrons to reach the high-potential cytochrome c1, which is too far 

away for direct electron tunneling from the electron-bifurcating Qo site [95]. However, 

none of these specific features interfere with the essential short-circuit insulating nature 

of the conserved and predicted universal EB-scheme. 

3.2.3. Short-circuiting is an activated process in the reversible EB-
scheme 

For the landscape and model bifurcating landscape employed to produce Figure 

3.3, the flux of electrons into the mid-potential D reservoir is nearly zero when 
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∆𝐺 = 0. So in the case of Figure 3.3, the short-circuiting steady-state turnover is the 

flux into the high-potential (blue) AH reservoir, since short-circuiting electrons do not 

flow into D. This is not always true. It is possible that short-circuiting could push 

electrons into the D reservoir, or out of the D reservoir and into the AH reservoir (this 

possibility is well known, see [79] and [80]). 

The two linear regimes in Figure 3.3F suggest thermally activated short-circuits, 

each linear regime corresponding to a dominating process with activation energy 

proportional to the slope of each branch. This reasoning is dissected in Figure 3.5D. The 

two linear regimes are well approximated (to within a factor of ~ 2) using 

 
𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥 ~ 𝑘  𝑒

∆ ‡

, (3.2) 

where 𝑘  is the rate-limiting rate constant in the sequence of steps required to short-

circuit (Figure 3.5D). The rate-limiting 𝑘  is not necessarily the rate constant for the 

short-circuit transfers 𝑘   themselves (Figure 3.1C), although 𝑘  =  𝑘  for the L1 → H1 

short-circuit. Note that all rate constants employed in the model are temperature 

dependent (Eqs (1.10) and (1.11)), so the exponential term in Eq (3.2) is not the only 

source of temperature dependence. 
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Figure 3.5: Short-circuiting in the EB-landscape is thermally activated. The 
electron flux to the D, AH, and AL reservoirs in the case with ∆𝐆𝐛𝐢𝐟𝐮𝐫𝐜 = 𝟎 results from 
short-circuiting reactions. The calculated flux (A) falls into two linear regimes when 
plotted vs the inverse temperature (1/kT). The dashed lines correspond to 
approximate analytic expressions for the short-circuit flux that follows an Arrhenius-
like expression (Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3)), except at very high temperatures. These 
approximately linear regimes are determined by the dominating short-circuit process, 
which is verified by (B-C) setting all other short circuit rate constants equal to zero. 
The flux with only the dominant processes follows the same linear behavior. Kinetics 
diagrams (D) explain the important thermodynamic and kinetic features that 
determine the rates described by Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). First, an electron and hole must 
move to the cofactor pair that will short circuit (with activation free energy ∆𝐆‡  =

 ∆𝐆𝐞𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐧 +  ∆𝐆𝐡𝐨𝐥𝐞) to create an activated complex that can perform the sequence of 
kinetic steps required for short-circuiting. The rate limiting step in this process (rate 
constant 𝐤𝐫𝐥) is not necessarily the short-circuiting electron transfer itself (Figure 
3.1C), such as the L1→H1 short-circuit. Given the parameters of the model, the L1 → B- 
short-circuit is identical in energy and rate constants to the B- → H1 short-circuit, 
although the relevant redox states are different. Thus, in order to generate the orange 
dashed line, the contributions from both the L1 → B- and B- → H1 reactions were 
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added together (their contributions are the same in this approximation). The 
analytical expressions for the short-circuiting are approximations; the simulated 
short-circuit fluxes based on the full kinetic analysis were found to differ by as much 
as a factor of two from the flux calculated with Eq (3.2). 

The ∆𝐺‡ term is the free energy required to bring the system into the precursor 

state wherein the process described by 𝑘  may occur. This contribution to the activation 

energy is a major contributing factor to the short-circuit insulating effect of the EB-

scheme landscape, and the steep temperature dependence shown in Figure 3.3. The 

other major contribution to the activation free energy comes from the Frank-Condon 

factor in the non-adiabatic electron transfer rate expression (Eq (2.2)). The energy ∆𝐺‡ 

required to bring the system into the precursor state is 

 ∆𝐺‡  =  ∆𝐺  + ∆𝐺 ,  (3.3) 

where ∆𝐺  and ∆𝐺  are the free energies to bring an electron and a hole to the 

the positions required to begin the short-circuit process. This sum of the activation free 

energies is the primary feature that suppresses short-circuiting over productive electron 

transfers. 

The above kinetics reasoning was tested by setting all short-circuit rate constants 

to zero, except for the ones predicted by Eq (3.2) and Eq (3.3) to dominate at a certain 

temperature. Then the analytical expressions (Eq (3.2) and Eq (3.3)) were compared with 

results from the full kinetics described above. The results of this comparison appear in 

Figure 3.5B-C, indicating that the B- →H1 short circuit dominates at high temperatures, 
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and the L1- →H1 short circuit dominates at low temperatures, and that both are well 

approximated by Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). 

3.3. The reversible EB scheme and the Q-cycle 

A fully-detailed kinetic model of the Q-cycle is beyond the scope of this study, 

but a simplified model is sufficient to account for the primary cause behind the short-

circuit insulation in the Q-cycle. Our model (Figure 3.6A) uses distances and energetics 

suggested by experiment and indicates that the EB energy landscape explains most of 

the short-circuit insulation in the Q-cycle. Cofactor reduction potentials were measured 

previously [36], and the tunneling distance values were used in previous studies [95]. 

The first electron transfer from Qo to ISP (ISP = iron-sulfur protein) is proton-coupled 

and rate limiting [97]. This was modeled by setting an effective electron tunneling 

distance, which was tuned until the overall steady-state turnover was ~ 50/sec, placing 

the model in quantitative agreement with experimental steady-state turnover rates [97, 

122]. This fitting procedure forced the SQ→ISP (SQ = semiquinone) short-circuit rate 

constant to be favored over the productive HQ→ISP (HQ = hydroquinone) rate constant 

by several orders of magnitude. Even with this preference for a short-circuit rate 

constant over a productive one, short-circuits were still successfully insulated (Figure 

3.6B-C). The motion of the ISP was not explicitly modeled, but was assumed to be 

sufficiently fast so that electrons can tunnel directly to cytochrome c1 once ISP is 
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reduced. The Qi site was modeled as a one-electron reservoir, since the two one-electron 

reduction potentials of ubiquinone at the Qi site are similar [37].  

 

Figure 3.6: Short-circuit insulation in the Q-cycle (complex III) arising from the 
EB-scheme. Using our multi-electron kinetic model (Appendix A), we built a 
simplified model for the Q-cycle using previously published reduction potentials and 
tunneling distances [36, 95]. Despite these simplifications, the EB-scheme observed in 
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the measured reductions potentials seems (B) effective at insulating against short-
circuits. With minor changes to the reduction potentials (designed to increase 
∆𝐆𝐞𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐫𝐨𝐧 and ∆𝐆𝐡𝐨𝐥𝐞 of the activation process shown in Figure 3.5D) that are likely 
within the range of experimental uncertainty (C), the EB-scheme of the Q-cycle 
provides the preponderance of insulation against short-circuiting. In (B-C), no 
confurcation appears for the values of ∆𝐆𝐐𝐨

 shown since the reduction potentials cited 
were measured in the absence of the membrane potential [36], by which energy is 
ultimately conserved in the Q-cycle. The influence of the membrane potential on all 
the cofactor reduction potentials (and hence the EB-scheme) is unknown. We present 
two possible cases, chosen to reflect the range of possible impacts of the membrane 
potential on the L-branch cofactor reduction potentials. In (D) the reduction potentials 
of the low-potential branch all decrease by 150 mV. In (E) the reduction potential of 
the Qi site alone decreases by 150 mV. In the case of (D), the EB landscape may be 
sufficiently preserved to insulate from short-circuits. In (E), the EB landscape is 
significantly disrupted, as the energy required to move an electron to cytochrome bL 
(in Eq (3.3)) to initiate short-circuiting is negligible. This disruption of the landscape 
turns on short-circuiting, but may not reflect the reality of cytochrome bc1 in the 
presence of a membrane potential.  

A few specific experiments have been interpreted as indicating a need for 

alternative gating mechanisms in the Q-cycle to assure its efficient function. For instance, 

in the Q-cycle of cytochrome bc1, the inhibitor antimycin A (which prevents electrons 

from leaving the low potential branch) is known to decrease the overall steady-state 

turnover by a factor of about 30 [97, 122]. Gating mechanisms were proposed to explain 

this slowdown of the redox flux with a compromised L-branch [79, 80, 95, 120]. Our 

simplified model of the Q-cycle using experimental parameters (Fig 4) shows that the 

EB-scheme insulates against short circuits in that system. Not surprisingly, slower 

turnover is not observed in our simplified kinetics model with an inhibited L-branch as 

compared to the uninhibited case (Figure 3.7A), which suggests that additional features 

not captured in our model play a role in the Q-cycle. 
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Molecular features behind the observed difference between uninhibited and L-

branch inhibited kinetics in the Q-cycle may include subtle structural changes resulting 

in tunneling distance changes of about 3 Å or less between the Qo site and its iron-sulfur 

cofactor partner (Figure 3.7), or subtle electrostatic interactions between the low-

potential branch and the Qo site (see Section 3.3.1, these are likely not the only possible 

explanations), rather than by a gating mechanism per se. Because the measured change in 

steady-state turnover in the presence of inhibitors and L-branch cofactor knockouts [79, 

122] is so subtle (about a factor of 30 less [122]), these and other mechanisms will be 

difficult to identify uniquely (see Section 3.3.1 for extended discussion).  

The effect of the EB-scheme in preventing short-circuits is orders of magnitude 

larger than the observed difference between the L-branch inhibited and non-inhibited 

turnover. Specifically, the rate constants for short-circuit electron transfers are ~109/sec 

[118], which must be defeated. In the absence of additional assistance from protein 

gating, the EB-scheme will reduce the flux to ~102/sec, and these values will be further 

reduced if the L-branch is not inhibited (see Figure 3.6), supporting the central role 

played by the EB-landscape in defeating short circuits. Only about one additional order 

of magnitude is needed to bring this turnover rate to the observed L-branch inhibited 

turnover rates (~100/sec) [122], which indicates that the efficiency gained by such a 
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mechanism is less than 1% of the gain produced by the EB-scheme19 (measuring 

efficiency with short-circuit rates). Thus, the EB-scheme explains most of the short-

circuit insulation in the Q-cycle in cytochrome bc1. 

3.3.1. L-branch inhibition in complex III 

Experiments indicate that the steady-state turnover rate for cytochrome bc1 drops 

by about a factor of 30 in the presence of antimycin and/or b-heme cofactor knockout 

mutants, both of which effectively inhibit electron flux through the low-potential branch 

[122]. Our model Figure 3.6A does not exhibit this feature, which suggests that some 

aspects of the cytochrome bc1 complex may not be captured by the model. This finding is 

not surprising given the simplicity of the model (Figure 3.6A). However, antimycin-

induced slowing does not abrogate the main conclusion of this study, namely that the 

EB-scheme accounts for most of the short-circuit insulation in the Q-cycle, as discussed 

 

19  This statement may not fully capture the underlying reason why the reversible EB scheme ought to 
be preferred over previously proposed strong gating mechanisms designed to “zero out” all short-circuiting 
rate constants (such as “double-gating” [80] that seem to involve correlating the electronic coupling or other 
parameter with the correlated redox state of all three cofactors B, AL, and AH). After all, if such mechanisms 
exist then the short-circuit insulating nature of the reversible EB scheme would not be necessary at all, and 
100% of the short-circuit insulation would derive from “such a mechanism!” 
Instead, the reversible EB scheme should be preferred as a theory of reversible electron bifurcation, 
especially in the cyt bc1 complex because it is a model based only on basic physics (Boltzmann weights) that 
reasonably explains known kinetics. 

Why invoke something as intensely complicated as “double-gating” and other mechanisms 
(assuming such mechanisms are even chemically feasible), if the reversible EB scheme along with some 
additional allosteric/cooperative style interactions (see Section 3.3.1) serves essentially the same purpose: 
bifurcating electrons efficiently and reversibly under normal conditions, and “locking up” if the L-branch 
became inhibited (or the proton motive force ∆𝜇  of Eq (1.1) becomes hyperpolarized)? The latter seems far 
more likely from the viewpoint of Ockham’s razor, and in that sense the reversible EB scheme is primarily 
responsible for the 1-1 partitioning of electrons between the branches. The “additional mechanisms” would 
only affect the turnover when the L-branch is blocked up. 
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below. This Supplementary Material explores the possible mechanisms that might 

account for the decreased turnover rates with a compromised L-branch. We argue that 

gating mechanisms are not necessary to resolve this mystery, in particular that subtle 

conformational changes and/or electrostatic interactions could be sufficient to explain 

decreased turnover rates. More importantly, we argue that if gating mechanisms 

underpin the change in turnover rates with a compromised L-branch, their contributions 

to the efficient partitioning of electrons to the high and low potential branches is minor 

compared to the powerful influence of the EB-landscape on the kinetics (this argument 

is put forward in Section 3.3). 

Since the dependence of electron transfer (or PCET) rates is exponential with 

respect to distance, free energy, and reorganization energy [44, 50, 54], small changes in 

these quantities could also generate the short-circuit suppression found in the L-branch 

inhibited turnover rates. Experimentally determining the molecular roots of this slightly 

more than one order of magnitude effect presents significant challenge, including 

whether the cause is a subtle conformational or dynamic change ~ 3 Å. 

If an inhibited L-branch induces a conformational change of 3 Å or less at the Qo 

site, this would explain the kinetics of complex III with an inhibited low-potential 

branch (Figure 3.7B). Indeed, an even smaller conformational change (perhaps involving 

the distance to proton acceptors) may be needed to account for the experimental 

observation, as proton-coupled electron transfer reactions are very sensitive to distance 
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changes [123]. To the best of our knowledge, experiments have not demonstrated the 

absence of conformational changes to within a tolerance of 3 Å between an inhibited L-

branch and the Qo/Rieske FeS charge transfer precursor complex. This is not surprising, 

as the Qo site with quinone bound has not been crystalized, and conformational motion 

is known to be involved in the transfer from Qo to the Rieske FeS protein on the high-

potential branch. Thus, the average distance between the Rieske center and the Qo site 

need not change due to low-potential branch inhibition for a conformational signal to 

reach the Qo site. Instead, only the distance of closest approach needs to change by about 

3 Å. A dynamical effect of this kind would explain the L-branch inhibited kinetics, while 

maintaining average structural changes that are less than 3 Å. Even if the Qo site were 

known, the nature of the Qo/Rieske charge-transfer precursor complex would need to be 

determined in order to exclude subtle conformational signaling effects on the scale of 3 

Å. Such subtle effects on this length-scale should be dismissed only with care. 

 

Figure 3.7: Modelled steady-state behavior of the Q-cycle with an inhibited 
low potential branch. When (a) the bL to bH tunneling rate constant from the Q-cycle 
model of Figure 3.6A is set to zero (analogous to bH knockouts [79, 122]), all of the 
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electrons from Qo are routed to cyt c (solid blue), with a similar rate of quinone 
oxidation at the Qo site (dashed purple). The steady-state flux of electrons through the 
Qi site is zero, as electrons may not reach it from the Qo site or cyt c. This short-
circuiting steady-state flux is not observed in experiments, which find short circuit 
fluxes about one order of magnitude lower [122]. However, when (b) the effective 
distance 𝐑𝐞𝐟𝐟 (Fig. 4) between the Qo site and the ISP is increased by 3 Å, the short-
circuiting flux decreases by over an order of magnitude. This suggests that a 
conformational change (or even a change in the distance of closest approach between 
the ISP with the Qo site) of 3 Å or less can explain the kinetics of complex III with an 
inhibited low-potential branch. An even smaller conformational change may be 
needed, as proton-coupled electron transfer reactions can be very sensitive to donor-
acceptor distance changes and the distances to proton donor/acceptor sites [123]. 
While no experimental evidence for such subtle changes have been reported, the 
current modeling results suggest that subtle static or dynamic features may explain 
the observed low-potential branch inhibited kinetics. In any case, the role of the EB-
scheme in preventing short-circuits is orders of magnitude larger than the observed 
difference between the inhibited and non-inhibited turnover rates for cytochrome bc1.  

The crystal structures with stigmatellin or myxothiazol (Qo site inhibitors) could 

prevent subtle conformational changes induced by low-potential branch inhibition, 

which suggests that conformational changes (or lack thereof) for such structures must be 

interpreted with caution [120], and no structure has been observed with ubiquinone 

bound at the Qo site(s). Indeed, the stigmatellin and myxothiazol binding sites are 

different [124]. It was suggested that there are, in fact, two binding sites for quinone that 

may correspond to Qo sites [80], and/or that quinone may move within the Qo site [113], 

so subtle conformational motion induced by low potential branch inhibitors may only 

influence one of the two sites (specifically, the site contributing the most to the turnover 

rates), explaining the order of magnitude decrease in turnover rates associated with L-

branch inhibition. Indeed, one may ask whether or not conformational changes on this 
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scale may be meaningfully ruled out based on static structural studies, as thermal 

motion may induce subtle changes on this scale that will not be captured in a static 

structure [125]. 

EPR studies have been carried out on the Qo site [126]. However, when the 

Rieske center is oxidized and the Qo site contains a fully reduced hydroquinone, EPR 

experiments are insensitive to the distance between the Rieske center and the Qo site, as 

hydroquinone and oxidized FeS clusters are EPR silent. Specifically, the observed 

FeS/SQo spin-coupled states may not be correlated with the conformational changes 

discussed here, as these changes need only appear when quinol occupies the Qo site and 

the Rieske FeS center is oxidized. In summary, it is difficult to rule out a ~ 3 Å 

conformational signal between the inhibited L-branch and the Qo → Rieske FeS reaction 

(the rate limiting step of cytochrome bc1 turnover [97]), as there are many ways for subtle 

conformational coupling to be transmitted. 

In addition to a conformational coupling, it is also possible than an electrostatic 

interaction may be transmitted from an inhibited L-branch to the Qo site. For instance, if 

heme bL is reduced (i.e., if the L-branch is inhibited by antimycin or heme bH knockouts 

[122]), it will carry a negative charge, which may stabilize quinol relative to the anionic 

semiquinone at the Qo site. This would slow the overall rate-limiting proton-coupled 

electron transfer (Qo → Rieske FeS), as it would be further uphill. This might explain the 

slowdown with an inhibited L-branch, but would not be a gating mechanism since the 
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primary effect is on the productive Qo → Rieske FeS proton-coupled electron transfer 

rate constant, and the effect would only persist with an inhibited L-branch. As well, this 

electrostatic interaction would not necessarily change the steady state semiquinone 

concentration at the Qo site, since a reduced bL heme also blocks the second electron from 

rapidly tunneling away from semiquinone on the L-branch, a process that normally 

destabilizes the semiquinone in the absence of a compromised L-branch [97]. Thus, the 

destabilizing effect of the electrostatic interaction could compensate for the stabilizing 

effect of preventing semiquinone oxidation by the L-branch. This analysis suggests that 

the rate limiting Qo → Rieske FeS electron transfer could be slowed by electrostatic 

interactions with a reduced bL heme, and that this slowing might explain a one-order of 

magnitude decrease in the turnover rate when the L-branch is compromised. 

The considerations described in this section suggest that subtle static, dynamic, 

and electrostatic features (which are not necessarily gating mechanisms) may be 

responsible for the observed L-branch inhibited turnover rates of the cytochrome bc1 

enzyme, regardless of whether they fit into previously proposed gating schemes. In any 

case, the influence of the EB-scheme in disabling short-circuiting reactions is several 

orders of magnitude larger than the observed difference between the inhibited and non-

inhibited turnover rates of cytochrome bc1. As such, the EB-scheme provides at least the 

lion’s share of the short-circuit insulation in the Q-cycle, especially under normal 

operating conditions. 
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3.4. The EB scheme in natural electron bifurcation 

The important lesson learned is that any additional mechanisms in natural 

electron bifurcating enzymes, beyond the EB-scheme, are not the key features that 

underpin the short-circuit insulation in electron bifurcating systems, including the Q-

cycle. There is a tremendous difference between a gating mechanism that changes a rate 

constant by nine orders of magnitude (which is required to insulate against short-

circuits without the EB-scheme) and a mechanism that intrinsically prevents that kinetic 

pathway from ever being accessed by the system under normal operating conditions 

(this is how the EB-scheme works, see Figure 3.5). Other subtle features and mechanisms 

might shave off the last order of magnitude or two of short-circuiting flux when the L-

branch is inhibited, or even permit some short-circuiting and serve as “release valves” 

that can reroute electrons to add robustness to biochemical pathways. For instance, 

certain photosynthetic bacteria were found to be able to grow with an inhibited Q-cycle 

[127]. These organisms required a short-circuit flux across a Q-cycle to grow. 

Importantly, our analysis does not disentangle subtle features of electron bifurcating 

enzymes, which likely differ from system to system. We do, however, propose that the 

EB-scheme is sufficient to accomplish robust electron bifurcation, explains the lion’s 

share of short-circuit insulation in known electron bifurcating systems, and may serve as 

a core design framework for synthetic electron bifurcating systems.  
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3.5. The EB scheme in artificial electron bifurcation 

The EB-scheme enables reversible electron bifurcation, insulates against wasteful 

short-circuit reactions, and thus appears to remove the two primary roadblocks that 

prevent the design and synthesis of electron bifurcating molecular machines [1]. A 

robust and general scheme to prevent short circuits suggests that synthetic electron 

bifurcation is not a distant dream.  

 We envision that EB-schemes (Figure 3.2G) may be assembled based on several 

kinds of molecular architectures. For instance, covalently linked molecular redox 

species, DNA origami motifs [128],  tailored linked quantum dots [60], or even 

semiconductor nanostructures may serve as possible frameworks in which to realize 

electron bifurcation. For example, the EB-scheme landscape is found in the band 

bending in semiconductor n-p junctions [129], which suggests that semiconductors may 

play a role in synthetic electron bifurcation.  

In the EB-scheme, each redox active site must be made to accommodate only one 

mobile electron at a time and must not be allowed to interact further than its nearest 

neighbors. For example, if L2 could donate an electron to H2 (Figure 3.1), or if H1 could 

receive several electrons from B=, the EB-scheme would no longer insulate against short 

circuits (these processes were included in our model, but since the distance between 

non-neighbor cofactors is at least 20 Å in the model, the corresponding tunneling rate 

constant is negligibly small). In addition, the terminal electron acceptors, D, AL, and AH, 
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must not exchange electrons directly with each other, or with any of the redox active 

sites in the scaffold, other than with the terminal branch sites. This level of microscopic 

control is challenging to realize and anchoring the AL and AH acceptors to the ends of the 

branches may be acceptable for proof-of-concept experiments. Care must also be taken 

to avoid short-circuit channels during the D= to B electron refilling process (short-

circuiting during refilling).  

Electron bifurcation in Nature allows the reversible reduction of compounds 

with low reduction potentials, using compounds with much higher (midpoint) 

reduction potentials, analogous to the function of a voltage amplifier.  Understanding 

the manner of this redox conversion in the warm, wet environment of biology provides 

inspiration for novel synthetic redox catalysts.  
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4. Electron bifurcation and inverted potentials 

4.1. On physical and chemical origins of inverted potentials 

Section 4.1 of this chapter is based on a project we pursued from mid-2017 until 

mid-2019, but never published. Near the end of this period, we determined that the 

foundation of our approach needed tweaking and that we were further away from 

answering our “big questions” than we thought. At the same time, we were developing 

the reversible EB scheme, which stole our attention almost completely and formed the 

core of most of this thesis. However, there is growing interest again in these ideas within 

the Beratan group, and we realized that the framework we built circa 2018 provides a 

physical picture of inverted reduction potentials and a blueprint strategy for future 

studies. 

4.1.1. Inverted potentials in biology 

Electron bifurcation often occurs via sequential electron transfer from a two-

electron donor to spatially separated one-electron acceptors [2]. Interestingly, the first 

and second electrons leave the two-electron donor cofactor with potentials that differ 

from the mean (midpoint) potential by as much as 1 V [89]. In all known electron 

bifurcating systems the second electron is much more strongly reducing than the first [2, 

62, 70, 92, 93]. So the two-electron donor is said to have inverted [71, 74], or “crossed”[2, 

62, 89, 93], reduction potentials (the first reduction potential is more negative than the 

second). In order to capture the electrochemical energy stored in the two-electron donor, 
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it is essential that the electrons not both flow down the lower energy (exergonic) 

pathway [130], which may be prevented using the reversible EB scheme of the previous 

chapter.  

Although several studies have addressed potential inversion [71-74, 131], most of 

these studies focus on inverted potentials in cases that are not proton coupled. The 

inversion of the reduction potentials was largely attributed to solvation and structural 

factors. Inverted reduction potentials play key roles in other important chemical 

reactions, including the activation of prodrug Pt(IV) complexes [74]. An even greater 

mystery surrounding electron bifurcation lies in the remarkable ability of two-electron 

donors to have their potential inversion “turn off” or tuned by their environment (e.g., 

between the Qo and Qi sites in complex III, see Figure 1.1 and Figure 2.2). For instance, 

flavin moieties are two-electron carriers known to bifurcate their electrons [70, 89, 93, 

100, 130, 132] using inverted reduction potentials, but another class of flavin containing 

proteins (termed flavodoxins) only perform one-electron chemistry and lack inverted 

potentials [103]. We use the term order switching to describe cofactors that change the 

ordering of their reduction potentials depending on their environment. 

Here, we investigate the physical and chemical origins of reduction potential 

inversion and potential order switching from an equilibrium thermodynamics 

perspective. Using the structure of Pourbaix diagrams and the Nernst equation, we 

derive general principles of reduction potential inversion and highlight two general 
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ways that this inversion may be turned on or off by the environment surrounding a two-

electron donor. We then generalize the Pourbaix diagram, directly involving the proton 

chemical potential (which includes not only the pH contribution, but also an electrostatic 

potential energy contribution). While many of these concepts are known, we are not 

aware of any publications that clearly lay down a complete framework in this way, 

deriving the concepts and approaches to understand inverted potentials from basic 

electrochemical theory, to applying computational approaches to decompose the free 

energy contributions to the 1st and 2nd reduction potentials. In addition, we provide an 

example free energy decomposition for ubiquinone (coenzyme Q10) in Section 4.1.4. 

Thus, this chapter lays a framework upon which future studies may be performed to 

determine the physical and chemical factors that give proteins the incredible ability to 

tune the ordering of reduction potentials of potentially two-electron cofactors, including 

flavins and quinones.  

This chapter culminates in the formulation of a hypothesis that redox potential 

order switching between local nanoscale biological environments may principally be 

explained by electrostatic interactions from uncompensated charges. Specifically, this 

arises from the proton-coupled nature of the redox reactions of quinones and flavins, 

which can result in a charged intermediate (semiquinone) species that may strongly 

interact with its environment. Future calculations and experiments will be required to 

confirm this hypothesis in biological environments. 
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4.1.2. Physical chemistry of inverted potentials 

A generic reduction process is described by the half-reaction 

 Ox + 𝑛 𝑒  +  𝑚 𝐻
∆

 Red + m′  𝐻 . (4.1) 

The Ox species receives 𝑛 electrons and 𝑚 − 𝑚′ protons with a half-reaction free energy 

∆G. This system reaches chemical equilibrium when the sum of the chemical potentials of 

the reactants equals the sum of the chemical potentials of the products 

 𝜇  +  𝑛 𝜇 +  𝑚 𝜇 =  𝜇  +  𝑚′ 𝜇 , (4.2) 

where 𝜇 = −𝐸  is the chemical potential to add electrons to the measurement 

electrode, 𝜇  is the solvent proton chemical potential, and 𝜇  and 𝜇  are the chemical 

potentials of the solvated Red and Ox species, respectively. The standard chemical 

activities of each species is given by 

 
𝑎 =  𝑒

⊖

, (4.3) 

where 𝜇⊖ is the chemical potential of 𝑋 at standard state. Next, we substitute Eq. (4.3) for 

each species and 𝜇 = −𝐹𝐸  into Eq. (4.5), where 𝐸  is the electrode potential and 𝐹 

is the Faraday constant. This yields 

 
𝐸 =  − 

1

𝑛𝐹
𝜇⊖ − 𝜇⊖ − (𝑚′ − 𝑚)𝜇⊖ −  

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
𝑙𝑛

𝑎

𝑎
  

− (𝑚 − 𝑚) 
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
 𝑙𝑛 (𝑎 ) 

 

(4.4) 

Eq. (4.6) may be written as  

 
E =

−∆𝐺

𝑛𝐹
= E −  

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
 𝑙𝑛

𝑎

𝑎  ∙  𝑎 ( )
, (4.5) 

which is known the Nernst equation that defines the absolute reduction potential E  of 

process of Eq (4.1). In near ideal solutions with zero electrostatic gradients, 𝑙𝑛(𝑎 ) ≈

 𝑙𝑛[𝐻 ] =  −2.303 𝑝𝐻, so Eq. (4.5) is often written in the familiar form 
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𝐸 =

−∆𝐺

𝑛𝐹
≈ 𝐸 − 

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
 𝑙𝑛

𝑎

𝑎   
−  2.30 ∙

𝑅𝑇 (𝑚 − 𝑚′)

𝑛𝐹
 𝑝𝐻. (4.6) 

Absolute reduction potentials are difficult to measure. However, measurements 

relative to a reference electrode are routine, so reduction potentials are often reported 

relative to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), which differs from the absolute 

electrode potential by about 4.44 V [133]. Unless explicitly indicated (with a subscript 

𝐸 ), any discussion of electrode or reduction potentials (𝐸) is equally valid for both the 

absolute potential and relative to SHE.  

If Ox and Red undergo two-electron chemistry, it is possible for the species to 

exhibit potential inversion. For this to occur, Ox must perform two sequential reduction 

reactions 

 Ox +  𝑒 + 𝑚𝐻
∆ /

⎯⎯⎯⎯ SQ + m 𝐻  (4.7) 

 SQ + 𝑒  +  𝑚 𝐻
∆ /

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯  Red + m′  𝐻 .  (4.8) 

The first reduction occurs at reduction potential 𝐸 / , and the second with reduction 

potential 𝐸 / . If the potentials are inverted, they satisfy 

 𝐸 / − 𝐸 / < 0. (4.9) 

Using the equivalent oxidation reactions 

 ∆𝐺 / − ∆𝐺 / < 0. (4.10) 

Figure 4.1 shows modelled equilibrium redox titrations of a two-electron species, 

with normally ordered reduction potentials (Figure 4.1A), and inverted potentials 

(Figure 4.1B). In the normal case, the chemical changes occur at two distinct electrode 
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potentials, 𝐸 /  and 𝐸 / . Between these two potentials, there is a region of 

electrode potential over which the singly reduced species (the semiquinone, or SQ 

species) is stable. The relative activity of the redox species X in equilibrium with the 𝑛 −

1 other redox accessible species is given by 

 
𝑎 =  

𝑎′

∑ 𝑎′
,  (4.11) 

where 𝑎′  is the absolute activity, related to the chemical potential 𝜇  by 

 𝑎′ =  𝑒 /  (4.12) 

For near-ideal mixtures at standard state temperature, the activity of species 𝑋 is related 

to its molar concentration [𝑋] by 

 𝑎′

𝑎′⊖
≈ 𝛾

[𝑋]

[𝑋]⊖
, (4.13) 

where 𝛾 is the activity coefficient and 𝑎⊖ and [𝑋]⊖ are the standard state activity and 

molar concentration, respectively.  

 

Figure 4.1: An equilibrium redox titration of inverted and normally ordered 
potentials (at fixed pH and solvent electrostatic potential). The activity of three redox 
forms: doubly reduced (Red), single reduced semiquinone (SQ), and fully oxidized 
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(Ox) is plotted against the electrode potential. When the reduction potentials are (A) 
normally ordered (𝑬𝑶𝒙/𝑺𝑸 > 𝑬𝑺𝑸/𝑹𝒆𝒅) two distinct reduction transitions are observed, 
one from Red to SQ (at electrode potential E2) and the other from SQ to Ox (at 
electrode potential E1). When the reduction potentials are (B) inverted (𝑬𝑶𝒙/𝑺𝑸 <

𝑬𝑺𝑸/𝑹𝒆𝒅), only one transition between Red and Ox at the midpoint potential 
𝑬𝑶𝒙/𝑺𝑸 + 𝑬𝑺𝑸/𝑹𝒆𝒅 /𝟐 is observed. The inverted case may produce negligible stability 

of the singly reduced SQ species. 

In the inverted case (Figure 4.1B), the two-electron chemical transformation 

𝑂𝑥 →  𝑅𝑒𝑑 occurs at one equilibrium electrode potential, at exactly the midpoint 

potential between the reduction potentials of each one-electron step 

 
𝐸 =  

1

2
𝐸 / + 𝐸 /  (4.14) 

This equality arises from comparing the energy required to remove two electrons from 

the electrode with the energy to change Ox to Red. Specifically, Ox is spontaneously 

reduced to Red at an electrode potential for which the total energy to reduce Ox to SQ 

and then SQ to Red equals the energy to remove both electrons from the electrode. In the 

inverted case, the thermodynamic stability of the SQ species can be negligible, resulting 

in a lack of SQ accumulation at equilibrium.  

The midpoint potential 𝐸  is not the only important quantity for two-electron 

redox reactions. A measure of the extent to which the reduction potentials are inverted is 

also useful. One such measure is simply the difference between the reduction potentials 

 
𝐸 / − 𝐸 / =

1

𝐹
(∆𝐺 / − ∆𝐺 / )  =

1

𝐹
∆∆𝐺 .  (4.15) 

Some authors characterize the extent of inversion using the quantity [62, 71] 
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𝐾 =  

𝑎

𝑎 𝑎
=  𝑒𝑥𝑝

−1

𝑅𝑇
∆𝐺 / − ∆𝐺 /  

=  𝑒𝑥𝑝
−𝐹

𝑅𝑇
𝐸 / − 𝐸 / .  

 

(4.16) 

Principle 2, derived in this section, will show that these inversion metrics depend on the 

reaction mechanism. 

Since the redox titrations in Figure 4.1 result from equilibrium analysis, the 

curves in Figure 4.1 are independent of the mechanism and the kinetics of the reduction 

process. The one-electron steps may be fast or slow, may involve intermediate steps, 

may be proton-coupled, and may be concerted. In all cases, the equilibrium redox 

titrations will be those given in Figure 4.1. It is precisely in this sense that the discussion 

above is entirely independent of the reaction mechanism. This aspect of the analysis 

becomes especially important as we explore more involved redox reactions. 

4.1.3. Pourbaix and free energy decomposition analyses to study 
inverted potentials and potential order switching 

Consider a redox species that can exchange two protons and two electrons with 

its environment [134] (Figure 4.2). Q denotes the fully oxidized and deprotonated 

species. The horizontal arrows denote deprotonation and the vertical arrows denote 

oxidation. Diagonal arrows correspond to concerted proton-electron transfer. This 

scheme is used to model coenzyme Q10 in Section 4.1.4. However, this approach applies 

equally well to electron transfer driven ligand association and disassociation, such as for 

Pt(IV) complexes [74]. 
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The electrochemistry and possible potential inversion of the Q species is 

complicated by coupled proton transfer. Two species, QHH and QH-, are fully reduced. 

There are also three singly reduced species (QHH+, QH, and Q-). Finally, there are two 

oxidized species (Q and QH+). The QH2- and QHH2+ structures are excluded, as they are 

likely to be highly unstable (carrying charge of ± 2e-). Since thermodynamic free energies 

are state functions, the sum of half-reaction free energies along any closed loop in Figure 

4.2 must sum to zero. 

 

Figure 4.2: Reaction scheme for a species 𝑸 that can accept two electrons and 
two protons. Note that 𝑸𝑯𝑯 and 𝑸𝑯  have received two electrons, so both are “fully 
reduced.” Furthermore, there are three semiquinone species (𝑸𝑯𝑯 , 𝑸𝑯, and 𝑸 ) and 
two oxidized species (𝑸𝑯  and 𝑸). We exclude the 𝑸𝑯 𝟐 and 𝑸 𝟐  species from 
consideration because they are likely to be highly unstable in most environments. 
The equilibrium half-reaction free energies along any closed path must equal zero. 
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Pourbaix diagrams and inverted potentials 

What does it mean for the reduction potentials of Q to be inverted in the scheme 

of Figure 4.2, since there are many two-electron reactions that can occur and multiple 

reduction potentials for the one-electron steps? Pourbaix diagrams are used to study 

stability transitions between species that can receive or donate electrons and protons 

[135, 136]. Figure 4.3 shows an example Pourbaix diagram describing a possible 

thermodynamic landscape for the Q species in a small pH-E region. The lines in the 

diagram correspond to the Nernst equation (Eq. (4.6)) giving the reduction potential for 

the most stable reaction couples as a function of pH. This example is hypothetical and 

designed to show how information concerning potential inversion may be extracted 

from a Pourbaix diagram. 

The solid lines in Figure 4.3 (determined by Eq. (4.6)) constitute a Pourbaix 

diagram, indicating the regions of stability of the redox forms in Figure 4.2. Since the 

QH-, QH, and QH+ forms are unstable, they do not appear. At the center of the diagram 

(moderate pH and electrode potential), the Q and QHH regions are adjacent. Since there 

is no region of stability for the QH species, this suggests that the Q species exhibits 

redox potential inversion for E-pH values near the center of the diagram. 

The Pourbaix lines in Figure 4.3 are computed using the Nernst equations (Eq. 

(4.6)) for the redox reactions that link the species separated by each line [135]. Thus, the 

slope of each line is (𝑚 − 𝑚′)/(𝑛 − 𝑛′), the number of protons transferred divided by the 
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number of electrons transferred. For example, the Q/Q- line in Figure 4.3 has zero slope, 

indicating that only electrons are transferred and that the reduction potential 𝐸 is 

independent of pH. The intersections between the lines (where the slopes change 

abruptly) correspond to changes in the dominant reaction (coupling the two most stable 

species). The axes 𝐸 and pH are multiplied by -1 to allow easy comparison with Figure 

4.10, which uses 𝜇  and 𝜇 (electrode electron chemical potential and solvent proton 

chemical potential, respectively) in place of 𝐸 and pH.  

 

Figure 4.3: Example Pourbaix diagram for the Q species. The solid lines form a 
traditional Pourbaix diagram, separating the regions of stability for the Q, Q-, QHH+, 
and QHH species. In this diagram, QH-, QH+, and QH are unstable. Each line of 
different color represents the pH dependent potential for the corresponding transition 
(Eq. (4.6)).  The dashed lines simply continue these lines beyond their traditional 
representation in a Pourbaix diagram (typically only the solid lines are shown, as they 
correspond to the dominant transitions). For E-pH values near the center of the 
diagram, a first reduction (purple or blue) occurs at a lower reduction potential than a 
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second (red or green), so the Q species exhibits inverted reduction potentials. As a 
result, a direct transition between the Q and QHH species is observed (black line) at a 
reduction potential given by the midpoint potential (Eq. (4.14)) of both the purple and 
red lines, as well as the green and blue lines. At higher pH, two transitions are 
observed (Q/Q- purple line and Q-/QHH red line). Two transitions (Q/QHH+ blue line 
and QHH+/QHH green line) are also observed at lower pH, so the reduction potential 
inversion is switched off at higher and at lower pH. An equilibrium redox titration 
along the vertical dotted lines (A) and (B) would yield electrochemical profiles like 
those in Figure 4.1A and Figure 4.1B, respectively. 

The Nernst lines (Eq. (4.6)) that correspond to the one-electron transitions are 

extended beyond their intersections in Figure 4.3 (the dashed lines, which are not 

typically drawn in Pourbaix diagrams). Indeed, the Q/QHH+ (dashed blue) transition 

occurs at a lower reduction potential than the QHH+/QHH (dashed green) transition, 

and the Q/Q- (dashed purple) transition occurs at a lower reduction potential than the Q-

/QHH transition. As expected, both of these two-step processes exhibit potential 

inversion. The observed equilibrium transition of Q/QHH occurs at the midpoint 

potential (black line). 

General properties of redox transitions, and the structure of the corresponding 

Pourbaix diagrams, produce general principles20 governing reduction potential 

inversion. 

 

20 When curating this text to include in this dissertation, I considered eliminating the “principle/mechanism” 
format of presentation, as it is quite idiosyncratic. However, after some thought, I realized that this seems an 
efficient way to present the ideas. Pourbaix diagrams have a lot of underlying structure (assuming the 
electrochemistry is well described by Eq (4.6)) and it is handy to have some clear statements to reference 
concerning how the Pourbaix diagram structure relates to inverted potentials.  
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Principle 1: At equilibrium, if two adjacent regions of stability in a Pourbaix diagram 

differ by two electrons, all two-step (one for each electron) chemical half reactions between the 

corresponding species will exhibit inverted reduction potentials. 

 

That is, any mechanism that splits the overall Red → Ox reaction into two steps 

Red → SQ (at 𝐸 / ) and SQ → Ox (at 𝐸 / ) will have 𝐸 / > 𝐸 / . Principle 1 is 

proved by considering the converse: if any reaction pathway between two species that 

differ by two electrons does not exhibit inverted reduction potentials, two Pourbaix lines 

will separate the species, one for each oxidation step.  

A corollary to Principle 1 states that any two-step pathway (where each step 

involves oxidation) between two species exhibits potential inversion at a given pH, all 

such pathways will exhibit inversion at that pH. Principle 1, and this corollary, show 

that inverted reduction potentials are a property that is independent of the mechanism 

(including the order) by which the protons and electrons are removed. A corresponding 

statement also holds for inverted transition pKa’s (the pKa to remove a first proton is 

greater than the pKa to remove a second), but inverted pKa’s have received little 

attention. 

One can determine whether any pathway between species differing by two 

electrons will exhibit inverted reduction potentials simply by observing whether one 
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Pourbaix line separates the species at a given pH. However, the magnitude of the 

potential inversion (𝐸 / − 𝐸 / ) cannot be estimated from the Pourbaix line alone: 

 

Principle 2: The magnitude of potential inversion 𝐸 / − 𝐸 /  depends on the 

intermediate species21, SQ. 

 

This principle follows from the definition of the reduction potential (Eq. (4.6)). If 

a different intermediate species is selected, the value of 𝐸 / − 𝐸 /  (Eq. (4.15)) will 

change. Principles 1 and 2 show that, while it is always defined whether a net two-

electron chemical process has inverted reduction potentials, the magnitude of the 

inversion (Eq. (4.15)) is meaningless (undefined) without specifying the two-electron 

reaction pathway. Specifically, a singly reduced species must be identified as the 

relevant semiquinone (redox intermediate) [74], since each semiquinone will have a 

different stability constant (Eq. (4.16)).  

 

21This “intermediate” does not refer to the physical intermediate that may accumulate population during a 
PCET reaction between a donor and acceptor, because the redox potentials defined here arise from the 
Nernst equation, Eq (4.6), which refers only to a half-reaction, Eq (4.1). Perhaps the most natural choice is to 
choose SQ to be the most stable one-electron intermediate at equilibrium, as the concept of inverted 
potentials seems to primarily inform whether the species in question is a two-electron carrier at the 
midpoint potential between the first and second reduction potentials (Figure 4.1). Thus, if SQ is chosen to be 
the most stable one-electron intermediate, then ∆𝐸 serves as an estimate of 𝐾  via Eq (4.16), and thus 
would set a lower bound on the concentration of singly reduced SQ at equilibrium.  
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The approach presented here uses equilibrium analysis to understand inverted 

reduction potentials. This analysis cannot probe intermediate and/or transition states 

between equilibrium states. For example, if some chemical species receives two electrons 

at the same reduction potential (which we observe occurs when the individual one-

electron reduction potentials are inverted), this does not indicate that the transfers are 

concerted, or even that the driving force for each reduction is the same. 

Principles 1 and 2 suggest two mechanisms (which are neither mutually 

exclusive nor comprehensive) to achieve reduction potential order switching. These 

mechanisms are: 

 

Mechanism 1: Changing pH or, more generally, changing external proton chemical 

potential (𝜇  in Eq. (4.2)) can shift the equilibrium from exhibiting two redox transitions to 

exhibiting one redox transition (or vice versa; see the vertical slices in Figure 4.3). 

 

For example, the three vertical dotted lines (A) and (B) in Figure 4.3 could 

represent the redox titrations shown in Figure 4.1, (B) with inverted potentials, and (A) 

without. Without a stabilized semiquinone, the donor will exhibit potential inversion, as 

described in Section 4.1.2. We call this an “external” change to the two-electron donor 

because it only involves changing proton chemical potential external to the two-electron 

donor (this kind of chemical change could originate far away from the donor). 
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Mechanism 1 involves shifting the equilibrium to another region of the two-electron 

donor’s Pourbaix diagram, as opposed to restructuring the Pourbaix diagram itself. 

Restructuring the Pourbaix diagram produces the second mechanism, for reduction 

potential order switching. 

Mechanism 2: Environmental influences on a two-electron donor strongly perturb its 

one-electron reduction potentials energetics as compared to the reduction potentials of its free 

counterpart. The environment can stabilize the stability of the enzyme-bound semiquinone 

(compared with the free counterpart) at the same electrode potential and pH.  

 

For example, the protein-bound form of a two-electron redox cofactor may exhibit 

potential inversion at an E-pH where the free counterpart does not. Since the stability of 

a bound semiquinone will often be different from its free form, even at the same 

electrode potential (E) and pH, we characterize this mechanism as an “internal” or 

chemical change to the donor. This mechanism would likely be caused by a strong 

interaction with the nearby environment, such as is captured by differential binding of 

the Ox, SQ, and Red species as described in by Eq (4.19) below. 

These two mechanisms suggest two approaches to explore potential order 

switching for a specific cofactor. The first approach involves analyzing the Pourbaix 

diagram for the relevant forms of the donor and examining changes to the proton 
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chemical potential of the environment22 (e.g., pH changes or hydrogen bonding) that 

would move the equilibrium from a region with potential inversion to a region without 

inversion. If such a change in driving force is found between cases where the donor does 

and does not exhibit potential inversion, then this driving force could be identified as 

the primary cause of the potential order switching. 

If there is no significant change in proton driving force (that would provide a 

shift between regions within the Pourbaix diagram), this would suggest that Mechanism 

2 is the likely cause of potential order switching. To examine the relevance of 

Mechanism 2, one would plot Pourbaix diagrams for both the bound and the free 

ligands, and then analyze whether a region of semiquinone stability disappears between 

the inverted and not-inverted cases, at the same E and pH. 

Pourbaix diagrams yield powerful insights into the origins of inverted potentials, 

but there are limitations to this approach. In the case of Mechanism 2, the Pourbaix 

diagrams themselves provide little quantitative insight as to why and how the Pourbaix 

diagram may be restructured. Even for Mechanism 1, determining the origin of the 

driving force that shifts the equilibrium says nothing about why the donor is sensitive to 

such a shift in proton driving force in the first place. Furthermore, the Pourbaix analysis 

 

22 Everything else held equal. It may be difficult to change 𝜇  independently of the activity (Eq (4.3)) of the 
Q, SQ, and HQ species. For instance, a local electrostatic potential will change 𝜇 , but it also changes 𝜇  
for a charged SQ species. Not realizing this, I constructed some seriously wrong hypotheses during my PhD 
studies. Luckily, these dead ends are not included in this thesis. 
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approach in either case does not speak to the magnitude of inversion (𝐸 / − 𝐸 / ) 

and reveals little about the important chemical features that influence this magnitude 

(Principle 2). 

ΔΔG decompositions 

To address these quantitative challenges surrounding potential inversion, we use 

a free-energy decomposition analysis. This approach divides ∆∆𝐺 (Eq. (4.15)) between 

the first (∆𝐺 / ) and second (∆𝐺 / ) oxidation half-reaction free energies into a 

sum of individual contributions, 𝐺 : 

 ∆∆𝐺 = ∆𝐺 / − ∆𝐺 / =  𝐺 . (4.17) 

Each 𝐺  contribution is connected to a chemical feature of the two-electron donor or its 

interaction with its environment. These contributions could, in principle, be measured or 

calculated. If 𝐺  is positive, it contributes towards inversion; if it is negative, against. 

We describe a decomposition that is broadly useful to examine potential 

inversion for the example reaction scheme in Figure 4.2. The results of this 

decomposition are used in Section 4.1.4 to study the origins of inverted reduction 

potentials for free Q10. As shown in Section 4.1.2, ∆∆𝐺 (Eq. (4.15)) is not defined unless 

the Red, SQ, and Ox species are identified. For example, we may set (from the scheme in 

Figure 4.2) Red = QH-, SQ = QH, and Ox = Q. Ideally, we would choose the 

semiquinone(s) which is (are) relevant to the chemical process of interest. 
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For a given reaction pathway (Red, SQ, and Ox species identified), we can 

analyze the specific free energy contributions, 𝐺 . One free energy contribution arises 

from the solvation of the Red, SQ, and Ox species. This free energy contribution from the 

Red → SQ half reaction can be computed using the thermodynamic cycles in Figure 4.4. 

An identical cycle is used to find the contribution from the SQ → Ox half-reaction. 

 

Figure 4.4: Thermodynamic cycle for the Red → SQ reaction. This generic cycle 
can also be applied to the SQ → Ox reaction. This cycle is used in the free energy 
decomposition analysis of coenzyme Q10 in Section 4.1.4. The top cycle gives the 
solvated reaction free energies ∆𝑮 in terms of gas-phase free energies ∆𝑮’ and 
solvation energies 𝑺𝑿. The bottom cycle gives the gas phase free energies ∆𝑮’ in terms 
of zero-point energies ∆𝑬 and thermal corrections to the free energy as compared to 
the zero-temperature free energy. All the contributions from these terms to ∆∆𝑮 are 
included in Eq. (4.18).  

The upper thermodynamic cycles allow us to express ∆∆𝐺 in terms of the gas-

phase reaction free energies (∆𝐺 /  and ∆𝐺 / ) and solvation energies, 𝑆 . 

Separating the gas-phase free energies further in terms of zero-point (T = 0 K) energies 

∆𝐸 and thermal corrections, we have 
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             ∆∆G = ∆𝐺 / − ∆𝐺 /  

        = ∆𝐸 / − ∆𝐸 / + 𝑆  +  𝑆  −  2𝑆  

+ (𝑛 − 𝑛′) 𝑆 + 𝐺 + 𝐺 − 2𝐺 . 

(4.18) 

The solvation free energy of the electron does not contribute to the potential inversion 

(and 𝑆 = 0 by convention [137]). The solvation free energy of the proton is 𝑆 ≈

−11.7 𝑒𝑉 in the standard state [137], and 𝑛 and 𝑛′ are the numbers of protons transferred 

in the SQ/Ox and the Red/SQ half-reactions, respectively. The solvation energies 𝑆  in 

Eq. (4.11) may be grouped into one term, 𝐺 = 𝑆  + 𝑆  −  2 𝑆   − 𝑛 𝑆 , which is 

the sum of contributions to potential inversion that arises from solvation energies. 

Cofactor reduction potentials can change upon protein binding. Indeed, the stability of 

the semiquinone of coenzyme Q10 is known to be enhanced upon binding to the Qi site in 

complex III [138]. The contribution from binding to ∆∆𝐺 can be naturally included in the 

free energy decomposition scheme. Figure 4.5 illustrates how binding energies may be 

accounted for in this general decomposition scheme by adding an additional 

thermodynamic cycle, involving cofactor binding energies 𝐵 . Taken together, the 

schemes of Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 constitute a detailed ΔΔG decomposition that 

accounts for gas phase chemical effects, solvation effects, and binding effects, in that 

order23. 

 

23 The order of the decomposition steps matters. For instance, one might calculate the binding energy in gas 
phase, and then the solvation energies of the bounded complex. This may give different results than the 
decomposition shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. 
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We now further decompose the gas phase half-reaction free energies ∆𝐸 / . One such 

decomposition is depicted in Figure 4.6, which divides ∆𝐸 /  into ionization (∆𝐸 ), 

deprotonation (∆𝐸 ), and geometric relaxation (∆𝐸 ) contributions. For simplicity, 

only one proton is transferred in this example. 

 

Figure 4.5: Expanded thermodynamic scheme for a generic Red → SQ half-
reaction involving an additional cycle in which solvated Red(s) and SQ(s) become 
protein-bound Red(b) and SQ(b) with binding free energies 𝑩𝑹𝒆𝒅 and 𝑩𝑺𝑸, 
respectively. When a corresponding scheme for the SQ → Ox transition is derived, the 
full magnitude of ∆∆𝑮 may be calculated.  

The added cycle allows the solvated Red(s) and SQ(s) species to bind (Red(b) and SQ(b), 

respectively). The Red species binds with free energy 𝐵 , and the SQ with free energy 

𝐵 . A similar scheme may be constructed for the SQ → Ox half-reaction. The redox 

potential inversion in the bound case can be found using 

 ∆∆𝐺 = ∆𝐺 / − ∆𝐺 / = ∆∆𝐺 + 𝐵 + 𝐵 −  2𝐵  (4.19) 

where ∆∆𝐺 denotes the magnitude of redox potential inversion in the unbound case, 

given by Eq (4.18). 
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Figure 4.6: An example of half-reaction intermediates chosen to decompose 
zero-point (T = 0 K) half-reaction free energies (the * denotes nuclear coordinates not 
relaxed relative to the previous structure in the sequence).The first step (Red → Red+*) 

in Figure 4.6 corresponds to vertical ionization (relaxing the electronic structure but 

without allowing nuclear relaxation). Next, for Red+*→ SQ*, a vertical deprotonation step 

(electrons but not nuclei relaxed) contributes the enthalpy ∆𝐸 . The SQ* structure that 

remains is not a minimum energy structure, which releases enthalpy ∆𝐸  as the nuclear 

and electronic structure is relaxed. This energy is grouped explicitly into its own step to 

capture contributions that may arise from large geometric relaxations, such as the 

“butterfly bending” effect found to be important for predicting flavin reduction 

potentials [139, 140]. Our ∆ΔG decomposition can thus be written 

 ∆∆G = ∆𝐺 − ∆𝐺  

          = (∆𝐸 − ∆𝐸 ) + (∆𝐸 − ∆𝐸 ) + (∆𝐸 − ∆𝐸 )

+ 𝑆  + 𝑆  −  2𝑆  + (𝑛 − 𝑛′) 𝑆

+ 𝐺 + 𝐺 − 2𝐺 .  

 

(4.20) 

The superscripts 1 and 2 refer to the Red/SQ and SQ/Ox reactions, respectively. ∆𝐸  is 

not the total change in energy between the SQ and Ox optimized configurations 

(∆𝐸 / ), but refers to the vertical ionization energy. The groupings in Eq. (4.20) 

indicated by parentheses correspond to ionization, deprotonation, geometric relaxation, 

solvation energies, and thermal contributions, respectively. 
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The sequencing of the deprotonation and ionization steps may be switched, and 

the ∆𝐸  and ∆𝐸  terms consequently will change. Indeed, for species such as Q10, the 

decomposition of ∆ΔG for QHH → QH → Q has four different possible values for ∆𝐸  

and ∆𝐸 , as there are four distinct orders in which the electrons and protons can be 

removed from QHH. Without knowledge of the specific proton coupled redox pathway 

taken, all possible orderings can be examined. However, the sum of the vertical 

ionization and deprotonation energies is the same regardless of their ordering, since the 

initial and final states are the same24.  

Next, we use this decomposition scheme to analyze the redox chemistry of free 

coenzyme Q10. These results may be used in the future to compare with the 

corresponding values for bound quinone that exhibits potential order switching. For 

instance, the solvent and protein could (in principle) be explicitly included in 

calculations of all the relevant redox forms and intermediates. For instance, 

 

24 But the sum of the vertical deprotonation and ionization energies depends on the sequence of the 
thermodynamic cycle (i.e. whether the vertical deprotonation is calculated in solvent or gas phase).  
 
I worry that this section reads like a car salesperson convincing a costumer to finance a vehicle at a 
discounted cost. But the salesperson doesn’t reveal that the customer saves nothing because the interest on 
the loan was simultaneously increased. In other words, you can always “decompose” a quantity into one of 
an infinite set of possible decompositions. Arbitrary decompositions are generally not meaningful. The 
reader can decide for themselves whether the ΔΔG decomposition of this chapter is meaningful. It certainly 
organizes the ΔΔG into commonly discussed physics (binding energies, solvation energies, relaxation 
energies, etc.), and indicates that the proton coupled nature of these redox reactions is crucial in determining 
the reduction potentials and their ordering (see Section 4.1.4 and Section 4.1.5) On the other hand, we still 
have not confirmed that this reasoning explains how proteins change the reduction potentials so profoundly 
of two-electron species like flavins. Time will tell if our decomposition here ultimately yields nontrivial 
insight. 
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contributions to ∆∆𝐺 for the bound form of quinone in the Qi site of complex III would 

differ from those calculated for free Q10 in the next section, reflecting the explicit 

presence of the solvent, complex III, and the mitochondrial membrane. This approach 

could be used to discover which chemical factors are responsible for potential order 

switching between quinones and flavins bound to different enzymes. Thus, the results of 

the next section are only half of the story; future calculations or measurements must be 

performed to understand at the detailed atomistic level how enzyme binding changes 

the difference between first and second reduction potentials of quinone and other 

species such as flavins so profoundly. In Section 4.1.6, we argue that the dominant 

feature driving the redox potential order switching in biology may be electrostatic 

interactions, as mediated by the average protein dielectric environment. 

4.1.4. Free Energy Decomposition for Free Coenzyme Q10 

The neutral semiquinone (QH) of free Coenzyme Q10 is unstable [96]. This means 

that the reduction potentials of the reactions in Eq. (4.21) and (4.22) are strongly inverted 

(∆𝐺 / − ∆𝐺 / < 0): 

 𝑄𝐻𝐻
∆

𝑄𝐻 + 𝐻 + 𝑒 , (4.21) 

 𝑄𝐻
∆

𝑄 + 𝐻 + 𝑒 . (4.22) 

QHH, QH, and Q are the ubiquinol, ubisemiquinone, and ubiquinone forms of Q10, 

respectively. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on the 

corresponding redox states of solvated (in implicit water) Q10 indicated in Figure 4.2. 
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The goal of this analysis is to identify the chemical and physical factors that contribute to 

the potential inversion. The fully oxidized ubiquinone (Q in the scheme of Figure 4.2) 

form of Q10 is shown in Figure 4.7. In the QHH form, the benzoquinone 1 and 4 O sites 

are protonated. To reduce the computational costs, the isoprenyl tail consisting of ten 

subunits was truncated to one subunit. 

 

Figure 4.7: Structure of the ubiquinone form of Coenzyme Q10 (corresponding 
to Q in Figure 4.2). The ubiquinol (QHH) form is reached by doubly reducing and 
doubly protonating the benzoquinone derivative.  

The energies of all required intermediates for the free energy decomposition 

described in Section 4.1.3 were calculated using the MN-15 functional [141] with the 

minimally augmented Karlsruhe basis set (ma-Def2-TZVP) [142, 143], implemented in 

Gaussian 16[144]. Augmented basis sets were used to capture diffuse components of the 

molecular orbitals of the radical and ionic species (QH-, QHH+, Q-, QH+). The MN15 

functional achieves a high accuracy for many relevant properties, including absolute 

atomic energies and ionization potentials [141].  The solvation free energy was estimated 

at the same level of theory using the SMD continuum solvation model [145] 

implemented in Gaussian 16 [145]. The structures of Q10 were optimized at the 
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MN15/ma-Def2-TZVP level of theory, followed by vibrational analysis that produces 

thermal corrections to the optimized energies, obtaining the gas phase reaction free 

energies. The aqueous solvation free energies were estimated using the gas phase 

optimized geometries and the SMD continuum implicit solvent model (with the 

dielectric constant 𝜀  =  78.3553). Using these methods, all of the terms in the free 

energy decomposition of Section 4.1.3 (Eq. (4.20)) were estimated. A table of calculated 

energies used to estimate the terms in the ΔΔG appears in Table 1. 

Table 1: Table of calculated energies used for the ΔΔG decompositions 

Species Single-point 

energy (vacuum) 

Solvated energy 

(water) 

Solv. energy1 

(water) 

Thermal 

correction2  

Total 

energy3 

(water) 

QHH -23014.17 -23014.39 -0.22 7.39 -23007.00 

QHH+* -23006.84     

QHH+ -23007.05 -23009.09 -2.04 7.38 -23001.71 

QH-* -22998.22     

QH- -22998.76 -23001.20 -2.44 7.00 -22994.20 

QH* -22996.34     

QH -22996.93 -22997.14 -0.21 7.03 -22990.11 

QH+* -22989.87     

QH+  -22990.25 -22992.18 -1.93 7.08 -22985.10 

Q-* -22981.93     

Q-  -22982.39 -22984.64 -2.25 6.63 -22978.01 

Q* -22979.69     

Table 1. All quantities are in eV. Table of calculated energies used for the free 
energy decomposition scheme in Section 4.1.3. (* indicates not relaxed, having the 
same configuration as the previous neutral species, 1 the difference between the 
second and third columns, 2 includes vibrational and rotational corrections to the 
single-point energies in gas phase at T = 398 K, 3 sums the single-point energies, 
solvation energies, and thermal corrections). 
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Since the vertical ionization and deprotonation energies depend on the order in 

which the protons and electrons are removed, all four orderings were analyzed, and the 

contributions are shown in Figure 4.8. The sum of the vertical ionization and 

deprotonation contributions is the same regardless of the order. 

Although the (electron and proton) charge transfer sequence and/or 

concertedness is unknown for the proton-coupled electron transfer steps at the Qo site of 

complex III, we take the ETPTETPT (electron, then proton, then electron, then proton 

transfer) and PTETPTET to be the most plausible mechanisms given that charge is 

rebalanced between each transfer, so the magnitude of their contributions to 𝛥𝛥𝐺 are the 

smallest. However, the other pathways might be utilized in a full reaction provided the 

other corresponding half-reaction(s) compensate to prevent large reaction barriers due 

to unbalanced charge between transfers. The magnitude of the contributions from the 

other orderings are large because the net charge of the Q10 species is not rebalanced after 

each electron or proton is removed. We show the ETPTPTET pathway in Figure 4.8 for 

comparison with the other contributions to 𝛥𝛥𝐺. 
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Figure 4.8: Vertical ionization and deprotonation contributions to ∆∆𝐆 for 
ubiquinone (Coenzyme Q10). Negative energy values shift the reduction potentials 
towards inversion, while positive terms shift away from inversion. The magnitudes of 
the contributions to 𝜟𝜟𝑮 (Eq. (4.20)) for the ETPTETPT and PTETPTET transfer 
sequences are smaller because the net charge of Q10 is rebalanced after each transfer.  
The two pathways capture the reaction mechanisms of Figure 4.2, other than the 
diagonal (concerted) PCET pathways.  

Figure 4.9 compares the contributions from the ETPTETPT pathway in Figure 4.8 

with the solvation, thermal, and geometric relaxation contributions from the DFT 

analysis, consistent with the decomposition of Eq. (4.20). The proton solvation energy 

contributions exactly cancel because one proton is removed from Qo in both the QHH → 

QH and QH → Q steps. The solvation energies of the QHH, QH and Q species and the 

thermal (room temperature) contributions to ∆∆𝐺 are computed to contribute much less 

to the overall inversion compared with the vertical ionization and deprotonation 

contributions. Geometric relaxation makes a sizable contribution to ∆∆𝐺 (~ 150 meV). 
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The largest contribution to inversion in all pathways (except ETPTETPT) arises from 

vertical deprotonation.  

 

Figure 4.9: Contributions to ∆∆𝑮 using the decomposition scheme described 
above. The vertical ionization and deprotonation terms correspond to the ETPTETPT 
pathway in Figure 4.7. Adding all contributions yields the net inversion, ∆∆𝑮 of Eq. 
(4.20).  

From the ΔΔG contributions we conclude that vertical deprotonation is the 

primary chemical factor underpinning the reduction potential inversion of the QHH→ 

QH → Q pathway for coenzyme Q10.These results suggest that the most important factor 

driving potential inversion in the QHH → QH → Q process for free coenzyme Q10 is the 

deprotonation at the oxygen sites. 

It is not clear how these free energy contributions could be substantially altered 

between the Qo and Qi sites, as these contributions apply to only the free form of 
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coenzyme Q10. Future calculations25 should compare the ΔΔG decomposition of Figure 

4.9 with a corresponding calculation of Q10 in any protein environment where it is found 

to exhibit 𝛥𝐸 <  0 or even 𝛥𝐸 ≈ 0. In the next section, we calculate the Pourbaix 

diagram for free quinone, and estimate the effect of changing dielectric environment on 

the Pourbaix diagram. Dielectric response of the environment may have particular 

relevance for membrane bound Q10, as the local dielectric response within a membrane is 

not a biological macromolecule [146] and in membranes is not uniform [147]. The large 

impact of the dielectric environment on the stability of semiquinones (and hence the 

magnitude of ΔΔG) is discussed further in the next two sections. 

4.1.5. Pourbaix analysis of Coenzyme Q10 

Figure 4.10 shows the Pourbaix diagram for coenzyme Q10 in water (white lines, 

𝜀  ≈  78), and a series of calculations of Q- stability (heatmap) estimating the 

changes to the Pourbaix diagram that result from changing dielectric environment. As 𝜀 

is varied from about 2.27 (benzene) to 109 (formamide), the region of Q- stability 

changes. For pH = 7, the proton chemical potential is  𝜇 ≈ 12.1 eV. In the Pourbaix 

diagram, this corresponds to the Q → QHH transition without a stable semiquinone. 

 

25 Not only quinones, but flavins also can also switch the order of their reduction potentials between protein 
environments. For instance, the bifurcating flavin in the bifurcating nfn enzyme exhibits inverted potentials 
[89], while flavodoxins are known as one-electron carriers with normally ordered potentials [103]. 
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Thus, in this regime, Q10 is predicted to have inverted potentials, the typical ordering 

found by experiment for free quinones at neutral pH26 [148]. 

However, when the dielectric constant 𝜀 is greater than ~ 𝜀 , these shifts 

become negligible. This saturation effect can be rationalized using the Born equation for 

the solvation energy of a charged species [149] 

 
∆𝐺 = −

𝑧

8 𝜋 𝜀 𝑟
1 −

1

𝜀
, 

(4.23) 

where 𝑧 denotes the charge of the ion, 𝜀  the vacuum permittivity, 𝑟  the effective radius 

of the solvated species, and 𝜀 the relative permittivity of the solvent. For large 𝜀, the 

solvation energy of the charged species will saturate. Note that in the calculations of 

Figure 4.10 do not approximate the quinone as a point charge, but rather use a 

continuum solvent model with atomic charges calculated from the electron density and 

nuclear positions, with molecular cavities parameterized using the approximate atomic 

van der Waals radii [145]. 

These results suggest that the local dielectric environment in a protein can have a 

profound effect on the difference ΔE between the first and second reduction potentials 

for a bound cofactor. Given the proximity of the Qo and Qi sites to a surface of the 

membrane [35], it is difficult to determine to evaluate the dielectric response of the 

 

26 The Pourbaix diagram of Figure 4.10 in white was assuming a continuum water environment. Q10 is not 
soluble in water. However, our estimates on how changing dielectric environment influences the Pourbaix 
diagram suggest that under a wide range of conditions Q10 should exhibit inverted potentials at pH 7, albeit 
with varying magnitude ΔE.  
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environment of the Qo and Qi sites to determine if a difference in dielectric response 

plays a role in causing the different redox potentials of Q10 bound to those sites. The 

dielectric response within a protein varies [146], it has been suggested that the dielectric 

response 𝜀 near the surface of lipid bilayer membranes may be greater than that of water 

(𝜀 > 𝜀 ), while the interior of the membrane has a much weaker dielectric response 

[147]. 

 

Figure 4.10: Comparison of the calculated stability of the Q- form of coenzyme 
Q10 under various environmental linear dielectric responses. A large shift in the Q- 
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region of stability is seen between benzene (𝜺 =  𝟐. 𝟐𝟕) and acetonitrile (𝜺 =  𝟑𝟓. 𝟔𝟖𝟖), 
but a negligible shift is seen between water (𝜺 =  𝟕𝟖. 𝟑𝟓𝟓) and formamide (𝜺 =

 𝟏𝟎𝟖. 𝟗𝟒). The Pourbaix lines shown correspond to the calculations performed in 
water, described in the main text. This dependence on the linear dielectric response is 
consistent with the Born equation for the energy of solvation of a charged molecule, 
which saturates for large 𝜺. These results indicate that the structure of the Pourbaix 
diagram used to characterize the behavior of coenzyme Q10 should be insensitive to 
the precise value of the 𝜺, provided that 𝜺𝑸𝒐,𝑸𝒊

 is not much less than 𝜺𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓.  

4.1.6. Redox potential order switching controlled across biology by 
electrostatic interactions? 

In this section, we attempt to piece together the results of Section 4.1 into a 

broader hypothesis about potential order switching of flavins and quinones between 

different protein environments. The results of Section 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 indicate that the 

proton-coupled nature of many redox reactions, as well as the local dielectric 

environment can have profound influence on the ordering of reduction potentials and 

the corresponding semiquinone stability 𝐾 , Eq (4.16). More precisely, the magnitude of 

electrostatic interactions from the protons or the charge left behind upon deprotonation 

of ΔΔG of Eq (4.20) can be ~ 0.5 eV or larger. This is comparable in magnitude to the 

change ΔΔE between the redox potentials of quinone bound to the Qo and Qi sites [37]. 

Switching the order of the first and second reduction potentials determines whether the 

compound is a one- or two-electron carrier at equilibrium (Figure 4.1) [150]. 

The comparatively large impact of the electrostatic effects on ΔΔG suggests that 

the switching of first and second reduction potentials of two-electron compounds such 

as quinones and flavins may be principally explained by electrostatic factors. This 
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hypothesis is physically intuitive, as electrostatic interactions are particularly strong at 

the molecular length scales. The electrostatic energy of the semiquinone charge27 𝑄  

localized location 𝑹 with a charged environment may be approximated by  

 
𝑈 ≈  

1

4𝜋𝜖
𝑑 𝒓 𝑑 𝑹

𝑄 (𝑹)𝑄 (𝒓)

|𝑹 − 𝒓|
 (4.24) 

where 𝑄 (𝒓) is the net charge interacting with the semiquinone, and 𝜖  is the 

effective electrostatic response of the environment28. One protein environment may have 

a slightly negative charge, stabilizing the cationic semiquinones QH+ and QHH+ relative 

to all the other forms, while another environment may have a slightly positive charge, 

stabilizing the anionic semiquinones Q- and QH-. The neutral semiquinones may be 

stabilized relative to the charged semiquinones by charge-dipole or higher-order 

interactions perhaps by local atomic charges on the quinone or flavin (i.e. the effective 

atomic charge of the N(5) of flavins). The strength of this interaction may be further 

modulated by the dielectric response of the remainder of the protein environment. A 

 

27 If SQ is neutral, this charge may be the atomic charge as opposed to the net charge of the SQ. 
28 This approximation may require significant revision for calculations in real proteins, although I think the 
idea that electrostatic effects dominate the redox potential order switching will be roughly correct. Protein 
and membrane dielectric responses are not uniform[146, 147]. In particular, the bound semiquinone SQ may 
be partially solvent exposed, so a significant component of the interaction between protein charges 𝑄

𝑒𝑛𝑣
(𝒓) 

may be mediated by something like an abrupt change between the averaged protein dielectric response 
𝜖𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛 and the dielectric response of the solvent 𝜖 . In general, the electrostatic energy in an 
inhomogeneous media is the integral ∫ 𝑑𝑉  𝑬 ∙  𝑫, where 𝑫 =  𝜖 𝑬 +  𝑷 is the electric displacement field 
and 𝑷 is the microscopic polarization 𝐷  ≈  ∑ 𝜖 𝐸  where 𝜖  is the dielectric permittivity tensor [151]. 
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strong dielectric response weakens the interactions between the charges (see Figure 

4.10), and a weaker dielectric response strengthens the interaction between charges. 

Future calculations and experiments are required to confirm or dispute this 

hypothesis that potential order switching may be explained primarily by electrostatic 

(charge-charge and self-energy) interactions through a protein environment. Ongoing 

work in the Beratan group is pursuing bioinformatic approaches to access whether 

meaningful predictions concerning flavin and/or quinone chemistry using the averaged 

electrostatic properties of the host enzymes. Other contribution listed in the ΔΔG 

decompositions listed in this chapter may dominate the thermodynamics of potential 

order switching in some protein environments, and other additional factors may also 

deserve consideration, such as hydrogen bonding with nearby amino acid residues 

[103]. 

4.2. The reversible EB scheme with strongly inverted or normally 
ordered potentials 

Based on: 

J.L. Yuly, P. Zhang, X. Ru, K. Terai, N. Singh, and D.N. Beratan (2021). Efficient 

and reversible electron bifurcation with either normal or inverted potentials at the 

bifurcating cofactor. Chem, 7 (7), 1870-1886. 

J.L.Y, X. R., K.T., and N.S developed the code to perform simulations. 

J.L.Y. and P.Z. designed the simulations. 

J.L.Y. drafted the manuscript. 
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All authors contributed to editing the manuscript and discussions. 

 

Life boasts molecular machines that harness the free energy of chemical 

disequilibrium to perform vital tasks, such as maintaining chemical gradients [24, 25, 27, 

152], driving biosynthesis [153], and performing mechanical work [154]. Life’s molecular 

machines achieve astonishing functionality, yet many of the principles that underpin 

their operation remain poorly understood. For instance, an open challenge is to 

determine how enzymes limit undesirable side reactions that would dissipate free 

energy. Such wasteful processes are known as short-circuiting [1, 3, 79, 113] or slippage 

[155] reactions. Another key question in bioenergetics is how the efficient machine 

function of redox enzymes is derived from the elementary redox properties of the 

coupled cofactors. A mystery surrounding electron bifurcation, a key energy 

transduction mechanism in biology [1, 3, 36, 63, 66, 68-70, 93], is whether or not the 

redox potentials of the bifurcating cofactor must be strongly inverted [1, 2, 36, 55, 62, 93]. 

In this study, we show that inverted reduction potentials at the bifurcating site are not a 

physical requirement for efficient and reversible electron bifurcation. 

The free energy and kinetic landscape for electron bifurcation is illustrated in 

Figure 4.11A. Electron bifurcating enzymes oxidize a two-electron substrate (D= to D, 

often proton-coupled), to reduce the bifurcating cofactor B to B=. B= is then oxidized to B, 

and the resulting electrons are used to reduce two spatially separated one-electron 
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species AL and AH. Those redox reactions are coupled through two chains of redox 

cofactors, a high-potential (blue in Figure 1) and a low-potential (red) branch. The net 

reaction moves one of the electrons thermodynamically uphill (to lower reduction 

potential at AL), as the other electron proceeds sufficiently downhill to higher reduction 

potential at AH. Electron bifurcation enables the reversible formation of highly reducing 

species, with minimal free energy loss. Important electron bifurcating systems include 

cytochrome bc1 of mitochondrial electron transport chains and bacterial photosynthesis 

[25, 156-158].  Over the last decade, electron bifurcation was found to be involved in 

producing low-potential equivalents in other vital biochemical pathways, including 

those that reduce CO2 [58, 59, 76, 114], fix hydrogen [57, 63] or nitrogen [56], translocate 

protons across membranes [36, 159], and other processes [63, 68, 70]. 

Efficient electron bifurcation machinery must prevent the low potential electrons 

from flowing downhill into the high potential redox branch, or from the low potential 

substrate AL to reduce D to D= via short-circuit reactions [1, 79, 113], in order to realize 

efficient energy conversion. If the flux of electrons through the two branches does not 

proceed in a 1:1 ratio, short-circuiting has occurred. Short-circuit reactions are a 

particular danger when the electron bifurcation reaction is electrochemically reversible 

(i.e., ∆𝐺 ≈ 0 overall), as short-circuiting must be suppressed under near-equilibrium 

conditions [79, 80]. In other words, when the bifurcation process is near equilibrium, the 

high- and low-potential redox chains must be maintained strongly out of equilibrium, 
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kinetically isolated from one another. Intensive studies have been conducted on electron 

bifurcating mitochondrial and photosynthetic proteins to discover “gating mechanisms” 

that were believed to suppress short-circuit rate constants in the Q-cycle [80, 113, 119, 

157]. However, the proposed gating mechanisms have not been demonstrated 

conclusively in cytochromes bc1 [3, 84, 120, 156-158, 160, 161].  

 

Figure 4.11: Illustration of an electron bifurcating enzyme and the reversible 
EB scheme, with strongly normal or strongly inverted B cofactor redox potentials. (A) 
An electron bifurcating system has a low-potential branch (red) and a high-potential 
branch (blue) of cofactors. (B) The free energy landscape that insulates against short-
circuiting while allowing productive and reversible electron bifurcation [3]. (C)  The 
B cofactor redox potentials could be either strongly inverted or strongly normally 
ordered. In the strongly inverted case, the first electron in the forward bifurcating 
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reaction reduces the high-potential branch, while in the normally ordered case, the 
first electron reduces the low potential branch.  

Recently, a thermodynamic landscape was discovered that robustly insulates 

near reversible electron bifurcating enzymes from short-circuiting, enabling efficient and 

reversible electron bifurcation [3] (the reverse process is known as electron 

confurcation). The so called EB scheme of near-reversible electron bifurcating enzymes 

relies on the conserved cofactor free energy landscape illustrated in Figure 4.11B. The 

redox landscapes of the high- and low-potential branches in the EB scheme have steep 

redox potential gradients that are much greater than thermal energies. With this 

privileged landscape, cofactors on the low-potential branch near the bifurcating site are 

almost always oxidized, as there is a large Boltzmann penalty for an electron to move 

from the AL electron pool (reservoir) to L1, or to the bifurcating cofactor [3]. In addition, 

the high-potential branch near the bifurcating site is almost always reduced, thanks to 

the large Boltzmann penalty to bring a hole through the high-potential branch to H1 or 

B=. In combination, these redox cofactor occupancy effects strongly suppress short-

circuiting reactions, as a short-circuiting electron must be available on the low potential 

branch, and a hole must be present simultaneously on the high-potential branch, for 

electron-hole short-circuiting to occur.  

Reversible and efficient electron bifurcation emerges naturally on this redox 

potential landscape without additional requirements [3]. Redox potentials of cofactors in 

the EB scheme need not increase or decrease uniformly along each branch as indicated 
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in Figure 4.11B; a net free energy gradient on each branch will suffice. In principle, 

electron transfers may be coupled to other processes, including conformational motion 

or cofactor diffusion, which may not influence the intrinsic reduction potentials of the 

cofactors, but the landscape creates a Boltzmann penalty that suppresses the population 

of microstates in which short-circuiting may occur (short-circuit precursor states, i.e., an 

electron on L1 and a hole on H1). The EB scheme differs crucially from previously 

proposed “gating” mechanisms, as the EB scheme does not require suppressing the 

short-circuit rate constants, but rather limits short-circuit fluxes by suppressing short-

circuit precursor state populations [3]. 

4.2.1. Are inverted potentials required of the bifurcating cofactor? 

An open mechanistic question surrounding electron bifurcation focuses on the 

redox properties of the bifurcating cofactor itself. In all enzymes where the one-electron 

potentials of the bifurcating site B have been measured, this two-electron species has 

strongly inverted (or crossed[62]) reduction potentials [1, 36, 62, 68, 93]. This means that 

the first reduction potential (Ox/SQ) of the bifurcating species is lower than the second 

reduction potential (SQ/Red) [71, 72, 93]. In other words, the first electron that leaves the 

bifurcating cofactor is less strongly reducing than the second. The inversion of redox 

potentials for a species 𝑋 is quantified by the difference between the first (𝐸
( )) and 

second (𝐸( )) reduction potentials of that species, ∆𝐸 : 

 ∆𝐸  =  𝐸
( )

 −  𝐸
( )

. (4.25) 
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If the reduction potentials of species B are inverted, ∆𝐸  >  0, and if the reduction 

potentials are normally ordered, ∆𝐸  <  0. At equilibrium, the stability constant of the 

partially reduced (semiquinone) species is related to ∆𝐸  by: 

 
𝐾 =

[𝐵 ]

[𝐵] [𝐵 ]
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝

− ∆𝐸

𝑘 𝑇
. 

(4.26) 

Here, [. . . ]  denotes the equilibrium concentrations. Thus, if B has strongly inverted 

potentials, the stability of the singly reduced B- species is very small at equilibrium. If 

the one-electron reduction potentials of B are normally ordered (i.e., are not inverted), 

the semiquinone’s stability constant 𝐾  will be greater than one. 

In fact, we will use Eq. (4.26) to understand why efficient and reversible electron 

bifurcation is possible with strongly inverted or strongly normally ordered B cofactor 

potentials. If B has strongly inverted potentials, the singly reduced semiquinone B- 

mediates the short-circuit reactions (Figure 4.11), but the B- population is strongly 

suppressed near equilibrium (i.e., in the reversible regime) according to Eq. (4.26). On 

the other hand, if B has strongly normally ordered potentials, B- is expected to dominate 

over the oxidized B and fully reduced B= forms. For normally ordered potentials, as 

shown in Figure 4.13, the semiquinone B- does not mediate short-circuits, but B and B= 

do mediate short-circuits. Therefore, the short-circuit mediating forms of the bifurcating 

cofactor are expected to be suppressed in both cases. We confirm this reasoning using 

full kinetic model simulations of electron bifurcation, described in Section 4.2.5. 
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Figure 4.12: Examples of refill-mediated short-circuit reactions. in the case of 
inverted potentials at the bifurcating site B. If the bifurcating site B is sequentially 
refilled with electrons from D=, several short-circuit pathways may be activated. The 
color of the ovals indicates the free energy of the electron transfers (red = high energy, 
blue = low energy; thus, electron transfers from red to blue ovals are short-circuits).  
The upper panel (A-D) shows short-circuits directly involving the refilling donor D.  
The lower panel (E) and (F) show the refilling donor D creating a precursor state (step 
1, not a short-circuit) for inter-branch short-circuit reactions (step 2, discussed in 
previous works [3, 79, 80]). In (E), the semiquinone D- donates an electron to a fully 
oxidized B, which becomes poised to receive a short-circuiting electron from L1. In (F), 
a fully reduced B= donates an electron to D-, which allows B- to reduce H1. If the 
bifurcating cofactor B has normally ordered potentials, similar refill-mediate 
reactions occur (Figure 4.13). Although they are not shown explicitly, protons often 
accompany the electron transfers, either moving between the substrates and their 
corresponding electron transfer partners, or to solvent. Our kinetic simulations 
capture effects of all short-circuiting reactions that involve the cofactors shown, with 
rate constants approximated by Eq (2.1). The refill donor D is assumed to have 
strongly inverted potentials as discussed in the text. 
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Figure 4.13: Short-circuiting pathways in the case of B with normally ordered 
potentials. When B has normally ordered potentials, the reduction potential of the 
semiquinone B- is lower than that of the fully oxidized B. Therefore, reduction of the 
fully oxidized B by a species with low oxidation potential (panels D, E, and F) is a 
short-circuit. In addition, (B) oxidation of B= by a high-potential species is also a 
short-circuit. Panels (A) and (C) remain unchanged from Figure 4.12, because the 
bifurcating cofactor B is not involved.  

In Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, the bifurcating site B is shown with inverted 

potentials (Figure 4.13 shows the case with normal ordering), which is the case for all 

electron bifurcating enzymes with published one-electron reduction potentials of the 

bifurcating cofactor [1, 66, 93]. Specifically, the cytochrome bc1 Q-cycle complex [36, 37] 

and the NADH-dependent ferrodoxin-NADP+ oxidoreductase (Nfn) enzyme [89] from 

Pyrococcus furiosus have estimated values for the one-electron potentials of the 

bifurcating cofactor. Measuring one-electron potentials of redox species with strongly 

inverted potentials is difficult; measurements on the Q-cycle complexes and the Nfn 
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enzyme were indirect and inferred from the spectroscopic signature of the semiquinones 

species [89, 96].  

The presence of strongly inverted potentials at the bifurcating sites in many 

systems led to a conjecture that this feature may be required for effective electron 

bifurcation [36, 62, 93, 130]. However, the requirement that the bifurcating cofactors 

have strongly inverted potentials has never been proven from a kinetic or 

thermodynamic perspective [1, 2]. Indeed, it seems possible to preserve the EB scheme, 

without invoking inverted reduction potentials at the B site. This possibility is illustrated 

in Figure 1C. If B has inverted potentials, the first electron to leave the bifurcating site 

would reduce the high-potential branch, but if B has strongly normally ordered 

potentials, the first electron to leave would reduce the low-potential branch. Both of 

these possibilities are compatible with the EB scheme energy landscape [3], and both 

regimes are examined for viability here using kinetic modeling. We build a many-

electron open system kinetic model based on canonical electron transfer rate constants 

[3], including explicit redox interactions between the bifurcating cofactor B and the 

refilling donor D. This allows us to compare the steady state bifurcated and short-circuit 

electron fluxes derived from various energy landscapes for refilling the bifurcating 

cofactor B with electrons. We are surprised to find that the kinetic modeling indicates 

efficient and reversible electron bifurcation is possible with either strongly normally 
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ordered or strongly inverted potentials at the bifurcating cofactor, using typical electron 

transfer rates in the kinetic analysis. 

4.2.2. Refilling and refill-mediated short circuits 

Recently, it was suggested that selecting strongly inverted potentials at the 

bifurcating site may be dictated by constraints imposed by the refilling process [1, 93]. 

To complete a catalytic cycle, an electron bifurcating enzyme must have its bifurcating 

cofactor refilled with two electrons from a donor, or D pool, at least once (many electron 

bifurcating systems undergo multiple electron bifurcations per enzymatic cycle). This 

refilling process may create unique challenges to enzyme efficiency, such as establishing 

possible additional short-circuiting pathways that are discussed in Section 4.2.3. Section 

4.2.5 shows how these short-circuit reactions are suppressed in electron bifurcating 

systems and that the EB-scheme landscape also insulates against refill-mediated short-

circuits, in addition to suppressing the inter-branch short circuits studied previously [3, 

79, 80]. In particular, we find that efficient and reversible electron bifurcation is possible 

without requiring inverted potentials at the bifurcating site B, provided that the two 

one-electron reduction potentials of the bifurcating site are sufficiently different (on the 

scale of the redox potential window of the high- and low-potential branches, 

|∆𝐸 | ~ 𝐸 −  𝐸 ). The primary motivation for our study is to examine how the refilling 

process might constrain the bifurcating cofactor’s redox potentials (i.e., strongly 

normally ordered vs. strongly inverted). It is remarkable that the EB scheme’s free 
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energy landscape (which includes the requirement that |∆𝐸 | be large to suppress short-

circuit reactions at the bifurcating cofactor) is sufficient to suppress both refill-mediated 

and inter-branch short-circuits for either strongly inverted or strongly normally ordered 

potentials at the bifurcating site. 

4.2.3. Refill-mediated short-circuiting  

Electron bifurcating enzymes robustly (and reversibly) exchange electrons with 

two-electron substrates that refill the enzymes with electrons. There are two primary 

ways to reversibly refill electron bifurcating enzymes (with the architecture of Figure 

4.11A) at the bifurcating site. The first scheme involves a fully reduced bifurcating 

cofactor diffusing into the bifurcating site and binding. This occurs in the Q-cycle of 

respiration and photosynthesis: a doubly reduced quinol diffuses into the Qo site, where 

quinol bifurcates its electrons [97]. In the reverse confurcating reaction, a fully oxidized 

quinone in the Qo site accepts two electrons. 

Electron bifurcating enzymes may also interact with a two-electron substrate D 

(such as NADPH) via proton-coupled electron transfer between the bifurcating cofactor 

B and a two-electron donor D. Indeed, the Nfn enzyme uses hydride transfer from 

NADPH to refill the bifurcating flavin [89, 100].  

The interaction between the refilling donor D and the electron bifurcating 

enzyme creates the possibility for several new short-circuiting redox pathways, 

illustrated in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13.  These short-circuit reactions are distinct from 
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those intrinsic to the EB enzyme itself (in the absence of the two-electron donor, D). In 

all cases shown in Figure 4.12, both the refilling donor D and the bifurcating B species 

have strongly inverted potentials. This is often the case, but there are analogous short-

circuits when B has normally ordered potentials (Figure 4.13). The short-circuits 

indicated in Figure 4.12A-D all involve reducing or oxidizing the D species. Short-

circuiting occurs between D and the high- or low-potential branch cofactors (Figure 

4.12A and Figure 4.12C), or between D and the bifurcating cofactor B. The pathways 

illustrated in Figure 4.12E-F involve electron transfers between D and B that are not 

themselves short-circuits, but may become precursor states for short-circuiting, 

depending on the oxidation states of L1 and H1 (Figure 4.11A). For instance, in Figure 

4.12E, a productive one-electron transfer from D- to B creates the highly reducing 

semiquinone B- that can short-circuit by oxidizing L1 (assuming that L1 is reduced). In 

Figure 4.12F, the uphill transfer from B= to D (likely slow) allows the possibility of short-

circuiting from B- to H1. Finally, electron transfer from D= to B- allows short-circuiting 

from D- to H1, assuming H1 is oxidized. Figure 4.12 does not show all possible short-

circuits involving the indicated cofactors, but it illustrates how short-circuiting may 

occur during - or as a result of - the refilling process.  

The case of a refilling donor D with strongly normally ordered potentials is not 

considered, because its first oxidation potential D=/D- would be comparable to the 

reduction potential of the low potential substrate AL. In such a case, D= could simply 
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reduce AL directly. This would alleviate the need for electron bifurcation in the first 

place. More importantly, if D has normally ordered potentials, then 𝐾  (Eq. (4.26)) is 

greater than one, so the (partially reduced) D- species would be stable and dominate the 

D-pool over D= and D at equilibrium. Thus, the D species would no longer serve as a 

two-electron carrier in solvent when at equilibrium near its midpoint potential, which is 

assumed by the architecture of Figure 4.11A. Redox potential inversion allows 

compounds to perform two-electron redox reactions at the midpoint potential [62, 93, 

150], so the D species must have strongly inverted potentials in solvent to serve as the 

refilling donor to a bifurcating system with the architecture of Figure 4.11A. However, 

the physical architecture of Figure 4.11A is not universal. For instance, in Q-cycle 

complexes, the bifurcating quinone diffuses from the Q-pool to bifurcate electrons from 

the Qo site [97]. In addition, it may be possible for a refilling donor D to bind near a 

bifurcating cofactor B. This binding process may change the stability constant for bound 

D, 𝐾 , by preferentially binding either the semiquinone D- or the fully oxidized 

(reduced) D (D=) species. Switching the order of the first and second reduction potentials 

upon binding is known to occur in nature [162], as when flavin binds to flavodoxin [66, 

70, 103]. Other protein architectures and refilling mechanisms are possible, as may occur 

in the bifurcating heterodisulfide reductase (HdrABC)–[NiFe]-hydrogenases [59, 163], or 

in electron bifurcating enzymes that do not contain a low-potential branch of cofactors, 

such as in several electron bifurcating flavoproteins (ETFs) [88]. 
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4.2.4. Energy landscapes for refilling bifurcating cofactors 

There are many possible free energy landscapes (with varying extents of D and B 

potential inversion, Eq 1) for electron refilling, and several are shown in Figure 4.14. The 

first reduction potential of each two-electron species is indicated with a green bar, and 

the second with a purple bar. The bifurcating species B has strongly normally ordered 

potentials in Figure 4.14A-C and strongly inverted potentials in Figure 4.14D-F. The 

kinetics in Figure 4.14A and Figure 4.14D are irreversible, driving refilling during 

bifurcation as opposed to during confurcation (the reverse process), so the landscapes of 

Figure 4.14A and Figure 4.14D are ruled out since they would describe irreversible 

electron bifurcation, which is beyond the scope of this study. Clearly, the reverse 

refilling process (D becomes reduced to D=) could be driven instead, which would have 

the midpoint (average) redox potential of D higher than the midpoint potential of B. For 

the refilling of B to be essentially reversible, the midpoint (average) reduction potentials 

of both D and B must be approximately equal, and their redox poise should 

approximately equal the average redox poise of the low- and high-potential substrates, 

AL and AH, near equilibrium. The bifurcating or confurcating activity may then be 

driven by slightly changing the redox poise of D relative to AL and AH by changing the 

concentration of D= relative to D.  

In addition to the average two-electron potentials of the D and B species [36, 139, 

162], nature also tunes the difference between their first and second reduction potentials  
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[70, 93, 103, 162]. This difference determines whether and how strongly the potentials 

are inverted (Eq 1). In nature, the donor substrate D is often a quinone, NADPH, or 

another two-electron redox-active species, and the bifurcating species B is often a 

quinone or flavin [66, 68, 92]. However, it has been proposed that other cofactors, 

including metal-containing complexes, may bifurcate electrons [62, 92]. The physical and 

chemical constraints limiting the properties of the D and B species are important for 

realizing future synthetic electron bifurcating systems and may provide clues of where 

to find novel electron bifurcation in nature. Next, we analyze the viability of specific 

refilling energy landscapes, such as those shown in Figure 4.14, to determine which may 

enable efficient and reversible electron bifurcation. 

In the landscapes of Figure 4.14, the bifurcating site B will have either strongly 

inverted (Figure 4.14 top row, A-C) or normally ordered potentials (Figure 4.14 bottom 

row, D-F). These are the only options afforded by the reversible EB-scheme (Figure 

4.11B), which prevents short-circuit electron transfers from the low- to high-potential 

branches [3] provided that |∆𝐸 | is sufficiently large (on the scale of the redox potential 

span of the high- and low-potential branches, ∆𝐸 ~ 𝐸 − 𝐸 , see Figure 4.11). We now 

examine whether or not there are constraints on the reduction potentials of the two-

electron substrate D to avoid short circuiting during refilling. 
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Figure 4.14: Energy landscapes for refilling the electron bifurcating cofactor B. 
Purple bars represent the first reduction potential 𝐄𝟏 of the corresponding species, 
and green bars indicate the second reduction potential 𝐄𝟐.  In schemes (A-C), the 
bifurcating site B has strongly normally ordered potentials, and in schemes (D-F) the 
B cofactor has strongly inverted potentials. Schemes (A) and (D) are irreversible, 
operating in the forward electron bifurcating regime (there exists a corresponding 
landscape that operates in the reverse confurcation direction). In schemes (B) and (E), 
the refilling donor D has first and second reduction potentials that are similar. (B) and 
(E) lead to short-circuiting (see Figure 4.16). In landscapes (C) and (F), the species D 
has strongly inverted potentials. The effective landscapes (C) and (F) allow effective 
and reversible electron bifurcation across the entire enzyme, as confirmed by the 
simulations in Figure 4.16.  

4.2.5. Kinetics for refilling and electron bifurcation 

In this chapter, we extend a recently developed kinetic model for electron 

bifurcation [3] to include two-electron refilling from a two-electron donor, D. All short-

circuit reactions involving the cofactors shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 are 
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included in the kinetic simulations that are described in detail in this section. As well, 

the redox states of all cofactors in the high- and low-potential branches are tracked, and 

the high-, low-, and two-electron reservoirs are all included in the analysis. Specifically, 

a mid-potential 2-electron reservoir (R in Figure 4.15) is connected to D (in our 

simulations, D is modeled as a non-mobile cofactor that is itself refilled by a two-

electron step at the potential of R). The electron transfer rate constants were estimated 

from a Marcus-like non-adiabatic electron transfer rate expression (Eqs (1.10) and (1.11)) 

[39, 42, 44, 49] 

Here, 𝑉  is the donor-acceptor electronic coupling at contact, 𝜆 is the 

reorganization energy, 𝑅 is the donor-acceptor electron tunneling distance, 𝑘 𝑇 is the 

thermal energy, and 𝛽 is the tunneling decay factor. Importantly, the potentials of the 

other cofactors (L1, L2, H1, and H2) follow the EB scheme as proposed previously (in this 

case, a 150 mV energy gap is assumed between neighboring cofactors) [3]. The 

energetics of the bifurcating cofactor B and the refilling donor D were varied to explore 

the refilling scenarios described in Section 4.2.4. A detailed description of the kinetics 

simulations is included in Appendix A. 

The kinetic models used here are generic and are constructed to explore general 

constraints placed upon electron bifurcation. The kinetics of electron bifurcating systems 

is rich. Proton coupled electron transfer [1, 97], conformational movement [88, 90, 112], 

and transmembrane particle motion [157, 161] may all be coupled to electron bifurcation 
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and add potential complexity. While our model does not explore any of these specific 

features in molecular detail, we suggest that the rate constants used in our model are 

typical [54], and that many of the emergent kinetic features are generic. Indeed, the EB 

scheme is robust in its ability to minimize short circuits despite changes in many of the 

microscopic features. The emergent properties of the reversible EB scheme do not rely 

on fine-tuning electron transfer rate constants: efficient and reversible electron 

bifurcation emerges naturally from the scheme’s free energy landscape and the principle 

of detailed balance [3]. 

 

Figure 4.15: Distance and redox parameters used to estimate electron transfer 
rate constants. (A) 10 Å distance was assumed between neighboring cofactors in the 
high- and low- potential branches, and 7 Å between the refilling donor D and the 
bifurcating cofactor B was assumed. The cofactors in the high- and low-potential 
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branches, the bifurcating site B, and the refilling donor D were further assumed to 
form right triangles.  We calculated the distance of electron transfer from the refilling 
cofactor to the high- and low-potential cofactors to be 𝟏𝟎𝟐 + 𝟕𝟐 Å and 𝟐𝟎𝟐 + 𝟕𝟐 Å 
for the proximal and distal cofactors in each branch, respectively. Note that, to model 
the influence of the D-pool reservoir, a two-electron reservoir (two electrons in one 
kinetic step) was connected to the refill donor D, which was modelled as an immobile 
cofactor. (B) The redox potential landscape was set equal to the model EB scheme 
previously used (Figure 3.3A) [3]. The standard reduction potentials of D were varied 
as shown in Figure 4.16. 

The kinetics that emerge from the refilling landscapes depicted in Figure 4.14 are 

explored quantitatively in Figure 4.16. Importantly, the redox state of the entire enzyme 

was simulated (see Appendix A for details), including all cofactors and the refill donor 

D. Figure 4.16A shows the refilling donor D with first and second reduction potentials 

that are similar (∆𝐸 = 0), and B with strongly inverted potentials (∆𝐸 = 800 𝑚𝑒𝑉), 

which realizes the landscape of Figure 4.14E. This landscape produces extensive short-

circuiting, because the short-circuit precursor states are not suppressed [3]. For example, 

in order for an electron to short-circuit from L1 → D- (Figure 4.12A), only one electron 

must move uphill from the low potential reservoir to L1, as D- is already plentiful since 

∆𝐸 = 0 yields 𝐾 ~ 1 (Eq (4.26)) in the landscape of Figure 4.14E. In contrast, the L1 → 

D- short-circuit is strongly suppressed when 𝐾 ≪  1, as in Figure 4.14F. The 

combination of small D- population in addition to the Boltzmann suppression of 

electrons on L1 in equilibrium with the low-potential branch is a signature of the 

reversible EB scheme [3]. The simulations of Figure 4.16 suggest that ∆𝐸  should be on 

the scale of 𝐸 −  𝐸 , in order for efficient and reversible electron bifurcation to result, 
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similar to the constraint on |∆𝐸 | discussed in this chapter. However, unlike the 

bifurcating cofactor B, the reduction potentials of the refilling donor D must be strongly 

inverted in the architecture of Figure 4.11A, as mentioned previously. 

 

Figure 4.16: Electron bifurcation kinetics for various electron refilling free 
energy landscapes. In all steady-state flux calculations between the three electron 
reservoirs:  R (purple dashed), AL (solid red), and AH (solid blue) ∆𝑮𝒃𝒊𝒇𝒖𝒓𝒄 is the 
overall free energy for electron bifurcation between these reservoirs. (Panel A) When 
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D has ∆𝑬𝑫 = 𝟎, and B has strongly inverted potentials, short-circuiting is rampant 
because short-circuit precursor states are not suppressed. (Panel B) If D has strongly 
inverted potentials but B has strongly normally ordered potentials (|∆𝑬𝑩| is 
sufficiently large), the EB scheme is satisfied, and robust reversible electron 
bifurcation emerges. (Panel C) If D has strongly inverted potentials and ∆𝑬𝑩 = 𝟎, then 
B does not satisfy the EB scheme and short-circuits dominate. (Panel D) In the case 
where both D and B have strongly inverted potentials, electron bifurcation again 
emerges, but deleting the interactions between D and the L- and H-branch cofactors 
eliminates the productive activity (Figure 4.17), suggesting that D itself was acting as 
the bifurcating site in panel D. (Panel E) If a concerted two-electron rate constant 𝒌𝒄 is 
added which moves two-electrons from D to B with one rate constant, then highly 
productive electron bifurcation emerges. This inclusion of a concerted rate constant is 
(Panel F) motivated by considering the reaction free energy barriers involved. As ∆𝑬𝑫 
and ∆𝑬𝑩 are both increased, the reaction free energy barrier for the sequential reaction 
greatly increases (from ∆𝑮𝑺𝒆𝒒

‡ to ∆𝑮′𝑺𝒆𝒒
‡ ). This may eventually allow an effectively 

concerted process (with a smaller activation barrier ∆𝑮𝑪𝒐𝒏
‡ ) to prevail. 

In Figure 4.16B, the two-electron substrate D has strongly inverted potentials 

(∆𝐸 = 800 𝑚𝑒𝑉), while B has strongly normally ordered potentials (∆𝐸 = −800 𝑚𝑒𝑉), 

and efficient and reversible electron bifurcation occurs. In Figure 4.16C, the B cofactor 

has ∆𝐸 = 0, which again violates the EB scheme landscape, so short-circuiting is found 

to be extensive. The absolute flux in Panels A and C (which do not satisfy the EB 

scheme) is large compared to those in Panels B and D because the activation barrier for 

electrons (holes) to flow from AL (AH) to either D (Panel A) or B (Panel C) is much 

smaller (by about 150 mV, see Figure 4.15B) than the same activation barrier in Panels B, 

D, and E. When both D and B have strongly inverted potentials (Figure 4.16D), efficient 

bifurcating activity re-emerges, as anticipated. However, by zeroing out the tunneling 

rate constants between the two-electron substrate D and the branches (see Figure 4.12A-

B), the bifurcating activity disappears (Figure 4.17), indicating that the D= species itself 
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bifurcates its electrons directly to the high- and low-potential branches in the kinetics 

underpinning Figure 4.16D. If a two-electron rate constant is then introduced between D 

and B (allowing two electrons to move in one kinetic step), effective electron bifurcation 

re-emerges (Figure 4.16E), with nearly identical activity to the case in Figure 4.16B. 

 

Figure 4.17: Electron bifurcation does not occur if both D and B potentials are 
inverted and D cannot directly exchange electrons with the high- and low-potential 
cofactors. When both D and B have highly inverted potentials, (∆𝑬𝑫 = ∆𝑬𝑩 =

𝟖𝟎𝟎 𝒎𝑽), electron bifurcation proceeds even when only one-electron (sequential) rate 
constants are used, as shown in Figure 4.16D. However, if rate constants for electron 
transfers directly to/from the high- and low-potential branch cofactors from the 
refilling donor D (see Figure 4.15A) are zeroed out, the bifurcating flux vanishes. This 
implies that the refilling donor D was acting as the bifurcating species in the kinetics 
scheme in Figure 4.16D. 

The cycle of electron bifurcation with the strongly inverted case (Figure 4.16E) 

may be described as follows. The default redox state of the enzyme will have the low-

potential branch mostly filled with electrons, and the high-potential branch will be filled 

mostly with holes, according to the kinetics of the reversible EB scheme [3]. The 

bifurcating cofactor will be in the semiquinone state B-, as the stability constant (Eq 
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(4.26)) is large when B has strongly normally ordered potentials. Then, thermal 

fluctuations will push a hole down the high-potential branch, to be filled by oxidizing B- 

to B. Now, B is available to receive electrons from the refilling donor D=, which is doubly 

oxidized to reduce B to B=. The B= species is highly reducing if B has strongly normally 

ordered potentials (Figure 4.14A-C), so it is unstable and will quickly reduce the low-

potential branch (L1 in Figure 1) to reduce AL, returning the enzyme to its default redox 

state with the semiquinone B-. 

The inclusion of a two-electron rate constant, as in Figure 4.16E, is motivated by 

the concept illustrated in Figure 4.16F, inspired by concerted two-electron transfer rate 

theories [164, 165], and was proposed previously for flavin-based electron bifurcation 

[93]. As the potentials of D and B become more strongly inverted (∆𝐸  and ∆𝐸  become 

more positive), the activation free energy for the sequential process increases drastically 

(from ∆𝐺‡ to ∆𝐺′‡  in Figure 4.16F). When both D and B have strongly inverted 

potentials, the slowest (forward) step of the refilling process is the reaction 

 𝐷  +  𝐵
∆

 𝐷 + 𝐵 , (4.27) 

where protons may transfer to solvent. This is the slowest step because ∆𝐺 ≤  ∆𝐺‡, where 

∆𝐺‡ is the activation free energy of Eq (4.27). Since ∆𝐺 becomes very large as the 

invertedness of both the potentials of species D and B increase, the barrier for effectively 

concerted (lacking a high-energy one-electron intermediate) transfer ∆𝐺‡  becomes 

comparable to or smaller than the barrier for sequential transfer. Note that an effectively 
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concerted rate constant may not be required if a low-energy one-electron intermediate is 

formed during the refilling process. This one-electron intermediate would not form if D 

or B were reduced in the absence of the other. 

Effectively concerted two-electron transfer during refilling has already been 

proposed [93] to refill the electron bifurcating Nfn enzyme, NADPH refills the electron 

bifurcating site (the L-flavin) via hydride transfer [89, 100]. The first and second 

reduction potentials of NADPH are likely inverted since NADPH often undergoes two-

electron oxidation (hydride transfers) in biology [25], while the potentials of the 

bifurcating flavin, inferred from transient absorption spectroscopy, are reported as -911 

mV and +359 mV [89]. Thus, since the potentials of NADPH are likely inverted when 

donating a hydride to the bifurcating flavin, the activation free energy for the first 

sequential electron transfer could be ≳  1 𝑒𝑉! This suggests that any sequential 

mechanism with a one-electron intermediate (with energy determined by the one-

electron potentials of D and B) is simply too suppressed kinetically to be relevant. Thus, 

the refilling process may follow an effectively concerted hydride transfer mechanism, as 

proposed previously [93]. This is confirmed by the kinetic analysis shown in Figure 

4.16D and Figure 4.17, indicating that the bifurcating cofactor B is essentially not 

involved in bifurcating the electrons without this effectively concerted hydride transfer. 

Thus, it seems that a refilling mechanism similar to that indicated in Figure 4E 

(concerted two-electron transfer from D to B) may underpin the refill process in Nfn 
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enzymes. Effectively concerted hydride transfer refill mechanisms are not universal for 

electron bifurcating enzymes. In cytochrome bc1, for instance, the bifurcating quinone 

diffuses into its binding site to bifurcate its electrons, and therefore does not require 

electron transfers at all for the enzyme to be refilled with electrons. In addition, other 

electron bifurcating enzymes may not have the physical architecture of Figure 4.11A, 

with a freely diffusing refill donor D [59, 163]. 

Our model for EB, including refilling, does not describe many of the rich 

additional kinetic features that are present in biological enzymes, including 

conformational motion. These additional complexities do not abrogate the main 

conclusion of this study, namely that efficient and reversible electron bifurcation is 

possible without inverted potentials at the bifurcating site. Conformational dynamics are 

known to vary between electron bifurcating enzymes. Conformational motion is 

required to explain the electron flow to cytochrome c in the cytochrome bc1 complex [38, 

112], but significant conformational motion was not observed in the Nfn enzyme [1]. 

Thus, the presence of conformational dynamics does not serve as evidence that inverted 

potentials are always required at the bifurcating site.   

The fact that efficient and reversible electron bifurcation is possible without 

inverted potentials at the bifurcating cofactor B, based on kinetic analysis using rate 

constants typical of electron transfer systems (see Figure 4.16B) indicates that such a 

scheme is possible in a biological setting. More importantly, we have shown that 
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inverted potentials are not required of the bifurcating cofactor B to accomplish efficient 

and reversible electron bifurcation. The implications of this finding are discussed next. 

4.2.6. Discussion: remaining questions and new opportunities for 
redox properties of bifurcating cofactors 

While the significance of finding strongly inverted potentials for electron 

bifurcating cofactors has been debated for some time, the constraints imposed by the 

reversible EB-scheme for insulating short-circuit reactions was only recognized recently 

[3]. Thus, it is timely for the issue of inverted potentials in electron bifurcation to be re-

examined in the context of this emerging conceptual framework for electron bifurcation.  

In the early formulations of Q-cycle electron bifurcation, Peter Mitchell 

recognized that the potentials at the bifurcating site could be strongly inverted or 

strongly normally ordered [34]. Mitchell simply postulated the ability of the Q-cycle to 

insulate against short-circuits [65], so he did not explore possible links between short-

circuiting and the ordering of the one-electron reduction potentials at the bifurcating 

site. Over the following decades, it was recognized that the semiquinone (half-reduced) 

state of the bifurcating Qo site was associated with superoxide production at that site in 

complex III [117, 157, 166]. Since the Qo quinone has strongly inverted reduction 

potentials (low semiquinone stability), this helps to protect against superoxide 

production [97, 117, 167]. However, it was also recognized that strongly normally 

ordered potentials (with a correspondingly stabilized semiquinone species), would 

provide similar protection by reducing the driving force (and hence the reactivity) for 
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the semiquinone to reduce oxygen [167]. Taken together, these possibilities are quite 

similar to the constraints that we place on the potentials of the bifurcating cofactor to 

satisfy the reversible EB scheme (i.e., |∆𝐸 | ~ 𝐸 −  𝐸 ). It is remarkable that both the 

avoidance of superoxide production and short-circuiting place similar constraints on the 

potentials of the bifurcating cofactor. In any case, superoxide production cannot be a 

universal feature that selects for strongly inverted potentials at the B site across all 

electron bifurcating systems, as many electron bifurcating enzymes may be found in the 

absence of free oxygen, as in strictly anaerobic metabolism [64]. Indeed, some 

bifurcating hydrogenases have evolved mechanisms to protect against oxygen damage, 

while others have not [168]. 

Renewed interest in the physical and chemical mechanisms that underpin 

electron bifurcation was generated in the last decade after new electron bifurcating 

enzymes were discovered. It was proposed that strongly inverted potentials are a 

thermodynamic requirement for effective electron bifurcation [62]. Then, hypothetical 

scenarios were constructed that did not require inverted potentials to realize electron 

bifurcation [2]. In hindsight, the kinetics behind those arguments appears simplistic, 

subtly irreversible, and do not account for key aspects of the EB-scheme. Yet, the kinetic 

analysis in Section 4.2.5 indicates that inverted potentials at the bifurcating cofactor are 

not required to realize efficient and reversible electron bifurcation. Equivalently, short-

circuiting during reversible electron bifurcation and refilling may be prevented without 
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demanding inverted potentials of the bifurcating cofactor. Indeed, the original 

motivation for the present study was to examine how the mechanisms that underpin 

reversible refilling (especially those that prevent refill mediated short-circuiting, Figure 

4.12 and Figure 4.13) might constrain the bifurcating cofactor B to have strongly inverted 

potentials. We are surprised to discover that short-circuits are effectively suppressed 

whether the bifurcating cofactor has inverted potentials or not, provided that the 

bifurcating cofactor has |∆𝐸 | sufficiently large, on the scale of 𝐸 −  𝐸 , in accordance 

with the EB scheme. The redox span of the high- and low-potential branches is known to 

vary between enzymes [6, 66], so precise constraints on |∆𝐸 | should vary among 

electron bifurcating enzymes. Short-circuits are suppressed if B has either strongly 

inverted or normally ordered potentials, since the redox states of B that mediate short-

circuits are successfully suppressed in either case (see Section 4.2.5). 

Aside from the universal challenge of defeating short-circuiting reactions 

satisfied by the EB scheme, it is difficult to envision any other universal or generic 

constraints that are required of reversible electron bifurcating systems. Indeed, 

suppressing short-circuits seems the defining feature of efficient electron bifurcation. 

Therefore, we are compelled to predict that electron bifurcating systems without 

inverted potentials at the bifurcating site are possible (and may exist in nature), as no 

physical laws or principles of electron transfer appear to forbid their existence, and they 

need not produce a short-circuiting catastrophe. Searches for electron bifurcating 
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enzymes without inverted reduction potentials at the bifurcating cofactors are indeed 

compelling targets for discovery. When a conserved feature is found across many 

biological systems that perform a similar function, it suggests that evolutionary forces 

may have selected that feature, not necessarily that the feature is required for the 

function. 

Why may nature often recruit inverted potentials? 

Since many natural electron bifurcating cofactors have strongly inverted 

potentials at the bifurcating cofactor, we are surprised to find that physical principles do 

not require - or derive an obvious benefit from - these inverted potentials. As shown 

here, successful electron bifurcation is also realized by strongly normally ordered 

potentials, with a correspondingly high semiquinone stability. This finding begs the 

question of why all known electron bifurcating enzymes use strongly inverted reduction 

potentials at their bifurcating cofactors. An evolutionary and biological theory of 

electron bifurcation is required to determine why nature selected for strongly inverted 

potentials in some (or even all) cases, since short-circuiting avoidance does not require 

inverted potentials. Importantly, this question motivates future explorations to seek 

bifurcating cofactors with large semiquinone state stabilities (strongly normally ordered 

potentials). 
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Inverted potentials and bifurcating sites of synthetic nanomachines 

Building a deeper understanding of biological electron bifurcation, and thus 

discovering the fundamental constraints on electron bifurcation, is vital for the design of 

bioinspired electron bifurcation systems [1, 3, 55, 169]. Nature may be addressing subtle 

challenges by using inverted reduction potentials, and these issues could, theoretically, 

be addressed by other means in synthetic constructs, or may be irrelevant for synthetic 

electron bifurcating systems. Additional constraints faced in biological structures could, 

potentially, be skirted in bioinspired structures. Our theoretical finding that electron 

bifurcation is possible without requiring inverted potentials at the bifurcating site allows 

a larger design space for bioinspired electron bifurcation. For instance, one might 

envision designing a nanoscale electron bifurcating device from redox-coupled quantum 

dots [3]. Designing two-electron quantum dots with strongly inverted potentials is 

difficult. However, the strongly normally ordered case may be naturally realized in a 

semiconducting quantum dot by decreasing the dot size, thereby increasing the band 

gap29 [170]. The energy of the valence band top corresponds to the first-reduction 

potential, and the bottom of the conduction band is analogous to the second reduction 

potential. Our simulations show that short circuiting is avoided as long as |∆𝐸 | is 

 

29 This simple idea may be a significant breakthrough for synthetic electron bifurcation. The design of 
nanoscale (but larger than the molecular scale) systems to bifurcate electrons in the solid-state or solid-liquid 
state is a significant challenge if inverted potentials are required of the bifurcating site. We are not aware of 
nanoscale materials that exhibit strongly inverted reduction potentials. The possibility that this problem 
might be skirted entirely merely by tuning a band gap is compelling. 
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sufficiently large (on the scale of 𝐸 − 𝐸 ) at the bifurcating site, and that the refilling 

species D has strongly inverted potentials (assuming that D is freely diffusing, as in 

Figure 4.11A).  

Electron bifurcation allows life to generate strongly reducing species reversibly, 

with astonishing efficiency in the warm and wet biological environment. In this noisy 

and complex setting, the simplicity, elegance, and robustness of the EB scheme is 

remarkable and suggests a blueprint for synthetic electron bifurcating systems. 
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5. Summary and status of the reversible EB scheme 

The contents of this chapter are based on content published in two reviews [6], 

and are placed here to provide a summary of the previous two chapters, and highlight a 

several developments that motivate Chapter 5 on irreversible electron bifurcation, in 

addition to several other possible avenues for future studies. These reviews also 

highlight specific features of the reversible EB scheme that distinguishes it from 

previous mechanisms. 

5.1. Energy transduction by reversible electron bifurcation 

This section is based on  

J.L. Yuly, P. Zhang, and D.N. Beratan (2021). Energy transduction by reversible 

electron bifurcation. Current Opinion in Electrochemistry, 29, 100767. 

J.L.Y drafted the manuscript. 

All authors contributed to editing the manuscript and discussions. 

 

The transduction or conversion of free energy from one form to another lies at 

the heart of machine function. For instance, internal combustion engines couple the 

chemical potential of fuel combustion with mechanical work of pistons. Similarly, ATP 

synthases in mitochondria and chloroplasts couple proton membrane electrochemical 

potentials to ATP synthesis or hydrolysis [25]. Effective machines maintain robust 
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function against competing and wasteful “slippage” processes that “short-circuit” or 

dissipate free energy [3, 79, 155]. 

Figure 5.1A illustrates biological electron bifurcation that oxidizes a two-electron 

donor D substrate at medium potential (purple), using the two exiting electrons to 

reduce to separate (often one-electron) acceptor substrates L and H, at distinctive low- 

(red) and high-potentials (blue). Though electron bifurcation was known to play a role 

in the Q-cycle for decades [34, 36, 61, 65, 79, 97], recent discoveries have revealed many 

other electron bifurcating enzymes. The flow of electrons from D to L is 

thermodynamically uphill with respect to the two-electron redox potential of the D 

species, and this uphill flow of electrons is possible because of the net downhill flow of 

the electrons from D to H. Note that H and L need not be one-electron species [6, 63, 66, 

68, 163, 171], but always have different redox potentials for energy transduction to occur 

[2, 3, 62, 63, 67, 93]. Remarkably, electron bifurcation is often fully reversible [3, 79] 

(although not always [66, 70, 86], see Section 5.1.3), occurring with zero overpotential. 

The reverse process, electron confurcation, oxidizes the L and H species in a 1-to-1 

stoichiometry to produce the doubly reduced D= species.  For decades, electron 

bifurcation was thought to be unique to Q-cycle complexes of respiratory and 

photosynthetic electron transport chains. However, over the last decade, electron 

bifurcating enzymes were discovered to play key roles in biochemical pathways that 

perform difficult chemical transformations, including CO2 reduction [59, 76], N2-fixation 
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[56], and hydrogen production [57], and other processes [163, 171, 172]. This impressive 

résumé makes electron bifurcation a compelling target for synthetic catalyst design [1, 2, 

55, 169]. 

Electron bifurcation occurs under the constant threat of short-circuiting reactions 

that are illustrated in Figure 5.1B. Short circuiting moves electrons among the D, L and 

H pools in a manner that violates the 1-to-1 stoichiometry of electron delivery to the L 

and H redox pools [3, 79]. Short-circuiting electrons can flow from the D to L pools, or 

from the L pool to either the D or H pools. A combination of these fluxes is also possible, 

but they all dissipate energy since the redox potentials of the pools are different. 

 

Figure 5.1: Electron bifurcation and short-circuit processes. (A) Electron 
bifurcation oxidizes a two-electron donor D to reduce high- and low-potential 
acceptors, H and L respectively, and is often fully reversible. (B) A common 
architecture for reversible electron bifurcating enzymes, which contains a two-
electron bifurcating cofactor B, and high- and low-potential “branches” of redox 
cofactors. (C) Electron short-circuiting fluxes dissipate significant energy and must be 
avoided for efficient and reversible electron bifurcation.  
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In our view, new insights have recently emerged recently concerning the 

physical principles that underpin reversible electron bifurcation [3]. This progress better 

defines the boundaries of our understanding of electron bifurcation and its place in 

biology. Here, we highlight recent conceptual developments, and describe open 

challenges, including the possible significance of irreversible electron bifurcation 

(occurring far from zero overpotential). Brevity requires the omission of many related 

issues, and the reader is encouraged to consult many excellent comprehensive reviews 

[1, 6, 55, 63, 66, 68, 70, 81, 97, 156-158, 163, 171]. 

Many electron transfer reactions can occur between the bifurcating cofactor B, 

the refilling donor D, and the neighboring one-electron cofactors. Some of these 

reactions produce an electron flux that ruins the high-efficiency 1-to-1 partitioning of 

electrons on the high- and low-potential branches. These energy dissipating processes 

reactions are called short circuiting. Electron bifurcating enzymes suppress energy 

dissipating short-circuiting reactions to remain reversible on physiological timescales 

[79, 80], and there are many such electron transfers to suppress [4] (Figure 5.1c). To 

explain how short-circuiting is prevented in Q-cycle complexes, many “gating” 

mechanisms were largely proposed to limit the rate constants for short-circuiting 

electron transfers (for examples, see [79, 113, 157]), but these mechanisms were not 

demonstrated conclusively [156-158]. 
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The discovery of new electron bifurcating enzymes over the last decade quickly 

led to speculation that certain universal features may underpin electron bifurcation in 

nature [1, 36, 62, 93]. Shortly after the redox landscape for the Nfn enzyme was described 

[89], its similarity to the landscape near the bifurcating Qo site in complex III was noted 

[1, 93].  There are conflicting nomenclatures (summarized by Das et. al. [55]) labeling the 

high- and low-potential branches. As well, the bifurcating cofactor in Nfn (B in Figure 

5.1) was found to have inverted potentials, leading to proposals that inverted potentials 

were a requirement for effective electron bifurcation [62, 93] . 

5.1.1. The mechanism of short circuit suppression in the reversible 
EB scheme 

A robust and generic mechanism was described recently that enables efficient 

and reversible electron bifurcation, strongly suppressing short-circuit reactions through 

the redox free energy landscape (Figure 3.2G).  This is known as the reversible EB 

scheme [3]. The EB scheme contains steep redox potential slopes in the high- and low-

potential branches. Interestingly, the reversible EB scheme functions robustly with either 

inverted or normally ordered potentials (Figure 4.11C) at the bifurcating cofactor B [4], 

in contrast with previous proposals [62, 93, 173]. 

Figure 5.2A illustrates an electron bifurcating process (top row, green), and a 

short-circuiting process (Figure 5.2, bottom row, orange). The initial (lowest energy and 

most probable) state of the enzyme has the high-potential branch reduced, and the low-

potential branch oxidized. Electron bifurcating enzyme turnover begins when the two-
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electron substrate D= doubly reduces the bifurcating cofactor B to produce B= (step 1 in 

Figure 5.2a), thus “refilling” [4] the bifurcating enzyme. Sometimes (as in the Q-cycle 

complexes [36, 97]) the D substrate itself diffuses into the bifurcating site and bifurcates 

its electrons, serving also as the B species. After refilling, the H-branch may donate an 

electron to the H species, creating a hole in the H-branch which may move toward and 

oxidize B= to form B- (steps 2-4 of Figure 5.2a). Next, the highly reducing B- species can 

reduce the L-branch, ultimately reducing L to L-. The net result of the overall process is 

the oxidation of D= to D, moving one electron towards the L-branch substrate and one 

electron toward the H-branch substrate. During the short-circuit process (Figure 5.2B) 

steps 1-2, an electron from the L-pool reduces the L-branch branch, and the H substrate 

oxidizes the terminus of the H-branch, creating a hole. The electron in the L-branch and 

the hole in the H-branch then move towards the bifurcating cofactor B, where they 

combine through a short circuit reaction. The net result for the short-circuit process of 

Figure 5.2B is electron flow from the L reservoir to the H reservoir, which dissipates free 

energy. 
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Figure 5.2: Electron transfer steps for example (A) productive electron 
bifurcation and (B) short-circuit processes within the reversible EB scheme. The 
default (initial) redox state of the enzyme has a reduced high-potential branch and 
oxidized low-potential branch, on average, because the low-potential branch is in 
equilibrium with the L pool, and the high-potential branch is in equilibrium with the 
H-pool. The energetics for these electron transfer processes is shown in Figure 5.3. 
The green arrows show intraprotein electron transfer, the black arrows indicate 
electron transfer to/from substrates, and the numbers in the green and orange ovals 
indicate the sequence of electron transfers. Note that these processes are only 
representative, and there are multiple sequences that result in productive or short-
circuiting turnover. For instance, the steps 1 and 2 for productive turnover in panel a 
may proceed in the opposite order.  

The energy profiles for the productive and short-circuit processes in Figure 5.2 

are illustrated in Figure 5.3. The energy profiles reveal how the EB scheme landscape 

insulates against short-circuiting. For productive electron bifurcation activity, a hole 

must move to H1 to oxidize B= to B-, so the activation energy for productive electron 

transfer is only greater than ∆𝐺 . To short-circuit, a hole must be positioned on H1 and 

an electron must be available on the low-potential branch (with an additional energy 

cost  ∆𝐺 ). The overall activation energy for short circuiting ∆𝐺‡  very large: 
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 ∆𝐺‡  >  ∆𝐺  + ∆𝐺 .  (5.1) 

The ∆𝐺  and ∆𝐺  energies both depend on the steepness of the redox potential 

“slopes” in the high- and low- potential redox chains. As the net potential gradients 

along each branch increase, the barrier for productive electron bifurcation grows but the 

barrier for short-circuiting is increased even more, so that the efficiency of partitioning 

the electrons between the branches in a 1-to-1 ratio approaches 100%. The electron 

transfer sequences in Figure 5.2 and the energy profile in Figure 5.3 are illustrative and 

qualitative, as many electron transfer sequences contribute to the productive and the 

short-circuiting flux of electrons, and electron transfer reorganization energies may vary 

between cofactors. For a similar but more quantitative analysis of short-circuiting and 

productive flows of electrons in the reversible EB scheme and how they relate to energy 

barriers, see the supporting information of Ref [3]. 

 

Figure 5.3: Energetics for representative productive (electron 
bifurcating/confurcating) and short-circuit processes. The energy profile of a 
productive sequence of electron transfers is shown in green, and a short-circuiting 
process in orange. The free energy barrier suppressing short-circuiting is larger than 
the free energy barrier for productive electron bifurcation/confurcation.  
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The reversible EB scheme provides efficient and reversible electron bifurcation and is 

drastically distinct from other mechanisms proposed in the literature. For instance, 

many “gating” mechanisms were suggested to insulate against short-circuiting in Q-

cycle complexes (for examples, see [79, 113, 157]). Many (if not all) of these mechanisms 

were designed to suppress the rate constants of the short-circuiting electron transfers, 

often by correlating the rate constants (for instance by changing the tunneling distance) 

with the redox state of neighboring cofactors. In contrast, the EB scheme suppresses 

short circuiting even if the short-circuiting rate constants are orders-of-magnitude faster 

than the productive electron transfers [3].  

The conserved electron transfer energetics of the first endergonic step along the H-

branch and the first exergonic step along the L-branch, together with inverted potentials 

at the B cofactor was combined and discussed as creating an “escapement mechanism” 

for electron bifurcation [93], in reference to previous work on cytochrome bc1 [97]. 

However, the escapement mechanisms in these two papers [93, 97]  are drastically 

different, and both are distinct from the reversible EB scheme. Crofts et al. use 

“escapement” to refer to a specific gating mechanism proposed to involve 

conformational motion of the iron-sulfur protein (ISP) as correlated to the presence or 

redox states of the bifurcating quinone [97]. In contrast, the escapement mechanism of 

Baymann et al. refers only to the redox properties of the bifurcating cofactor and its 

immediate neighbors [93, 173]. Specifically, the escapement mechanism of Baymann et 
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al. requires the bifurcating cofactor B to have inverted reduction potentials (see Section 

5.1.2) [93, 173]. In addition, Baymann et al. require an uphill process from B= to H1, and a 

downhill step from B- to L1 to accomplish electron bifurcation [93, 171]. The reversible 

EB scheme is fundamentally different from both of these escapement mechanisms, with 

constraints on the redox potentials that must extend across the entire chain of redox 

cofactors and H- and L- reservoirs, not just the cofactors immediately proximal to the 

bifurcating site B [3], and potentially allowing for normally ordered redox potentials at 

the bifurcating cofactor B [4]. However, these early ideas were crucial in pointing to the 

potential importance of the free energy landscapes for electron bifurcation, and indeed 

were a source of inspiration for developing the EB scheme. 

The importance of the “global” nature of energetic constraints in the reversible EB 

scheme requires particular emphasis. The change in energy through the branches need 

not uniformly increase or decrease [4], provided the energy to move a hole ∆𝐺  and an 

electron ∆𝐺  to positions where they may short-circuit is large compared with the 

thermal energy [3, 4]. For instance, efficient and reversible electron bifurcation is 

possible even if the first step from B= to H1 is not uphill, provided that a steep redox 

potential gradient exists somewhere along the H-branch, to ensure that ∆𝐺  remains 

large. Importantly, the reversible EB scheme is robust with respect to changes in electron 

transfer kinetics near the bifurcating cofactor B [3]. Note that some electron bifurcating 

enzymes do not have multiple bound cofactors in the L-branch, such as in several 
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electron bifurcating electron transfer flavoproteins (ETFs) [70, 86, 88, 126, 163]. Since 

these systems directly reduce the L substrate via the bifurcating cofactor B, such systems 

do not obviously conform to the reversible EB scheme. Such systems may be 

electrochemically irreversible [66, 70, 86] and are discussed in Section 5.1.3. 

5.1.2. The puzzle of inverted potentials 

The redox properties of the bifurcating cofactor B have been a subject of debate. Both 

flavin- and quinone-based electron bifurcation are often found to use inverted (or 

“crossed” [62, 68]) reduction potentials at the bifurcating cofactor [89, 97], although there 

are proposals that the order of reduction potentials may be switched and correlated with 

conformational motion in some bifurcating ETFs [174-176]. A cofactor has inverted 

reduction potentials if the potential to add one electron is formally lower than the 

potential to add a second electron. Normal ordering has the first reduction potential 

higher than the second. Inverted redox potentials can lead to interesting electrochemical 

behavior of the two-electron species including the ability to serve as a freely diffusing 

carrier exhibiting two-electron redox activity at the average (midpoint) potential of the 

inverted one-electron potentials [72]. These properties led to a proposal that inverted 

reduction potentials are required of electron bifurcating cofactors (B of Fig 2) [62]. This 

message was amplified over the years [1, 55, 169, 171, 173].  

Following the proposal that inverted reduction potentials were required at the 

bifurcating cofactor B, several hypothetical scenarios [3] (with perhaps limited relevance 
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[19]) were proposed to bifurcate electrons without inverted potentials, but speculations 

emerged that the refilling process (step 1 of Figure 5.2A), and not bifurcation per se 

(steps 4 and 5 of Figure 5.2A) somehow constrained the bifurcating site B to have 

inverted potentials [5, 21]. However, the reversible EB scheme with strongly normally 

ordered potentials at the bifurcating cofactor (see Figure 4.11C) can, in principle, be just 

as effective as with strongly inverted potentials [19]. This is strong evidence that an 

electron bifurcating enzyme in nature may yet be found with bifurcating cofactors that 

have strongly normally ordered potentials, and that synthetic electron bifurcating 

systems may be possible consisting of strongly normally ordered potentials at the 

bifurcating site [4]. 

5.1.3. Future challenges beyond the reversible EB scheme 

Scientific progress often generates new questions, and this is true with new discoveries 

surrounding electron bifurcation mechanisms. Since electron bifurcation may occur from 

cofactors with normally ordered potentials [4], why might nature select bifurcating 

cofactors with inverted potentials? Note that the danger posed by adventitious electron 

acceptors such as oxygen is unlikely to favor the inverted case, as strongly normally 

ordered potentials may also protect against such adventitious acceptors (such as 

avoiding superoxide production [4, 167]). 

Another puzzle seems to reside in the reaction scheme the underpins electron 

bifurcating ETFs. As mentioned above, many bifurcating ETFs reduce the low-potential 
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substrate L directly, without an intervening cofactor. This architecture found in 

bifurcating ETFs (not equivalent to the architecture of Figure 5.1B) is not obviously 

compatible with the reversible EB scheme, as there would not be a strong Boltzmann 

penalty against short-circuits originating with L-, when the bifurcating enzymes and the 

substate pools are near equilibrium (i.e. in a reversible regime). In fact, bifurcating ETF’s 

are have been proposed to be irreversible [66, 70, 86], which places them well outside the 

scope of the reversible EB scheme30 of Ref [3]. Deepening the mystery, irreversibility 

would reduce the energy transduction efficiency from the near 100% [1] that is possible 

with electrochemically reversible electron bifurcation. Why would life choose to operate 

in this apparently wasteful regime, and what are the tradeoffs between reversibility and 

other possible fitness advantages? Clearly, there are still exciting lessons to learn! 

The impressive ability of biological electron bifurcation to reversibly generate low-

potential electrons using two-electron donors of higher potential makes electron 

bifurcation a promising tool for synthetic chemical catalysis. Is it possible to build 

electron bifurcation on a nanostructure that is not a protein? Might redox active 

quantum dots, for example, serve as bifurcating sites with strongly normally ordered 

potentials [4]? How might electron bifurcation be harnessed as part of a larger catalytic 

process? We look forward to learning the answers to these questions and exploring the 

 

30 This may be wrong. Experimentally, long-lived equilibrium (∆𝐺 ≈ 0) seems possible with bifurcating 
ETFs [85] (see Section 5.2). 
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scientific and technological opportunities that synthetic electron bifurcation might 

provide.  

5.2. Electron bifurcation with missing branch cofactors 

This section is based on unpublished preliminary work. 

 

Several electron bifurcating electron transfer flavoproteins (Bf-ETFs) do not 

house a branch of low potential cofactors leading to the low potential AL substrate (often 

ferredoxin). Instead, the bifurcating Bf-FAD in Bf-ETFs reduces the low potential 

substrate (ferredoxin) directly [88, 111, 177]. A generalized scheme of this architecture is 

illustrated in Figure 5.4. At first glance, it seems that this architecture poses a significant 

problem in the context of the reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3, but in this section we 

propose a hypothesis that the reversible EB scheme is maintained in this system by 

redox potential shifts of Fd upon binding to Bf-ETF. 

In Chapter 3, we showed that the reversible EB scheme prevents short-circuits by 

preventing buildup of electrons on L1 and B- and holes on H1 and B. However, in the 

architecture of Figure 5.4, there is no redox potential gradient to suppress electron 

buildup near the bifurcating site B, if the concentration of 𝐴  is large. The redox 

potential of the AL pool 𝐸  is related to the ratio of the 𝐴  to 𝐴  concentrations [𝐴 ]/[𝐴 ] 

by the Nernst equation 
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𝐸 =  𝐸∘ −  𝑘 𝑇 ln 

[𝐴 ]

[𝐴 ]
 (5.2) 

where  𝑘 𝑇 is the thermal energy, and 𝐸∘  is the standard state reduction potential of 𝐴 . 

Thus, if the concentration of 𝐴  were ever significant, such as to reverse the driving force 

and drive confurcation, this would enhance short-circuiting that oxidizes 𝐴 . Even 

without driving confurcation, a significant 𝐴  population will accumulate as the pools 

come to equilibrium during typical bifurcating turnover.  

 

Figure 5.4: Scheme for irreversible electron bifurcation with a missing L-branch. 

Enzymes with this architecture, such as many bifurcating ETFs, are proposed to 

be irreversible in vivo, based on the formal redox potentials the substrates [66]. Thus, we 

hypothesized that the principles of irreversible electron bifurcation discussed in Chapter 

4 might resolve this mystery. Specifically, if downstream acceptors from AL in a 

biochemical cycle were irreversibly pulling electrons away from the AL pool, this would 

prevent buildup of 𝐴  to significant levels to permit short-circuiting with the bifurcating 

site B. However, this hypothesis seems incompatible with at least some experiments 

performed on bifurcating ETFs. Significant buildup of reduced ferredoxin (Fd- the low-
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potential acceptor) occurs in vitro [85], and efficient electron bifurcation occurs (and 

appears to reach equilibrium) in the absence of in vivo downstream low-potential 

acceptors31 [85]. 

If a Bf-ETF may bifurcate in the reversible regime, some mechanism seems 

responsible for preventing the significant population of Fd- in the Fd pool from short-

circuiting with the bifurcating cofactor by the reactions depicted in Figure 3.1. The 

demonstrated ability of the bifurcating ETF systems to maintain a significantly reduced 

Fd pool [85] without short-circuiting suggests that these systems may operate in a 

reversible regime like that of Chapter 3. This further suggests that some mechanism 

exists to suppress Fd- population near the bifurcating cofactor, despite plentiful Fd- 

existing free in solution. 

Figure 5.5 illustrates a hypothesized mechanism to suppress Fd- population near 

the bifurcating cofactor B. When Fd is free in solution (Fdfree), the FeS cluster that 

oxidizes the B- species during bifurcation is exposed to a more polar environment than 

when Fd is bound to Bf-ETF. Inside Fdbound, the FeS cluster is more deeply embedded in 

 

31 I considered the possibility that ambient oxygen was the “downstream” acceptor in experiments, so that 
electrons were either being irreversibly pulled away from Fd- to prevent short-circuiting, or even that short-
circuiting may have occurred during experiments but was misinterpreted as Fd- oxidation to oxygen. But 
nope! Experimental biochemists are thorough, and efficient electron bifurcation was observed (and seemed 
to reach at least a somewhat long-lived equilibrium), even in anaerobic conditions [85]. Bifurcating ETFs 
seem able to bifurcate in a reversible regime! Is there another reasonable alternative to interpret these 
kinetics experiments? Admittedly, we focus here entirely on the experiments reported in Ref [85]. Future 
work is needed to evaluate the broader experimental literature on bifurcating ETFs, to determine whether 
the behavior observed in Ref [85] is universal in bifurcating ETFs, system-specific, or whether some 
bifurcating ETFs are reversible and others are not. 
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a hydrophobic protein environment. Protein dielectric behavior varies from protein to 

protein, and even within a protein, but proposed values vary around 4-10 [146]). Using 

the Born solvation model [149] (Eq (4.23)) as a guide, the self-energy of the charge on FeS 

inside Fdbound should be shifted downwards (unless there are compensating positive 

charges). Further investigation is required to test this hypothesis. 

 

Figure 5.5: Realizing the reversible EB scheme without intermediate L-branch 
cofactors by redox potential shifts of ferredoxin upon binding. (A) the polarizability 
of the environment of the FeS cofactor bound to Fd increases when Fd is free in 
solution (dielectric constant closer to water 𝜺𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓 ) as compared to the case with Fd 
bound to Bf-ETF (dielectric constant closer to protein 𝜺𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒆𝒊𝒏). (B) The change in the 
polarizability of the FeS environment naturally shifts the FeS reduction potential 
downward when Fd is bound, establishing a redox potential gradient in the low-
potential branch required by the reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3. 
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If the self-energy of the electron in Fd is larger when Fd is bound (Fdbound) to Bf-

ETF, this causes a downward shift in the redox potential of FeS upon binding to Bf-ETF. 

This downward shift would establish a redox potential gradient between electrons in the 

Fdfree pool, and electrons in Fd proximal to the bifurcating flavin B, as required by the 

reversible EB scheme (Chapter 3). 

Downward shifts of the redox potential of FeS clusters when bound to a larger 

protein complex are observed elsewhere. For example, the Fe protein in the nitrogenase 

complex is known to exhibit a downward potential shift upon binding [178, 179], and 

indeed this shift is proposed to play a role in the catalytic process of nitrogenases by 

boosting the reducing power of electrons flowing from the Fe protein to reduce the P-

cluster [180]. Importantly, the magnitude of the redox potential shift in nitrogenase is 

found to be over 100 millivolts [178, 179] (the correct order of magnitude required to 

prevent short-circuiting in the reversible EB scheme), and was shown to be largely 

accounted for by electrostatic considerations described in this section [180]. Of course, 

further experiments and/or calculations are required to determine whether a similar 

redox potential shift occurs when Fd binds to Bf-ETF, and whether alternative or 

additional mechanisms operate in the catalytic process of Bf-ETFs. 

 

5.3. The reversible EB scheme and the Q-cycle 

Based on an excerpt from 
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C.E. Wise, A.E. Ledinina, J.L. Yuly, J.H. Artz, and C.E. Lubner (2021). The role of 

thermodynamic features on the functional activity of electron bifurcating enzymes. BBA-

Bioenergetics, 1862 (4), 148377. 

J.L.Y. drafted the relevant passage on which this chapter is based.  

All authors contributed to editing the passage on which this chapter is based. 

 

Present-day knowledge of electron bifurcation is rooted in decades of work on 

Q-cycle complexes (Figure 2.2), which employ quinones as bifurcating cofactors. Peter 

Mitchell derived the concept of electron bifurcation32 almost 50 years ago to explain the 

function of the quinone-cytochrome c oxidoreductases that act in respiration and 

photosynthesis [34, 65]. The biological importance of such complexes [25], including 

cytochrome bc1, has inspired intense research.  

Mitchell’s key insight was that the Q-cycle mechanism (including the crucial 

electron bifurcating step) was consistent with the known thermodynamic data at the 

time [34, 65]. Thus, thermodynamics served to constrain Q-cycle theory, although 

 

32 This might not be completely fair. The separation of two electrons to cyt c and the b-hemes was recognized 
as early as 1972 by Wikström and Berden [61]. However, Mitchell recognized the vital ability of the 
bifurcation of electrons to transduce energy, a crucial piece of our modern understanding of EB, by fully 
showing how EB played a decisive role in his formulations of the Q-cycle. Interestingly, I am not aware of 
any written speculation by Mitchell concerning how the high- and low-potential branches are maintained 
out of equilibrium (i.e. how short circuits are suppressed). Mitchell and others seemed content that 
Mitchell’s counterintuitive assumption of long-lasting disequilibrium between the high- and low-potential 
branches explained the kinetics data available. To my knowledge, the foundations of this assumption were 
essentially unquestioned by the broader community until Ref [79]. 
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Mitchell did not speculate whether the free energy landscape of cytochrome bc1 and its 

substrates was somehow required for electron bifurcation. In fact, many thermodynamic 

properties were unknown and/or difficult to measure. For instance, detection of the 

bifurcating Q0 site SQ remained elusive for many years [96]. Eventually a trend emerged 

from the redox potential landscapes of Q-cycle complexes, revealing a conserved 

framework among the energetics of different reversible electron bifurcating systems [36], 

though a unifying principle to explain this framework [1] was not established until 

recently [3]. 

Another significant insight into electron bifurcation that emerged from studies of 

Q-cycle complexes is that catalytic reversibility comes with a high risk for wasteful 

short-circuit reactions, i.e. electron transfer events that result in uncoupling of the two 

branches [79, 80, 181]. In fact the observed reversibility of Q-cycle complexes made it 

difficult to rationalize how reversible electron bifurcation was possible in these systems 

[79, 80]. This led to theories invoking at least one of several gating mechanisms, which 

were conceived to explain the suppression of short-circuit reactions through modulation 

of short-circuit rate-constants [79, 80, 84, 113, 157, 181]. However, none of these 

mechanisms were conclusively demonstrated [118, 156], and eventually it was shown 

that these gating mechanisms were not necessary for electron bifurcation in Q-cycle 

complexes [118, 161]. More recently, and concurrent with new insights arising from the 

investigation of FBEB systems, a general biophysical principle (the reversible EB 
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scheme) that minimizes short-circuits while allowing for productive electron bifurcation 

was described [3]. This principle emerges naturally from conserved features found in the 

thermodynamic landscapes of known electron bifurcating systems [3]. The reversible EB 

scheme dictates that the slopes of the free-energy gradients in the two redox branches 

act to insulate against short-circuits, while establishing efficient and reversible electron 

bifurcation without invoking nuanced changes in short-circuit rate constants.  

Not all of the mystery surrounding the kinetics of Q-cycle complexes has been 

resolved, however. For example, decreased turnover with an inhibited low-potential 

branch has been observed [122], and was cited as evidence supporting the existence of 

gating mechanisms [95, 120]. Although, a similar decrease in turnover can be explained 

by subtle conformational or electrostatic influences that an inhibited LP branch may 

exert on the rate of the first electron transfer event [3]. Mechanisms that modulate this 

productive rate constant stand in sharp contrast to the previously proposed gating 

mechanisms that modulate the short-circuit rate constants [79]. As such, a successful 

gating mechanism would need to be exceptionally effective in order for short-circuits to 

become rate limiting to a degree that impacts steady-state turnover [3]. Therefore, it may 

be possible to distinguish gating mechanisms (if present) from features modulating 

productive rate constants via state-of-the-art simulation and transient kinetics 

experiments, as suggested previously [161]. 
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6. Irreversible electron bifurcation 

This chapter is based on preliminary unpublished work. 

 

Electron bifurcation in nature is often electrochemically reversible, meaning that 

electron bifurcation the one-to-one partitioning of electrons between the branches is 

maintained even when ∆𝐺  ≈  0 [1, 3, 4, 66, 79, 80]. The reaction may be directed 

forwards (bifurcation) or backwards (confurcation), by tuning the relative 

concentrations of the AL, AH, and D oxidized and reduced forms slightly away from 

equilibrium [3, 80]. In other words, an electrochemically reversible reaction requires 

nearly zero overpotential. Reversibility is a key feature of many electron bifurcating 

systems in nature, as reversibility conserves the maximum free energy allowed by 

thermodynamic laws. Some electron bifurcating enzymes were suggested to be strongly 

driven (irreversible) in vivo [66], based on the presumed in vivo reduction potentials of 

the three substrates. This chapter describes several kinetics regimes for irreversible 

electron bifurcation that maintain 1-to-1 partitioning of electrons between high- and 

low-potential branches by harnessing a nonequilibrium poise of the chains. This work is 

preliminary, and we are currently unaware of enzymes that clearly operate in the 

irreversible regimes described in this chapter.  

Electron bifurcation must deal with severe danger from short-circuit reactions. 

Indeed, for decades it was unclear how reversible electron bifurcation could occur at all 
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without invoking one or more “gating mechanisms” designed suppress short-circuiting 

rate constants [1, 79, 80, 113, 157]. Recently, it was discovered that electron bifurcation 

could occur without these mechanisms, and further that a general principle (called the 

reversible EB scheme) was responsible the robust coupling between the high- and low-

potential pathways. The reversible EB scheme relies on the (largely conserved) redox 

potential landscapes of the cofactors found in electron bifurcating enzymes.  

Although the EB scheme provides a blueprint for reversible electron bifurcating 

systems in nature, it may not describe all irreversible electron bifurcating enzymes. 

Electron bifurcating enzymes may be nontrivially irreversible (∆𝐺 ≫  0 or ∆𝐺 ≪  0), as 

shown in this chapter. If they are irreversible (strongly driven) their operation may be 

within the scope of the reversible EB scheme. For instance, in Figure 3.3E, electron 

bifurcation/confurcation continue to occur when the D pool is poised far from 

equilibrium.  

The goal of this chapter is to expand our theory of electron bifurcation to 

understand how efficient electron bifurcation (suppression of short-circuiting) may 

occur in ways outside the scope of the reversible EB scheme. Specifically, we find that 

electron bifurcating activity can naturally and robustly occur in irreversible regimes that 

do not accommodate approximate electrochemical equilibrium in the high- and low-

potential branches, as found in the reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3. Instead, a far from 

equilibrium population of electrons/holes in the high- and low-potential branches may 
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accommodate electron bifurcation, but only when the D pool is strongly poised to drive 

bifurcation/confurcation. In particular, we find that a key ingredient for irreversible 

electron bifurcation and confurcation is the nonequilibrium buildup of electrons and 

holes that prevent microstates of the system that short-circuit. In the reversible EB 

scheme of Chapter 3, the requisite buildup of electron and hole carriers was achieved 

near equilibrium by a Boltzmann suppression of holes near H1 and electrons near L1. 

The results of this chapter are preliminary, as we begin to assess landscapes and 

kinetics to determine the principles that govern efficient (1-1 partitioning of electrons 

down the high- and low- potential branches) but irreversible (large energy dissipation) 

electron bifurcation/confurcation. These results and hypotheses remain to be rigorously 

checked against experiment, and it is unclear whether electron bifurcating enzymes in 

nature operate in these regimes. 

While irreversible electron bifurcation/confurcation intrinsically burns free 

energy, the kinetics explored in this chapter suggests that irreversible EB may impart 

tangible benefits. For instance, the ability to continuously transition between irreversible 

electron bifurcation and directional electron flow between the three pools D, AL, and AH, 

by merely changing the redox poise of these reservoirs. This may enable irreversible 

electron bifurcating enzymes to serve as biochemical three-way “valves,” routing 

electrons between important biological redox pools, enhancing homeostasis and 

allowing the integration of several metabolic cycles. 
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In addition, we show that irreversible electron bifurcation can result in orders-of-

magnitude sensitivity of electron bifurcating turnover to driving force. Interestingly, the 

steady state electron flux into the low-potential pool (AL in Figure 6.1) exhibits 

characteristics of the I-V curve of the Shockley ideal diode equation [182]. This suggests 

that irreversible electron bifurcating enzymes may serve as metabolic “switches”, 

engaging a desired metabolic pathway when physiological conditions demand it.  

The mechanistic flexibility of irreversible electron bifurcation also has 

implications concerning the design of synthetic electron bifurcating devices and reveals 

how severe the constraints that reversibility requires of electron bifurcation. Specifically, 

the nonequilibrium distribution of carriers in the bifurcating system may be achieved 

synthetically by merely increasing the electron tunneling distance towards the exit of 

one of the branches, or by merely changing the high-potential acceptor concentration. 

Thus, schemes for irreversible electron bifurcation may be simpler to engineer into 

synthetic nanoscale devices, without requiring a complete redox potential gradient in 

both branches. Similarly, irreversible electron bifurcation in biology may have evolved 

before reversible electron bifurcation, as energy transduction by irreversible electron 

bifurcation is possible with different constraints than the reversible EB scheme of 

Chapter 3. 
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6.1. Irreversible electron bifurcation landscapes 

An example irreversible electron bifurcating landscape is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

Since the average redox poise of the AL and AH pools (blue dotted line) is at higher 

potential than the redox potential of the D pool, the driving force −∆𝐺  ≉  0, so the 

electron bifurcating reaction is far from equilibrium. The landscape of Figure 6.1 differs 

significantly from that of Figure 3.2A because no steep free energy gradient is found in 

the high potential branch. If the reduction potential of the D pool were increased to the 

average of the AH and AL pools (if the purple oval were superimposed on the blue 

dotted line), there would be no Boltzmann penalty for H1 to be oxidized, increasing the 

rate of short circuiting from B- and 𝐿 . Thus, we predict that this landscape would short-

circuit near equilibrium (this is confirmed by simulations in Figure 6.2D).  

 

Figure 6.1: An example irreversible electron bifurcating redox landscape and 
kinetic parameters of this chapter. The average potential of the AL and AH redox pools 
(blue dotted line) is much higher than that of the refilling donor D pool. The primary 
difference between this example irreversible landscape and the reversible landscape 
of Figure 3.2G is that there is no significant free energy gradient in the high potential 
branch. In fact, the landscape here is represented by Figure 3.2A. This is not the only 
irreversible landscape examined in this chapter, as indicated by the insets of the other 
figures in this chapter.  
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However, in this chapter we show how it is possible to bifurcate electrons 

efficiently using landscapes such as Figure 6.1, provided that the D reservoir is poised 

such that the driving force −∆𝐺   is large, placing the system in an irreversible 

regime (this also occurs in Figure 6.2D). In this chapter, we explore the possibility, 

kinetics, and possible biological relevance of irreversible electron bifurcation in a variety 

of landscapes and kinetic regimes, all distinct (by their far-from-equilibrium nature) 

from the reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3. 

The reversible EB scheme may be recovered from the landscape of Figure 6.1 by 

decreasing the redox potential (increasing the energy) of the AH pool. This would 

recover a net potential gradient in the high-potential branch, allowing for electron 

buildup to occur in the H-branch even when the D reservoir is poised so that the driving 

force is approximately zero. The roughness of the landscape among the 𝐻 , 𝐻 , etc. will 

serve to regulate the rate of electron flow through the H-branch, and not the equilibrium 

population of 𝐻 that is critical for suppressing several short-circuit reactions (see 

Section 3.2.3). 

In this chapter, we model the kinetics of irreversible electron bifurcation using a 

model previously used in Chapter 3 and 4.2 to model electron bifurcation. The D, AL, 

and AH substrate pools are modeled as electron reservoirs with energies consistent with 

the redox poise of each reservoir (see Appendix A for a description of the model). In 

Appendix B, we show how this approximation emerges naturally from a pseudo first-
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order approximation of second order enzyme-substrate kinetics, a tradition of 

approximations in enzyme kinetics studies [155]. 

6.1.1. Schemes for irreversible electron bifurcation 

In this section, we examine the kinetics of irreversible electron bifurcation in 

cases where the electron bifurcating enzyme houses two full branches of redox cofactors, 

as in Figure 6.1, one at high- and the other at low-potentials. The driving force −∆𝐺  

is varied in the simulations by changing the redox poise of the D pool (vertical purple 

bar in inset) relative to the midpoint potential of the bifurcating cofactor B. Neighboring 

cofactors are separated by 10 Å, and the parameters used to estimate the electron 

transfer kinetics are described in Appendix A. The rate constant for electron transfers 

into each reservoir was set to 105/Sec for all simulations described in this chapter 

(Appendix A and B discuss details about how the connections to the reservoirs are 

described). 

In Figure 6.2, we systematically explore a range of possible irreversible electron 

bifurcating kinetics, starting from the reversible EB scheme landscape (Figure 6.2A, 

identical to Figure 3.3E), gradually removing the redox potential gradient in the high-

potential branch.  In Figure 6.2A, the has redox potential gradients of equal magnitude 

in each branch (300 mV in this example). In Figure 6.2B, the redox potential gradient in 

the high-potential branch is decreased to 200 mV, and the system still performs 

reversible electron bifurcation, albeit with much faster bifurcating turnover (𝑉  ≈ 
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500/Sec) than confurcating turnover (𝑉  ≈ 30/Sec), reflecting the smaller energy barrier 

for electrons escaping the high-potential branch. There is also a notable increase in the 

short-circuiting rate at zero driving force −∆𝐺 ≈ 0. 

When the redox potential gradient in the high-potential branch is reduced to 100 

mV in Figure 6.2C, the bifurcating turnover speeds up to 𝑉  ≈ 104/Sec, and when 

driven in reverse −∆𝐺 < 0, short-circuiting becomes predominant (idle short-

circuit turnover of ≈ 10/sec) and the enzyme does not confurcate electrons. In addition, 

the overpotential driving force required to achieve half-max bifurcating turnover 

increases to ≈ 150 meV, compared to 50 meV or less in the reversible EB scheme of 

Figure 6.2A. In Figure 6.2D, the redox potential gradient in the high-potential branch is 

removed entirely, the overpotential driving force is increased to ≈ 200 meV, and the idle 

short-circuiting when the driving force is reversed is increased to ≈ 100/sec. Notably, the 

bifurcating efficiency decreases as the gradient in the high-potential branch decreases 

from Figure 6.2C to Figure 6.2D, but this can be corrected by replacing the gradient with 

a kinetically slow electron transfer rate constant from L1 to L2, as shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.2: A continuous transition from reversible electron bifurcation to 
irreversible electron bifurcation by easing the free energy gradient in the high 
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potential branch in the reversible EB scheme. The top panel of each part plots the 
electron flux into the low (red), middle (purple), and high (blue) potential substrate 
pools AL, D, and AH, respectively. The redox potential landscape of each simulation is 
indicated by the inset. From (A) to (D) the redox potential gradient in the high-
potential gradient is removed, which causes the enzyme to become irreversible, short-
circuiting when the driving force is reversed (idling short circuiting). As the redox 
potential gradient in the high-potential branch is removed, the maximum bifurcating 
flux 𝑽𝒎𝒂𝒙 increases by orders of magnitude, but the overpotential requirement also 
increases along with the idling short-circuiting when driven in reverse, but this short 
circuit idling is orders of magnitude less than the productive bifurcating turnover 
under large driving force.  

In the simulations of Figure 6.2, the bifurcating cofactor B was refilled directly by 

a connection to the D reservoir, as in Chapter 3. The kinetics change negligibly (Figure 

C.1 in Appendix C) if instead we model the refill donor D as a fixed cofactor that is itself 

refilled by a medium potential reservoir, as in Chapter 4.2. Irreversible electron 

confurcation is also possible; by weakening or removing the redox potential gradient in 

the low-potential branch (instead of the high-potential branch, as in Figure 6.2), faster 

irreversible electron confurcation occurs with similar overpotential driving force and 

idling short circuit rates (Figure C.2).  

 

6.1.2. Unified perspective on reversible and irreversible electron 
bifurcation 

The key principle behind the reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3 is the Boltzmann 

suppression of states that would otherwise quickly short-circuit[3, 5]. Specifically, as 

shown in Chapter 3, the short-circuiting flux of electrons through the 𝐿  → H1 short 

circuit channel (when the EB reaction is poised near equilibrium) is approximated by 
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 Short-circuit flux ~ 𝑘  𝑒𝑥𝑝
∆ ∆

,  (6.1) 

where ∆𝐺  and ∆𝐺  are the energies required to bring an electron up the low-potential 

branch and a hole down the high potential branch to form the state that short-circuits 

with rate constant 𝑘 . Eq (6.1) is derived from the more general expression 

 Short-circuit flux ~ 𝑘  𝑃(𝐿 , 𝐻 ) ≤  𝑘 𝑃(𝐿 ) 𝑃(𝐻 ),  (6.2) 

where 𝑃(𝐿 , 𝐻 ) is the joint probability that L1 is reduced and H1 is oxidized, and 𝑃(𝐿 ) 

and 𝑃(𝐻 ) are the probabilities that L1 is reduced and H1 is oxidized irrespective of the 

other. From the inequality, we see that suppressing the concentrations (probabilities) of 

𝐿  and 𝐻 will set an upper bound on the short circuit flux through the L1 → H1 short 

circuit channel. 

Armed with the knowledge that suppressing reduced 𝐿  and oxidized 

𝐻 population lowers an upper bound (Eq (6.2)) on the short circuit flux (similar 

considerations apply to the other short circuit channels, such as B- → H1), we can tune 

the kinetics of Figure 6.2 to enhance the electron bifurcation performance. In Figure 6.3, 

the electron tunneling distance between H1 and H2 is increased, slowing the escape of 

electrons from the H-branch. When the bifurcating process is strongly driven, electrons 

pile up on H1, and are maintained out of equilibrium with the AH pool. This 

nonequilibrium buildup of electrons suppresses short circuiting to H1. Electrons at D= 

likewise cannot reduce H1 forming the semiquinone D- since electrons are trapped at H1, 

which lowers an upper bound on the L-1 → D- short-circuiting rate. Maintaining this 
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disequilibrium requires a steady supply of free energy and indicates a novel mechanism 

by which far-from-equilibrium electron distributions in the branches (hence the 

irreversibility) drives electron bifurcation. As in the reversible EB scheme, electrons are 

prevented from accumulating on the L-branch because of the steep potential gradient. 

The increased efficiency obtained in the kinetics of Figure 6.3 over the kinetics of 

Figure 6.2C and D comes at the cost of slower 𝑉 . This is because the rate constant for 

electron transfer from H1 to H2 is rate limiting for electrons in the high-potential branch 

to escape to the AH pool. In addition to creating nonequilibrium population of electrons 

on H1, this also limits the possible bifurcating turnover rate. Living systems that might 

employ irreversible electron bifurcation as in Figure 6.3 would presumably optimize the 

tradeoff between bifurcating efficiency and the maximum turnover rate. 

Another source of inefficiency for irreversible electron bifurcation is the short 

circuit “idling” that occurs when the driving force is zero or negative (driven in reverse). 

Across both cases, the idle short circuit turnover is approximately constant, as seen in 

Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. When the driving force is zero or negative, the H1 → L1 step is 

no longer rate limiting. Instead, the rate limiting process is the thermally activated 

process of electrons flowing uphill from the AL reservoir to L1 or D-. Increasing the redox 

potential gradient from AL to L1 and D- increases the activation energy of the overall 

short-circuit process. Thus, the idle short circuit rate is suppressed by increasing the 

redox potential gradient in the L-branch, as shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3: Enhancing efficiency for irreversible electron bifurcation by 
slowing kinetics for electrons to escape the high-potential branch. At large driving 
forces, the slow electron transfer from H1 to H2 prevents the H-branch from reaching 
equilibrium with AH. Thus, a nonequilibrium population of electrons builds up on A1, 

suppressing short-circuiting, but only when the bifurcation reaction is strongly 
driven from equilibrium ∆𝑮𝒃𝒊𝒇𝒖𝒓𝒄  ≈ 𝟎. 

Suppression of both electrons in the L-branch and holes in the H-branch is a 

potent combination to achieve efficient electron bifurcation. This section showed how 

changing the kinetic/energy landscape, including the poise of the AH and AL reservoirs, 

might drive electron bifurcation irreversibly, creating a nonequilibrium steady state that 

itself insulates against short circuiting. In contrast, the reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3 

generates a near-equilibrium state that insulates against short circuiting. It is possible 

that organisms find use of short-circuit electron flows, and may actively harness the idle 
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short-circuiting when the driving force is zero or driven in reverse. This issue is further 

discussed in Section 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.4: Suppressing idle short-circuiting by increasing the free energy 
gradient in the low-potential branch. When the D pool is poised near equilibrium or 
towards negative driving force, the idle short-circuiting rate for electrons to flow 
through the enzyme into the AH reservoir is controlled by the redox potential slope in 
the L-branch. In both (A) and (B) the idle short-circuit rate is about an order of 
magnitude less than in Figure 6.3A and B. However, the redox poise of the D pool 
cannot be as reducing as in Figure 6.3 and still result in electrons flowing uphill to AL. 
However, the range of driving forces that result in uphill flow still allow Vmax to be 
achieved. 

While the kinetic schemes presented in this chapter are capable of electron 

bifurcation, including the reduction of compounds at low potential (AL) by oxidizing 

compounds at higher potential (D=), they are thermodynamically irreversible, and 

therefore do not optimize free energy conversion efficiency as effectively as the 
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reversible EB scheme of Chapter 3. Life may obtain tangible benefits by burning the free 

energy associated with irreversible electron bifurcation. In this section, we outline 

several possible advantages (likely not exhaustive) of irreversible electron bifurcation. 

Some bifurcating enzymes are proposed to operate irreversibly (strongly driven) in vivo 

[66], although we are not currently aware of any biological systems that clearly fall into 

the kinetic regimes described in this chapter. 

6.1.3. Irreversible electron bifurcation follows Shockley ideal diode 
behavior 

Life might use or prefer irreversible electron bifurcation in certain circumstances 

to simply take advantage of the increased turnover rate associated with irreversible 

electron bifurcation (Figure 6.2). This benefit is confirmed by our simulations in Figure 

6.2, Figure 6.3, and Figure 6.4. The enhanced speed of irreversible electron bifurcation 

may be a fitness advantage when energy is easily available to the cell, and perhaps there 

are more pressing issues limiting cell survival besides free energy limits (for instance the 

rate of biomass production). In this scenario, the enhanced speed of irreversible electron 

bifurcation may be worth the free energy cost. 

Another significant difference between reversible electron bifurcation as 

described in Chapter 3 is the orders-of-magnitude difference between the bifurcating 

turnover rate when strongly driven, and the short-circuit idle rate when the driving 

force is zero or reversed. Interestingly, the electron flux into the AL reservoir nearly 

follows the Shockley ideal diode equation [182] 
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  𝐼 ≈  𝐼 𝑒𝑥𝑝
/| |

− 1 , (6.3) 

before the bifurcating flux nears saturation at large driving force. The factor 𝐼  is the 

reverse saturation current for the ideal diode, 𝑉 is the applied bias voltage, and 𝑛 is the 

ideality factor (“ideal” diode behavior for 𝑛 = 1). 

Figure 6.5A compares the electron flux into the AL reservoir with the modified 

Shockley diode equation 

  𝐼 ≈  𝐼 𝑒𝑥𝑝
∆  

− 1 , (6.4) 

where 𝐼  is the saturated idle short-circuit rate when the driving force is reversed, and a 

factor of two is introduced in the denominator to account for the two-electrons that are 

transferred in the expression for ∆𝐺 (Eq (3.1)). Interestingly, the ideality factor was set to 

½ in the calculations of Figure 6.5. Thus, if the factor of two in the denominator is 

absorbed into 𝑛, then the kinetics of Figure 6.5 is would be well described by ideal diode 

behavior when the D pool is poised such that ∆𝐺 <  300 meV, before the forward 

bifurcating current is saturated at 𝐼 . Clearly, the catalytic activity of this enzyme differs 

from a diode, as diodes do not bifurcate electrons. 

Under large driving force, the forward (bifurcating) current saturates at a finite 

value. To capture this behavior, we phenomenologically modify Eq (6.4) again to 

achieve the correct asymptotic behavior 

 
 𝐼 ≈  

 
∆  

  
∆

∆  
  

∆  
. (6.5) 
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The forward (bifurcating) and reverse (idle short-circuiting) currents 𝐼  and 𝐼  may be 

predicted by simple analysis of the nonequilibrium steady state in the kinetics of Figure 

6.5. Specifically, 

  𝐼  ≈  𝑘 → , (6.6) 

  𝐼  ≈   𝑘 → 𝑒𝑥𝑝
∆

, (6.7) 

 

Figure 6.5: The steady state current into the low-potential pool is well-
approximated by a Shockley diode equation with a saturated forward current. The 
simulated kinetics in this figure are identical to those of Figure 6.4. The electron 
current into the AL reservoir was fit (by the eye) to (A) a Shockley diode equation and 
(B) a modified Shockley diode equation with a forward saturation current 𝑰𝑭 (brown 
curves). The fitting parameter 𝑿𝟎 was ≈ 155 meV, and may be interpreted roughly as 
the overpotential driving force. The reverse saturation current (idle short-circuiting) 
𝑰𝑹 and the forward saturation current 𝑰𝑭 are approximated by Eq (6.6) and (6.7). 
Notably, the modified Shockley fit in (B) agrees well with the exact kinetics over the 
entire range of driving forces examined, suggesting that the many electron hopping 
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kinetics underpinning the simulations is effectively captured by fitting only the 𝑿𝟎 
parameter (the ideality factor was set to 𝒏 =  ½) 

 where 𝑘 →  is the rate-limiting rate constant for electrons to escape the high-potential 

branch, in this case the 𝐻 →  𝐻  hopping rate constant, and 𝑘 →  is the short-circuit 

rate constant from 𝐿 →  𝐻  that apparently dominates the idle short-circuit current. The 

∆𝐺  term is the energy required to move an electron from the low-potential AL pool to 

L1. The factor of ½ reflects the probability that the acceptor in the high-potential branch 

receiving the electron during the rate limiting process (𝐻  for Eq (6.6), and 𝐻  for Eq 

(6.7)). In both cases, the acceptor is approximately in equilibrium with the AH pool, since 

the rate limiting step does not come between the acceptor and the AH pool. Therefore, 

the acceptor will be reduced 50% of the time because the energy to bring an electron 

from the reservoir to H1 and H2 is zero. If an energy gradient existed in the high-

potential branch towards the high potential pool AH, a general Boltzmann probability of 

finding an electron on H1 and H2 would replace the factor of ½ in Eqs (6.6) and (6.7), 

respectively. 

The only parameter in Eqs (6.4) and (6.5) that remains unpredicted is the 

overpotential driving force 𝑋 . This was taken as a fitting parameter, and merely 

adjusted by the eye to fit to the red curve in Figure 6.5, and was found to be 𝑋 ≈ 155 

meV. It is unclear how this parameter may be predicted from the underlying energy 

landscape and kinetics (inset of Figure 6.4). this may be a future area of investigation. 

Even if 𝑋  essentially serves as a phenomenological fitting parameter, it is remarkable 
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how closely the prediction of Eqs (6.5),(6.6), and (6.7) (the brown curve in Figure 6.5) 

follows the many-electron kinetics simulated using the model in Appendix A. It is also 

remarkable how a few parameters (the rate constants and ∆𝐺  in Eqs (6.6)and (6.7)) 

determine the asymptotic currents IF and IR so robustly and profoundly. The profound 

influence of a few parameters, found here but also in Section 3.2.3, suggests that electron 

bifurcating enzymes in nature may be primarily regulated by a few key rate constants 

and/or energy scales. This is not uncommon in enzyme kinetics, as rate limiting rates 

and activation energies are often robust predictors of kinetics. The following section 

discusses why nature may select electron bifurcating enzymes to perform in the 

irreversible regimes discussed in this chapter. 

6.2. Costs and possible benefits of irreversibility 

The difference in magnitude between the idle short circuiting and bifurcating 

fluxes may be controlled by the electron exit rate from the H-branch and the redox 

potential slope in the L-branch, respectively (see Section 6.1.2). Both these factors in turn 

may be influenced by the availability and redox poise of the AL, AH, and D pools. In 

principle, this affords the cell surprising flexibility to regulate the activity of bifurcating 

enzyme by orders of magnitude.  

Figure 6.6 shows an interesting case illustrating the range of catalytic activity of 

the irreversible EB landscapes examined in this chapter. In the example of Figure 6.5, the 

enzyme continuously switches from electron bifurcating activity when strongly driven 
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to serving as an electron conduit between D and AL and AH when the driving force is 

reversed (Figure 6.6A). If any one of the AH, AL, and D substrates is missing (small 

absolute concentration), the enzyme serves as a conduit between the remaining 

substrates (Figure 6.6B-D), with 𝑉  identical to the bifurcating flux in Figure 6.6A. If 

AH or AL are in very low concentrations (Figure 6.6C and D, respectively), the idle short 

circuiting serving as the conduit only occurs when the D pool is poised appropriately. 

Clearly, the electron flux in Figure 6.6B does not depend on the poise of D since the total 

concentration [𝐷]  + [𝐷 ] is negligible. 

Why would evolution select for increased idle short-circuiting under some 

conditions? Electron bifurcation is not always 100% efficient in partitioning electrons. 

One study found ≈ 1/1.3 ratio between the electron flow to the low- and high-potential 

branches [85]. Furthermore, short circuiting is not always disadvantageous. For 

example, photosynthetic bacteria were found to survive (presumably) on the short-

circuiting flux through complex III mutants with an inhibited low-potential branch [127]. 

In principle, idle short-circuiting may be harnessed to promote redox homeostasis in the 

cell, by discharging metabolic pools that may become overcharged, or by preventing a 

complete halt of a biochemical cycle when one of the pools is temporarily compromised. 

Future studies are needed to fully assess the role short-circuiting through EB enzymes 

might play in larger biochemical cycles.  
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Figure 6.6: An irreversible electron bifurcation scheme that switches between 
bifurcation and an electron conduit activities between the D, AL, and AH pools 
depending on the availability and redox poise of the pools. (A) when all pools are 
available, and poised as shown in the inset, electron bifurcation occurs when the 
driving force −∆𝑮𝒃𝒊𝒇𝒖𝒓𝒄 is positive, but the reverse idle short-circuiting is tuned (by 
changing the H1 → H2 tunneling distance and the redox potential gradient in the L 
branch) to be the same as the forward bifurcating 𝑽𝒎𝒂𝒙. This allows the enzyme to (B-
D) perform as an electron conduit between any two of the pools when any of the 
substrates are missing, with identical 𝑽𝒎𝒂𝒙 as the bifurcating activity in panel (A). 

 

6.2.1. Irreversible synthetic electron bifurcation 

Electron bifurcation is a compelling target for synthetic nanoscale device/catalyst 

design[1, 3, 4, 55, 169]. Irreversibility may be preferred for certain electron bifurcating 
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device designs. First, irreversible electron bifurcation may be easier to achieve in a 

nanoscale device. For example, instead of engineering two branches of redox active sites 

(cofactors), a synthetic device may take inspiration from the schemes of Figure 6.4 by 

engineering an enormous free energy gradient in the low-potential branch and operating 

the system at low AH concentration to slow the rate of electrons exiting the high-

potential branch. Such a strategy might minimize the number of electron hopping sites 

to be engineered. This may be particularly relevant for possible de novo protein designs 

[183] for synthetic electron bifurcation, as engineering ligand binding sites is difficult 

(but demonstrated [184]), especially when redox potentials must also be controlled. 

Second, irreversible electron bifurcation may be preferred for high-throughput 

electron bifurcating activity. Assuming the high energy electron product of electron 

bifurcation finds a useful catalytic role, it may be preferrable to use an irreversible 

scheme to achieve a high specific catalytic rate (Figure 6.2C-D) for industrial application. 

Ideally, the overpotential requirement (i.e., driving force to achieve half-𝑉 ) could be 

optimized to achieve the desired specific catalytic activity at the minimum free energy 

cost. 

While many electron bifurcating enzymes in nature likely typically operate in 

near-reversible conditions, some may be often strongly driven in vivo [66]. In this 

chapter, we show that electron bifurcation may naturally be established by far-from-

equilibrium build-up of electrons in the high potential branch, combined with the near-
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equilibrium suppression of electrons at L1 and the semiquinone state B- (assuming B has 

inverted potentials). Furthermore, we discover that these irreversible regimes can lead to 

robust orders-of-magnitude control over the bifurcating and idle short-circuit fluxes by 

changing the rate of electron escape from the high-potential branch and the free energy 

gradient in the low-potential branch. Future study is necessary to determine whether 

electron bifurcating systems in nature meaningfully access these regimes, and whether 

idle short-circuiting is ever meaningfully selected for in biology or is primarily a side 

reaction for evolution to select against. 
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7. Conclusion 

This dissertation presents a general theory of energy transduction in electron 

bifurcating enzymes and uncovers clues for designing synthetic electron bifurcating 

nanoscale devices. Robust, efficient, and reversible electron bifurcation is possible 

without explicit gating mechanisms to suppress short-circuiting electron transfers. A 

requisite free energy landscape with steep redox potential gradients in the high- and 

low-potential branches can robustly suppress short-circuiting by the equilibrium 

suppression (near the bifurcating site) of holes in the high-potential branch and electrons 

in the low-potential branch. The steep free energy barrier erects a high activation energy 

for short-circuit reactions compared to the activation energy of productive electron 

bifurcation/confurcation reactions. We name this mechanism the reversible EB scheme. 

Many electron bifurcating cofactors exhibit inverted reduction potentials. We 

derive a ΔΔG decomposition scheme to describe physical and chemical origins of 

inverted reduction potentials, and use quantum chemical and Pourbaix analyses to 

generate the hypothesis that the switching order of the first and second reduction 

potentials of two electron compounds may be principally explained by electrostatic 

interactions between the SQ charge and charges residues nearby, as mediated by the 

dielectric environment of the two-electron species. 

Inverted reduction potentials have been proposed to be required of electron 

bifurcating cofactors [36, 55, 62, 93, 130]. We show that the thermodynamics and kinetics 
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of electron bifurcation does not require inverted potentials of the bifurcating cofactor, 

provided the absolute value of difference between the first and second reduction 

potentials |𝐸 − 𝐸 | is comparable to the redox potential span of the high- and low-

potential branches. In fact, electron bifurcation can be just as effective with strongly 

normally ordered potentials as with strongly inverted potentials. Other factors that may 

select for bifurcating cofactors with inverted potentials remain unknown. Synthetic 

electron bifurcation may be easier to achieve with normally ordered potentials. For 

instance, engineering a redox active quantum dot with inverted potentials seems 

difficult, but tuning the difference |𝐸 − 𝐸 | in the normally ordered case may be 

accomplished by simple tuning the bandgap with changing dot size. 

In our view, the reversible EB scheme also speaks to the debate on electron 

gating in the electron bifurcating complex III of the electron transport chain of 

respiration and photosynthesis. While our simplified model does not account for the 

observed decrease in short-circuit turnover with an inhibited low-potential branch (such 

as antimycin bound to the Qi) site, the reversible EB scheme seems sufficient to explain 

how short-circuiting is suppressed under normal conditions. Furthermore, minimal 

modifications to our simplified model, such as an electrostatic or slight (~ 3 Å) 

conformational interaction between the low-potential branch and the high-potential 

Rieske FeS protein, can account for the observed kinetics with an inhibited L-branch. 

Clearly distinguishing these or other subtle effects seems difficult given current 
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experimental and computational limitations. In contrast, gating mechanisms that 

modulate the magnitude of the short-circuit rate constants must be exceptionally 

effective (must modify the rate constants by ~106 or more) for short-circuiting reactions 

to be rate limiting. A clear microscopic model of the kinetics of the Q-cycle and inhibited 

Q-cycle remains elusive, but the reversible EB scheme seems to largely account for 

electron bifurcation in the Q-cycle. 

The reversible EB scheme as formulated in Chapter 3 uses a steep redox potential 

gradient in both the high- and low-potential branches, raising the question of how short-

circuits are suppressed in bifurcating electron transfer flavoproteins (Bf-ETFs) with 

bifurcating cofactors that reduce the low potential substrate ferredoxin (Fd). We 

hypothesize that the steep redox potential gradient may be naturally achieved without a 

serial chain of redox cofactors by a downward shift in redox potential of the FeS cluster 

in Fd when Fd is bound to Bf-ETF. Such a downward shift may be found elsewhere in 

biology, such as the iron protein when bound to nitrogenase to reduce the P-cluster [178-

180]. 

Lastly, we uncover possible schemes for irreversible electron bifurcation or 

confurcation. These irreversible schemes rely on a nonequilibrium distribution of 

electrons in the high- or low-potential branch to suppress short-circuit precursor states 

instead of using equilibrium Boltzmann weights as in the reversible EB scheme. The 

irreversible regimes we describe are not confirmed in nature (although some bifurcating 
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enzymes are proposed to be strongly driven in vivo), but may yield tangible benefits 

such as the ability to regulate bifurcation or confurcation turnover and idle short-circuit 

turnover by orders-of-magnitude by tuning substrate concentrations. Remarkably, these 

irreversible schemes are effectively described by a modified Shockley ideal diode 

equation (Eq (6.5)) with at most one fitting parameter.  

Electron bifurcation may be accomplished by simply tuning the energetics or 

rate-limiting kinetics of the high- and low-potential branches without the need to 

modify the electron transfer rate constants from typical values for electron tunneling in 

proteins (Eq (1.10) and (1.11)). Since effective electron bifurcation does not require 

atomic scale control of electron transfer rate constants, synthetic electron bifurcation 

may be within reach. By engineering the redox potential landscape of the reversible EB 

scheme (Chapter 3) or an irreversible scheme (Chapter 6) into a molecule or other 

nanoscale device, a new generation of bioinspired devices might be unlocked. 
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Appendix A 

Based on an excerpt from the supporting information of  

J.L. Yuly, P. Zhang, X. Ru, K. Terai, N. Singh, and D.N. Beratan (2021). Efficient 

and reversible electron bifurcation with either normal or inverted potentials at the 

bifurcating cofactor. Chem, 7 (7), 1870-1886. 

J.L.Y., X. R., K. T., and N.S. drafted the supporting information. 

All authors contributed to editing the supporting information. 

 

These simulations used to generate all of the graphs provided in the main text 

were derived from a simple many-electron hopping kinetics formalism, described here. 

This model that is similar or identical to previous models [118, 120, 185, 186]. This 

approach contains crucial multi-electron microstates that are needed to describe electron 

bifurcating systems, beyond the level enabled by simple one- or few-electron models [2, 

79, 95].  

The many-electron redox state for a set of cofactors that may each be oxidized or 

reduced is 

 𝒏 = [𝑛 , 𝑛 , 𝑛 , . . . ] (A.1) 

where 𝑛  is the integer number of redox active electrons on cofactor 𝑖. We use the 

notation (𝒏)  to label the occupation of cofactor 1 in microstate 𝒏. For instance, if (𝒏) =

0, then the system 𝒏 has cofactor 𝑋 in the most oxidized state allowed in the model. We 
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define {𝑛 } be the set of possible values of (𝒏) . If (𝒏) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑛 }, then the system 𝒏 

has cofactor X in the most reduced state allowed by the model, with 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑛 } mobile 

electrons residing on cofactor X. The total number of redox states available to the system 

is 

 𝑆 =  𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑛 } (A.2) 

We assume that the reduction potential of each cofactor does not depend on the redox 

state of the other cofactors. 

The number of possible redox states grows exponentially with the number of 

cofactors [118, 185, 186]. We defines a rate matrix 𝑲 (of dimension 𝑆) containing rates 

that link allowed states by connecting all pairs of states based on the tunneling distances 

between cofactors and electron transfer Franck-Condon factors. Unless explicitly stated 

otherwise (such as the concerted refill step of Figure 4.16E and F), all rate constants 

describe one electron hops. Transitions may occur between states if the states differ only 

by the location of one electron and the total number of electrons is conserved (unless the 

rate constant describes an electron moving to/from a reservoir, as detailed below). Each 

transition is assigned a rate constant 𝑘(𝑅), determined from the nonadiabatic electron 

transfer rate expression with a Marcus form Franck-Condon factor [43, 44, 125] 

 
𝑘(𝑅) =

2𝜋|𝑉 |

ħ
𝑒

1

4𝜋𝜆𝑘 𝑇
𝑒

(∆ ° )

 (A.3) 
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where 𝑅 is the distance between cofactors (Å), 𝛽 is the tunneling decay constant (Å-1), 

|𝑉 |  (eV2) is the squared contact electronic coupling, and 𝜆 (eV) is the reorganization 

energy.  These values were approximated as 1 Å-1, (0.1)2 eV2, and 1.0 eV respectively, 

which are typical values for nonadiabatic electron transfers in proteins [39, 44, 54]. ∆𝐺° is 

given by the Nernst equation 

 ∆𝐺° =  |𝑒 | 𝐸° − 𝐸°  (A.4) 

where 𝐸°  is the standard state oxidation potential of the donor in the redox state 

donating the electron, and 𝐸°  is the standard state reduction potential of the 

acceptor in the redox state accepting the electron, and |𝑒 | is the elementary charge. The 

kinetics of the many-particle system is calculated using a classical master equation: 

 𝑑𝑷(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
 =  𝑲 ∙  𝑷(𝑡) (A.5) 

with solution 

 𝑷(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑲 ∙ 𝑷𝟎 (A.6) 

where 𝑷(𝑡) is a vector whose 𝒏th element represents the probability of occupying state 𝒏 

(Eq. (A.1)) at a given time, 𝑲 is the transition rate matrix, and 𝑷𝟎 encodes the initial state 

probabilities. 

Electron reservoirs were added to our EB system to model the redox substrates at 

the termini of the high and low potential branches, and to reversibly replace D with D= 

population as the electron D= is depleted (Figure 4.15A). An electron (or two, in the case 

of reservoir R connected to the D species, as shown in Figure 4.15) is introduced or 
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removed (created or annihilated) when it transfers from (to) a reservoir of the system. 

Thus, reservoirs generate connections between states (Eq. (A.1)) that differ by the 

number of electrons at the terminal cofactor site. For instance, if an N-electron reservoir 

(i.e., N electrons moving concertedly to/from the reservoir) were connected to cofactor 𝑖, 

then rate constants (𝑲)𝒏,𝒏  =  𝑘   and (𝑲)𝒏 ,𝒏  =  𝑘  are added to 𝑲 which satisfy 

 
𝑘 =  𝑘  𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

𝑁𝜇 + 𝑁|𝑒 |𝐸°

𝑘 𝑇
 (A.7) 

where (𝒏)  =  𝑞  and (𝒏′)  =  𝑞 − 𝑁 but otherwise (𝒏) =  (𝒏′)  for 𝑗 ≠  𝑖, and 𝑞  is the 

number of mobile electrons present on cofactor 1 when it is poised to donate 𝑁 electrons 

(𝑁 ≤ 𝑞 ) to the reservoir. The 𝜇  term is the reservoir electrochemical potential, and 

𝐸°  is the average (midpoint) 𝑁-electron standard state redox potential of cofactor 𝑖. 

The rate of electron transfer from the terminal cofactor to the reservoir, (𝑲)𝒏,𝒏 , was set 

to be 107 s-1 for all rates with reservoirs, so that the reservoir kinetics would not be rate 

limiting. A 𝑁 = 2 electron reservoir connections were made to D, as shown in Figure 

4.15 (to generate Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17), or directly to the bifurcating cofactor B (to 

generate Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7) 

Eq. (A.8) gives the population 〈𝑖(𝑞)〉 of cofactor 𝑖 in a particular redox state 𝑞 at 

time 𝑡. 

 〈𝑖(𝑞)〉 = 𝛿(𝒏)

𝒏

𝑃𝒏(𝑡) (A.8) 
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Thus, the instantaneous net flux J into reservoir 𝑅 (as shown in Figure 4.15)connected to 

cofactor 𝑖 at time 𝑡, which can exchange 𝑁 electrons in one kinetic step, is: 

 𝐽 = 𝑁〈𝑖(𝑞 )〉𝑘 − 𝑁〈𝑖(𝑞 − 𝑁)〉𝑘  (A.9) 

where 〈𝑖(𝑞 )〉 and 〈𝑖(𝑞 − 𝑁)〉 are the populations of cofactor 𝑖 in the initial (𝑞 ) and final 

(𝑞 − 𝑁) redox states, respectively (Eq. (A.8));  𝑘  and 𝑘  are the rate constants for 

electron transfer into and out of the reservoir (Eq. (A.7)). Eq. (A.9) was used to calculate 

all the electron fluxes in the simulations of Chapter 3 and Section 4.2. The simulations of 

Chapter 6 instead used the formalism described in Appendix B below. 

The Python code used to generate the simulations of Chapter 3 may be accessed 

online [187], as well as the Python code used to generate the simulations of Section 4.2  

[188]. 
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Appendix B 

This appendix is based on unpublished work. 

 

The goal of this appendix is to describe how the states of the substrate pools 

(reservoirs) may be coupled to the kinetics of the enzyme states via a second-order 

process and tracked using a pseudo first-order approximation.  

Specifically, we wish to describe the interaction of a redox active species 𝐷 with 

an enzyme E which can have many possible redox states, given by any combination of 

redox states of each of the redox active cofactors bound to E. For simplicity, we assume 

that D can only donate or receive electrons from one bound cofactor A. Let 𝑎 denote any 

state of E with cofactor A oxidized (available to receive an electron from D-). The 

interaction between D and 𝑎 may be described by 

 𝐷 + 𝑎
∆

𝐷 𝑎
∆

𝐷𝑎
∆

𝐷 + 𝑎  (B.1) 

The first step describes the association between D- and 𝑎, the second the electron transfer 

from D- to 𝑎, and the last step the dissociation process between D and 𝑎 . Note that Eq. 

(B.1) represents many separate processes! In particular, the 𝑎 species represents any redox 

state of the system E with cofactor A oxidized. The action of the reservoir on the system 

connects any such state 𝑎 with the corresponding state 𝑎 . For convenience, we also 

write the following reduction reactions and associated reduction potentials 

 𝑎 +  𝑒 𝑎 , (B.2) 
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𝐷 +  𝑒 𝐷 . 

The first law of thermodynamics implies that, under any conditions (any redox poise of 

the system and reservoir D pool, in particular at standard state) the following 

relationship holds. 

 ∆𝐺 + ∆𝐺 + ∆𝐺 = −|𝑒 |(𝐸 − 𝐸 ) (B.3) 

In addition, the reduction potential 𝐸  of D is related to the chemical potential of the 𝐷 

and 𝐷  species by 

 |𝑒 |𝐸  = 𝜇 −  𝜇 , (B.4) 

where |𝑒 | is the elementary charge. 

Next, we assume that the kinetics of the processes in Eq. (B.1) are approximately 

at equilibrium (this occurs if all of the kinetics of all three steps are fast compared to the 

intraprotein electron transfer kinetics). The assumption of quasi-equilibrium of Eq. 1 

means that 

 [𝐷 𝑎]

[𝐷 ][𝑎]
≈ 𝑒 ∆ ∘/ =

𝑘

𝑘
, (B.5) 

 [𝐷𝑎 ]

[𝐷 𝑎]
≈ 𝑒 ∆ ∘/ =

𝑘

𝑘
, (B.6) 

 [𝐷][𝑎 ]

[𝐷𝑎 ]
≈ 𝑒 ∆ ∘/ , (B.7) 

where ∆𝐺∘, ∆𝐺∘, and ∆𝐺∘ refer to the standard state reaction free energies. The kinetics 

describing 𝐷, 𝐷 , 𝑎 and 𝑎  is given by 
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 𝑑[𝐷 ]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑[𝑎]

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘 [𝐷 ][𝑎]  +  𝑘 [𝐷 𝑎] (B.8) 

 𝑑[𝑎 ]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑[𝐷]

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘 [𝑎 ][𝐷] + 𝑘 [𝐷𝑎 ] (B.9) 

Substituting Eq. (B.6) into Eq. (B.8) gives 

 𝑑[𝐷 ]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑[𝑎]

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘 [𝐷 ][𝑎]  +  𝑘 𝑒 ∆ ∘/ [𝐷𝑎 ] (B.10) 

Substituting Eq. (B.7) into Eq. (B.10) and performing a similar set of substitutions on Eq. 

(B.9), we obtain the following pseudo first-order kinetics equations 

 𝑑[𝐷 ]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑[𝑎]

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐾 [𝑎] + 𝐾 [𝑎 ], (B.11) 

 𝑑[𝐷]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑[𝑎 ]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾 [𝑎]  −  𝐾 [𝑎 ] (B.12) 

where 𝐾  and 𝐾  are instantaneous first-order rate constants given by 

 𝐾 =  𝑘 [𝐷 ] (B.13) 

 𝐾 = 𝑘 𝑒(∆ ∘ ∆ ∘)/ [𝐷]. (B.14) 

The ratio 𝐾 / 𝐾  satisfies the following relationship 

 𝐾

𝐾
=  

𝑘

𝑘
𝑒 (∆ ∘ ∆ ∘)/

[𝐷 ]

[𝐷]
. (B.15) 

The concentrations [𝐷 ] and [𝐷] are related to the chemical potentials of 𝐷 and 𝐷  using 

the equations [155] 

 [𝐷 ]  =  𝑒(   ∘  )/  

[𝐷]  =  𝑒(   ∘  )/ , 

or 

(B.16) 
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𝜇 =  𝜇∘  + 𝑘 𝑇 𝑙𝑛[𝐷 ], 

𝜇  =  𝜇∘  + 𝑘 𝑇 𝑙𝑛[𝐷], 

where 𝜇∘  and 𝜇∘  refer to the standard state chemical potentials, respectively. 

Substituting Eqs. (B.16) into Eq. (B.15) and then using Eq. (B.4) and Eq. (B.5) yields 

 𝐾

𝐾
=  𝑒𝑥𝑝

−∆𝐺∘ − ∆𝐺∘ − ∆𝐺∘  − |𝑒 |(𝐸 − 𝐸∘ )

𝑘 𝑇
. (B.17) 

Using Eq. (B.3), 

 𝐾

𝐾
=  𝑒𝑥𝑝

|𝑒 |(𝐸 − 𝐸∘ )

𝑘 𝑇
. (B.18) 

Identifying 𝜇 =  −|𝑒 |𝐸  as the chemical potential of the D-pool reservoir, we obtain 

Eq. (A.7) describing the rate constants connecting the system to the reservoir, written in 

a slightly different form with 𝑁 =  1 electrons transferred 

 
𝐾 =  𝐾  𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

𝜇 + |𝑒 |𝐸∘

𝑘 𝑇
. (A.7) 

The derivation of Eq. (A.7) places our use of reservoirs in the open-system many electron 

kinetics used to simulate EB throughout this thesis on firm theoretical footing, as these 

kinetics can be rigorously derived using the assumptions of Eqs. (B.5), (B.6), and (B.7). 

In Chapter 6, we use this formalism to set the reservoir chemical potentials 𝜇  

by explicitly tuning the redox poise of the reservoir pools, as the cell regulates redox 

homeostasis. This relationship is given by 

                      𝜇  =   𝜇 − 𝜇   (B.19) 
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=  𝜇∘  −  𝜇∘ + 𝑘 𝑇 𝑙𝑛
[𝐷 ]

[𝐷]
 

 =  − |𝑒 |𝐸∘  + 𝑘 𝑇 𝑙𝑛
[𝐷 ]

[𝐷]
, 

where 𝐸∘  is the standard state reduction potential of the 𝐷 species. By regulating the 

ratio [𝐷 ]/[𝐷] of reduced to oxidized 𝐷, the cell can regulate the poise of the substrate 

reservoirs connected to the EB enzymes, tuning the driving forces between them and 

thus the kinetic behavior. 

We may use the formalism of this appendix to shrink the D-pool reservoir to 

finite size 

 [𝐷 ] +  [𝐷]  =  𝑇 , (B.20) 

where 𝑇  is the (constant) size of the D-pool reservoir (Eq. (B.20) is guaranteed by Eqs. 

(B.11) and (B.12), but if 𝜇  is fixed as was assumed in all simulations unless stated 

otherwise, 𝑇  is implicitly assumed to be arbitrarily large). Now, we calculate the time 

derivative of the redox poise of the reservoir within our many-electron kinetics model  

 𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(|𝑒 |𝐸 ) =  

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜇 − 𝜇 ). (B.21) 

Using Eqs. (B.16) 

 𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑡
=  

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝜇∘  + 𝑘 𝑇 𝑙𝑛[𝐷 ]  −  𝜇∘ −  𝑘 𝑇 𝑙𝑛[𝐷]) 

=  𝑘 𝑇
1

[𝐷 ]

𝑑[𝐷 ]

𝑑𝑡
−  

1

[𝐷]

𝑑[𝐷]

𝑑𝑡
. 

(B.22) 
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Using the fact that the reservoir is of constant size (Eq (B.20)) and that the flow of 

electrons into the reservoir is given by 𝐽 of Eq (A.9), with 𝑁 = 1 electrons transferred (a 

similar derivation holds if 𝑁 > 1, but with 𝑁 +  2 elementary reaction steps in Eq. (B.1)) 

 
      

𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑘 𝑇

1

[𝐷 ]
+

1

[𝐷]
 ∙  𝐽 

   =  
𝑇 𝑘 𝑇

[𝐷 ][𝐷]
〈𝑖(𝑞 )〉𝐾 − 〈𝑖(𝑞 − 1)〉𝐾  

                 =  
𝑘 𝑇

𝑇 𝑓 (1 − 𝑓 )
〈𝑖(𝑞 )〉𝐾 − 〈𝑖(𝑞 − 1)〉𝐾 , 

(B.23) 

where 𝑓  =  [𝐷 ]/𝑇  is the fraction of the D-pool reservoir that is reduced. When taken 

together, Eqs. (A.5) and (B.23) define a set of coupled differential equations that account 

for the interaction between the D-pool reservoir and the system, including the back 

action of the system on the reservoirs.  
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Appendix C 

 

Figure C.1: The kinetics of Figure 6.2 is replicated if the refill process by which 
D= is oxidized to reduce B to B= is modeled using D as a fixed cofactor that is itself 
refilled by a two-electron rate constant from the R reservoir (see inset), instead of 
directly refilling B by the two-electron reservoir as in Figure 6.2. A concerted two-
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electron rate constant is used between the D and B cofactors, as in Figure 4.16E, with a 
value of 105/Sec. 

 

Figure C.2: Continuous transition from reversible electron bifurcation to 
irreversible electron confurcation by easing (B), (C), and (D) and then removing (D) 
the redox potential gradient in the low-potential branch. This figure is the 
confurcating kinetics corresponding to the bifurcating kinetics of Figure 6.2. The 
bottom panels plot the negative of the flux into the reservoirs, so that the flux into the 
high- and low-potential reservoirs may be compared on the log scale. 
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